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Rhode Island Study
Recommends Aid
PROVIDENCE. R I. (RNS)—
A state study commission here
has recommended that Rhode
Island furnish science, mathe-
matics and foreign language
textbooks to students of pri-
vate and parochial schools.
Spurred by the request of
the Diocese of Providence for
textbook aid in late I*l. the
state's study was conducted
hy a seven-member commis-
«hw appointed by Gov. John A.
Notts and leaden of the Gen-
eral Assembly.
Along with its endorsement
®f textbook aid. the commis-
sion suggested that the state
provide periodic Intelligence
and achievement testa to all
pupils in parochial, private and
public schools.
IN ITS recommendation sub-
mitted to Gov. Notte. the com-
mission stipulated the follow-
ing conditions:
• That the books be loaned,
not donated.
• That they go directly to
Ihe pupils, not to the non pub-
lic schools they attend.
• ana; *ue state s aid be
tunneled through local school
committees having authority to
•elect the texts and to ap-
pro** list*-of students quali-
fied to receive such assistance.
THE COMMISSION acknow-
ledged the possibility of a con-
stitutional challenge.
‘•The commission regards
the issue," it said, "as one un-
decided from a legal point of
view,
“We cannot predict with cer-
tainty what the U. S. Supreme
Court will decide if asked to
fudge the recommendations of
thS commission. But the res-
trictive form of our recommen-
datiotu it directed toward con-
stitutionality."
If textbook aid la enacted by
the state’s legislature, it will
benefit 48,000 children in paro-
chial schools and 8,000 others
in private schools.
The commilskm offered no
estimates of the cost of such
o program. The Catholic School
Board of Providence the dio-
cese embraces all of Rhode
Island proposed last Octo-
ber that cities and towns spend
an estimated UttUKtt -annually
tor textbook aid over an initial
period, of four years.
THE COMMISSION said that
in its judgment, “the public
benefits financially from the
presence of private schools tn
the sfale . . .
"This does not imply (bat the
public must support these pri-
vate schools, but merely in-
dicates that government should
not deny to pupils m these
schools reasonable and con-
stitutional benefits from tbe
state.
"The expenditures for a test-
ing service ana teitnoaks m
science, mathematics and mod-
ern foreign languages for non-
public schools, it minuscule in
comparison with tbe benefits to
Rhode Island taxpayers from
non-public schools."
IN ITS REFERENCE to con-
stitutionality questions, the
commission noted what it call-
ed the “child benefit theory'*
upheld by tbe U. S. Supreme
Court in cases Involving text-
book aid to non-public schools
in Louisiana and tbe oar of
public funds for parochial
school pupil bus transportation
in New Jersey.
Commissioners believed, they
said, that therecommendations
were constitutional it the con-
ditions specified were followed
if the aid was given to stu-
dents, not schools, and if texts
were loaned instead of being
donated.
The commission likened the
recommenced program to a
public library operation.
It noted, 100, that the pro-
gram recommended fallowed
closely tbe general inteptof the
National Defense Education
Art which carnally involve*
assistance only to colleges.
“Because of the crisis of our
particular historical period.”
u»* report said, "the commit-
asoa judges u desirable to en-
courage nun-pubitc school pu-
pil* to receive the beat pot-
**bte training in science, math-
ematic* ana modern foreign
languages."
Toe commission said the
state should not be deterred
trem undertaking a policy
'simply because certain groups
vigorously oppose it." adding
that - -does recognise that
tbe major advocate of testing
and textpoots was the school
board of a rcugsous group rep-
resenting tome R's of tbe
state’s population "
AMONG THOSE opposingthe
plan were the Rhode Island
State Council of Churches.
Rhode Island Baptist State
CoovreDon. Providence Pres-
bytery of the Catted Churcfl
m ihe U. S. A. individual
Methodist churches. Rhode Is-
land District of the Lotheraa
Church in America, sod the
Khode Island Congregatsoeal
enrnuan Caolereace.
Although texibaa* aid was
a conuavertial topic * Rhode
Island, comments and dtirus-
ssow -and testimany More
the commission were ifi»
tiagutehed hy Dank approaches
that noneUmleia avoided ill-
forbag, acrimony at (enssona
THE COMMISSION admitted
that objection* raised hy op-
powenu of tha plan presented
• number of arguments which
should bo recognized." and
gave replies to zoom eg them.
To the charge that urn pro-
gram would result in “Dag
mentation of our society, since
the public school presumably
is an indistK-n.abir unify mg
factor," ' the commusson an-
swered that American tradi-
tion supports tha eaiairnce of
private sc boob. It held that
pluralistic methods of educa-
tion had been beneficial, not
detrimental, to society.
Declaring that it recognized
“strong historical grounding or
tbe unwillingness of many la
contribute to tbe financing of
religious functions in which
they do not believe." the com-
mission continued
“While the textbooks that
are suggested cannot be ab-
solutely separated from tho
religious spirit that permeates
religious (durational institu-
tions. careful condition* have
been set forth to justify our
judgment that Jhe proposals do
not represent allocation of pub-
lic funds for religious pur-
poses."
BRICKLAYER BISHOP-Bishop George W. Ahr of Trenton
receives on honorary cord and engraved golden trowel
making him an honorary member of tho Bricklayers,
Plasterers and Masons Union from Frank Russo, business
agent for a Trenton local. The presentation was mode in
recognition of the Bishop's skill in placing cornerstones
on buildings throughout the diocese.
Observer Outlines Condition ofCzechoslovak Church
Tht following thorough enelytit of lb* litneturn of lb*
Church im Rcd-ruted Citcboilovehie comn from e highly
eulhoriutiit inure* üboit identity cuuuol h« hinted without
three! of berm to lb* Church.
VIENNA (NC) - The
Church in communist-ruled
Ciccboslovakia is not dying,
b‘?t It 1? very rkfc tfc«
opinion of a veteran observer
of Czechoslovak affair; in an
Iron Curtain country near tha
Czech border.
He said the hopes of the
Church in Czechoslovakia lie
In small groups of very ex-
emplary laymen and secret
priests.
“SOME CZECH priests tcU
of small groups of Catholics
many of them one-time high
government officials who were
reduced to common laborers’
Jobs because of their religion
well educated, cultured and
deeply spiritual who are held
In great esteem by the
people,” the observer said.
These afo the foundations
upon which the priests hope
to rebuild the Faith, lliey
teach catechism and help the
priests itt doing works of
ch ty, but their greatest in-
flu i is by good example.
“
lose priests who refused
to swear fidelity to the com-
munist state have gone various
Some few have man-
aged to leave the country, put
Ahe majority have been forced
Into a secular life, working in
factories or wherever they ean
earn a living. Inevitably, some
have been ioat to the priest-
hood.
“But others, unknown as
priests even to their fellow
workers, have continued with
spiritual life and their
priestly work quietly and se-
cretly in their after-work
hours. The people have great
confidence in them; much
more confidence than they
have in the state-subsidized
priests. Every now and then
a ‘secret priest’ la discovered
and arrested.
“THERE IS NEWS also that
there are small groups of
young people who are living
their faith admirably in tho
manner of the catacombs.
They have developed a kind
of toughness about their Falih
and are not easily scandalized.
“No, the Church is .not
dying. 1 am convinced that
there will be a relaxation pf
the pressures one day, and
when the pressure la lifted we
will find that the Church has
survived suffered but sur-
vived.”
THE OBBERVER then de-
the background id cur-
rent conditions.4ie reported:
"Tbe frontier of Czechoslo-
vakia was closed in the time
of Stalin, but. now, and es-
pecially since I*l. It has be-
come relaxed and easily
craped. There Is a depression
going on now in Czechos-
lovakia and many people are
actually hungry. Asa result,
many of them rtosa the bor-
der for food and, in doing so.
bring us reports about tho
situation of the Church In their
country.
"In I*l, the Czechoslovak
government required that all
Bishops and priests take an
oath of fidelity to the state.
Those who complied were left
unhindered in their diocese or
parish and were supplied with
a state subsidy. Those who did
not were removed from office,
stripped of all income and,
if not Imprisoned, were cast
out on the street. Those priests
and Bishops who then, and
since then, have taken the
oath are regarded as public
servants hy the government
and receive sufficient lncomo
to live comfortably.”
Three Czechosolovak Blshopa
were permitted to attend the
ecumenical council at the Vatb
can. "Peace priests” were as-
signed to each of them to ac-
company them wherever they
went, presumably fa keep
them under surveillance but
the "peace priest" could not
follow them into the Council
Hall.
“IN THE DIOCESES left
vacant by Bishops who refused
to take the required oath of
fidelity to the state, a vtear
capitular named by tbe gov-
ernment is in charge." the ob-
server said. When tbe state-
subsidized priests assemble
for a deanery meeting, a lay
state official presides. Similar-
ly. a lay official rales all dio-
cesan chanceries, white the
vicar capitular la only
a figurehead.
These state ■ • subsidized
priests are not severely criti-
zed by their fellow print*
those who refuse to take the
oath of fidelity —but are
credited for doing the Mat
they can under difficult cir-
cumstances and severe limita-
tions.
"The wont of Ihe ’pqace
priests’ is a fellow named Jo-
sef Plojhar. The people call
him 'the evil spirit' of Czechos-
lovakia.
“Ho was suspended by
Archbishop Josef Beran of
Prague and rose In the gov-
ernment to be Minister of
Health.
“Archbishop Beran’s where-
abouts are not known. It la be-
lieved that he la kept con-
stantly on the move. Never-
theless he la revered by the
people as a 'aalnt* and to com-
monly believed to be one of
the three whom Pope John has
designated as Cardinal 'in-
l petto.”*
THE OBSERVER then told
a story about Bishop Stepan
Trorhta of LMomcetee.
Recently, he said. Bishop
Trochta was released (rom
prison and worked as a street-
sweeper to earn his livelihood.
For several months he went
unnoticed Then someone rec-
ognized him and the word
spread. Before long the au-
thorities discovered the street-
sweeper being treated with.
. great reverence by the people.
Tbe Bishop was quickly re-
stored to his post.
1 THE OBSERVER reported:
"The Czechoslovak people
have not clung to their refigion
with tbe same stubborn
tenacity that Catholics in other
communist countries have.
This has mad# It all the more
difficult for the Bishops and
priests In Ciccboslovakia who
are trying to keep the Faith
alive. Generally speaking, the
Faith in Moravia has been
weak, while it has been
stronger In Bohemia and Slo-
vakia.
“All seminaries have been
closed. The government has
allowed two 'spiritual acade-
mic*,' a* they call them, to
remaio open. One of these is
at Lttomerice and the other
is at Bratislava. Here the stu-
dents can follow a seminary
course, hut they must also at-
tend compulsory lectures on
communism. 4
“1 have been told that the
spirt! and faith among U>e
seminarians to very high and
that there are no communists
among them. However, only
those passed by the commun-
ist authorities are permitted to
continue on to ordination.
"The life of the religious or-
ders to almost com-
pletely gone. There are some
convents of nuns, but they are
not permitted to accept any
"The ones who are able to
work are given the difficult
task of caring for mentally re-
tarded and deranged children.
Those who cannot work have
been assigned to a convent
Where they must remaio with-
out leaving until they die.
"OFFICIALLY religious in-
struction exists. Certain priests
are paid by tije government to
teach religion in the public
schools. But the parents. are
kept in such terror through re-
prisals that very few children
actually attend the religious in-
structions: about 3% in the
cities and about 30% La tho
villages.
"Examples of the pressure
brought to bear: parents who
send their children to religious
instructions sometimes lose
their jobs as a result. Child-
ren who take religious instruc-
tions, furthermore, are not
permitted to go on to higher
studies."
Pope Marks Christmas
With Private Masses
VATICAN CITY—Pope John
com breed a busy Christmas
week schedule with
,
a quiet
holiday itself, offering Masses
in his private chapel He re*-
turned his *pp*t**t recovery
lion the i 1 **—-** shuk caused
tboH||| IMHMT
normal
During Uw week, the Hal)
Father
• Strteaed the renewal of
the Church at a major goal
of tha Second Vatican Council
in a special Christmas audi-
ence for Cardinals of the
Ctaria.
• Renewed hi* pleas for
world peace tn a broadcast fat-
tening the first of Ms Christ
mas Masses
• Reminded some Wt per-
sons attending his final audi-
ence of I*3 that happiness and
sorrow are always side hy
side. .
• Visited children at Bam-
bino Gem Hospital and IoU
them that although tea health
had returned he was “not ex-
actly reedy to run a race.”
• Scot a special m wage of
peace a* border guards of
Italy. Germany. Austria and
Switzerland held a Christmas
celebration at the' brrarer
Paw.
• Deplored excessive high-
way speed by "thought
tesa persons
"
• Won acclaim as 180‘s top
newsmaker in the field of re-
ligion in a poll conducted by
the Associated Press, and «**
trtectrd "Man ef the Year" t;
Time magazzar
Et’GENE Cardinal Tu-
tor ant. Deaa ef the College ef
CajreaJ*. expressed the col
far
TV Pontiff reptted by apeak-
lug georralty abmxt hit hopes
ter the mneuril council At
the end ef Ms speech he spike
at Ms recent tDoses, saying
“We allow ourselves to refer
to what In part weeks ha*
given reason ter some concern
regarding our physical health
W# are happy to express
once more tn person our
thanks tor the good wishes
seal to o* in the harmony of
affecuao and the prayer* of
the whole Catbofic family.
"Our humble hie. hke the
five* of aU uf u*. is m tbe
bands of God We particularly
like the phrase of Si. Gregory
Nsiisam The will of God is
our peace' **
THE POPE ALSO pointed
out that the coming year will
mark the fourth centenary of
the time of the Council of
Trent
Returning to the topic of tha
present council, the I’ope said
he bad been Inspired to con-
voke It for a “general and
more ardent renewal of the
life of the Church and anew
and vigorous spreading of the
Gospel throughout the world
.. , This renewed pastoral im-
prttM it tb* rontttni concern
at
par heart."
>W or Dm- too pm—-
•t ISt- teal central aodienr*
»«t ptrmli of the tlitinU
at Imm'i Norm Awrku
mryjirir
' IVMui drat hit rtattb
tram Ut cloa—a at tb* t«<o
f**»U at CMtait the day
Man tb* Mfitan. ud at Si.
Stephen Martyr. IM Inn at
lb* auditor* day,
H* told Ok alary at Chrtat-
mat and said: "Wlui* pm
toy surrounded lb* nraborn
Jesws. al ikat very moment
Herod was pianaint the
•Uuyhtrr of the innocents "
At the present time, he con-
tinued. while he and thoa*
present acre ror>>«s the an
’diet**. there wat war and
Uondthed somewhere in the
world.
THE Fort* remark* on
highway speed were prompted
by hit Chmtmat Day «htt to
the Bambino Getu Hospital,
where be had talked to two
children who had been injured
by a hit-and-run driver on
their way to Chrutmaa Eve
Mata.
The Pontiff chided those in-
considerate persons who do
not control their cart on the
highways."
In hit talk at a regular mid-
week audience the Pop*
went on to a more cheerful
not* by ttretsinx that this wat
HEALTH IMPROVING-No signs of strain anpear in this recent closeup of Pope John
XXIII, token at on avdlence during the Christmas period. The Pope himself alluded sev-
eral times to his Impraving health, but reports persist that he is ill. No authoritative
information on his recent illness has been released.
23 From Archdiocese
Given Papal Honors
NEWARK Archbishop
Boland announced this week
that papal honor* had been
conferred on 12 laymen and
11 laywomen of the Archdlo-
cese of Newark by Pope John
XXIII
Dr. Thomas J. Walsh of Eliz-
abeth, former medical director
of St. Kllzabctli's Hospital, was
named a Knight Commander
of St. Gregory the Great, Civil
Claw. He served for 43 years
on Ihe staff of St. Elizabeth's
before bis retirement.
NAMED AS Knights of St
Gregoty the Great, Civil Class
were:
John J. Breslin Jr. of Psr-
amus. an attorney who has
scried as magistrate and pros-
ecutor in Bergen County. He
to chairman of the advisory
board of Holy Name Hdspiul.
Teaneck. and has served as
chairman of tend raising
drives for Immaculate Concep-
tion Seminary and Sacred
Heart Cathedral. In I*o. be re-
ceived the Pro Juventute Med-
al from Ihe late Archbishop
Walsh.
John V. Cavatero of Bloom-
field. founder and publisher of
the Catholic Publishing Cos.,
which puts out the Catholic
Bible and St. Joseph's Daily
Missal.
George E. Davit of Jersey
Qty. former officer of the
Holy Name Society, St. Vin-
cent DePaul Society, National
Council of Carnot* Men »«i
Knights of Columbus.
John J. Hail of Elizabeth
former editor of the Elizabeth
Daily Journal and author of
many article* seeking to
strengthen state laws against
the dixseminattoa of indecent
literature.
Andrew F. Kelly of West-
field. former president of the
Laioa County Federation o.
Holy Name Societies and del-
egate to the cooventsuo at tbe
National Council of Catholic
Men. He was originator of the
movement to form the New
Jersey Federation of Holy
Nam# Societies earlier this
year.
Matthew P Mahon Sr. of
Newark, trustee of St James
Hospital, active member of
the Knights at Columbus, An-
rtmt Ortkr
First Friday ChihTLd7*tiJe
«•. a member of tbe Loyola
Retreat Group.
Jauws J. McMahon of Mont-
clair. pobiiabet of the Hudson
Dispatch, former Montclair
commissioner and member of
tbe Paaaaic Valley Water Com-
mission. He was Grand Knight
•ad Slate Deputy of the
Kaighto of Columbus He was
prominent in the interest of
the Church in consideration of
Use new State Constitution and
theertabhrtiment of SetonH.il
Medical and Dental School. He
received the CYO'a Pro Juven
tute Medal from Arrhbuhoo
Boland in I*2.
Dr. Joseph A. Milter of Sooth
Orange, a specialist in diseases
of ear. nose and throat, and a
member of tbe staff of St.
Mary * Hospital. Orange.
Joseph M. N.ab of Ridge-
wood, active in the Federation
of Holy Name Societies and
Instrumental in the formation
of the New Jersey State Fed-
eration of Holy Name Socie-
ties, He to also a member of
the retreat movement.
Jeremiah J. O'Callaghan of
Jersey City, spokesman for the
Church on many occasions
through public addresses at
Catholic functions. He has
served as national president of
the Ancient Order of Hiberni-
ans in America.
Walter F. Robinson of Bay-
onne, assistant superintendent
of Bayonne public schools. He
has been active in catechetical
work since 1828 when be organ-
ized a high school of religion
in St. Vincent's pariah. He was
appointed by Archbishop Bo-
land as Newark representative
to the National Lay Commit-
tee of the Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine and to a
member of the CCD executive
board. He received the CYO'a
Pro Juventute Medal from
the late Archbishop Walsh in
1831. •
NAMED to receive the Cross
Pro Ecclesia et Pontifico were
the following:
Cecilia A. and Mary Boylan
of Jersey City, who have
shown great generosity to par-
ish and arehdioceaan projects
and who contributed the Altar
of the Blessed Mother in Sa*
cred Heart Cathedral.
Mary M. Crchan of Madison,
for long and faithful service in
the archdiocese office of the
Society for the Propagation of
the Faith.
Mrs. William T. Henderson
of South Orange,past president
o( the Bayley Seton League of
Seton Hall University and past
officer of the Archdiocesan
Council of Catholic Women.
Helen M. Jakubik of New-
ark, for long and faithful serv-
ice in the Chancery Office of
the archdiocese.
Lillian G. Keegan of North
Arlington, for long and faithful
service in the offices of the
archdiocese.
Mrs. Richard A. McDonough
of Short Hilla, who bu assisted
Catholic Action and Catholic
education as a member of the
Mt. Carraei Guild and the Bar*
ley-Scion League of Seton Hall
University.
Mrs, Luke A. Mulligan of
Tcnafly, director of the spirit*
ual development committee of
the Arclxhocesan Council of
Catholic Women and a member
of the auxiliary of the Medi-
cal Guild of Seton Hall Uni-
versity.
Mrs. Alfred H. Salerno of
Newark, secretary of the Arch-
diocesan Council of Catholic
Women.
Mr*. James G. Stanziale of
Orange, charity worker for
the Little Sisters of tbe Poor,
mciubcr s! the Ml. Carmel
Guild and of the auxiliary of
St Mary's Hospital. Orange.
She to second rice president of
the Bayley Seton League and
a district chairman for spiritu-
al development of the Arcb-
diocesan Council of Catholic
Women.
Ethei/M. Wilte, active mem-
ber ol the CCD, presently a
member of the archdiocesan
executive board. Also president
of the regional council ?<w tbe
Archdiocesan Council of Cath-
olic Women.
THE ORDER of St. Gregory
the Great, established by Pope
Gregory XVI in ici to reward
the civil and military virtue*
of subject* of the Papal states,
is also conferred on persona
outside the papal domain who
tor notable accomplishments.
The order has
tary division* and three ctoss-
es of knights.
The decoration Pro Ecclcsia
et Pontifire (for the Church
and the Pontiff) had its origin
in I*B as a token of the sacer-
dotal Jubilee of Pope Leo
XIII.
He bestowed it on those
who had assisted in tbe ob-
servance of his jubilee. The
medal bears tbe likeness of
Pope Leo XIII and to given in
recognition of service to tbe
Church and the papacy.
But Not Enough
Mission
Gifts Up
ROME (NC) - Contribution*
for tbe maintenance of tbe
missions were greater than
ever in I*2. but they still fall
short of the needs.
A FINANCIAL report of the
Pontifical Society for the Prop-
agation of the Faith for 180,
recently published here, shows
that 02,470,000 was received
in donations to the mission aid
organization in 190 more
than 0 million over the
amount given in I*l. How-
ever, this amount covered
only one-third of the requests
for assistance received.
An increase in contributions
was reported also by tbe So-
ciety of St. r«Uu the Apostle,
which helps develop native
vocations in mission terri-
tories, and the Society of tho
Holy Childhood, which takes
care of children in mission
places.
The Society of St. Peter the
Apostle allocated *7,*7,405 in
190 to the maintenance and
construction of seminaries for
native vocations. The Society
of the Holy Childhood in the
same period distributed 58,708.-
017 to about 1,000 mission or-
ganizations having the care of
children.
On the Inside
...
FOR AN EYE-WITNESS account of the
scene in Florida as Cuban prisoners
returned to the U. S., see Page 9
MORE ON THE MORALITY of lying
for propaganda purposes in a crisis
will be found in The Question Box
on «'• C Page 6
THE AWARD-WINNING program of an
Ohio Holy Name group Is the sub-
ject of a feature story on Page It
(Continued on Page 2)
the first Chistmas in perhaps
80 yeara in which there worn
no wars or imminent dangers
of war.
Calling this "the grace of
God," he said "we must re-
joice over this Christmas with-
out wars, hut each of us must
contribute his prayers that
peace may become over more
solid and live in the hearts of
men.”
AMONG IN2 actions by
Pope John, which the AP cited
•s melting top newt, wet the
Pontiff* opening of the Second
Vatican Council on Oct. ll
which waa attended by more
than 2.500 Catholic blahopa and
a number of non-Cathoiic dele*
gate observers and "guests."
The AP hoted that Pope
John was the first reigning
Pontiff In a century to travel
by railway when he made g
370-mile round trip laat -Octo-
ber to visit two of central
Italy's most famous shrines,
those of Assisi and Loreto.
Also mentioned by the AP
waa the Pope’s Increase of the
Sacred College of Cardinals to
87 and his recent serious ill-
ness.
Cubans Resettled
LOS ANGELES (NC) -
Eighty-nine Cuban families
with 341 member* have been
resettled her* since August,
by the Catholic Resettlement
, Committee for Cubans.
More Debate on Birth Control
Is Forecast for Illinois
CHICAGO (NC)—A member
of the Illinois Public Aid Com-
mission has said further de-
bate Is due on many details
of the commission's new birth
control program for publicre-
liefers. The program has been
vigorously debated.
Michael J. Howlett, the state
auditor of public accounts, not-
ed in a statement that ''rules
and regulations for making the
birth control policy operation-
al remain to be drawn' by the
IPAC staff and approved by
the commission."
The commission voted M in
early December to use tax
funds to supply birth control
information and derices to any
public reliefer "with a spouse
or child" who makes a re-
quest.
Howlett, an opponent of the
program, said questions to be
debated by the commission in-
clude these:
"WHAT TO DO with a case-
worker who refused hi con-
science to make referrals for
•family planning' advice? Or
another caseworker who sug-
gests referrals to a recipient
without waiting for a 're-
quest'?
"Will we pay for every kind
of contraception any .doctor
may prescribe, or only ap-
prove certain prescriptions?
Will the religion of the recip-
ient, if any, make any differ-
ence in the IFAC procedure*
covering a specific case?"
Howlett’s statement reiterat-
ed his ’belief that distribution
of birth control devices, ex-
pected to be mostly the so-
called oral contraceptives, will
promote adultery and promis-
cuity.
HE NOTED that the pro-
gram ii aimed largely at
mothers of children on public
relief. Bui he noted that in
Cook County (Chicago) alone,
•2.3% of the mothers on relief
are not living with a legalhus-
band.
Supplying these women with
birth control devices, ha said,
encourages adultery.
“Education, including specif-
ic instruction in tha command-
ment, 'Thou Shalt Not Commit
Adultery.' would be a stronger
force against illegitimacythan
free contraceptive pUis.”
During two days of testi-
mony before tha commission
vote in December, spokesman
for Catholic groups were the
only significant objectors to
the birth control program.
They proposed alternithes
which were rejected.
Protestant and Jewish
church groups, along with *#■
cial welfare agencies, support-
ed distribution of contracep-
tives.
Jewish Unit to Hold
School Aid Survey
PROVIDENCE, R. I. (NC)
A national leader in the Jewish
day ' school movement said
here that Hebrew day school
educators would be polled to
determine their views on fed-
eral aid for education in
church-related schools.
Joseph Kaminetsky of New
York noted that the Union of
Orthodox Jewish Congregations
of America had reversed a
long-standing position on the
issue by rejecting a resolution
opposing federal aid for edu-
cation hi religious schools.
KAMINETSKY, director of
Torah Umesorah, the national
society for Hebrew day
schools, said that while senti-
ment among Jewish educators
has been growing in favor of
federal aid, an accurate sur-
vey of the views of day school
principals, directors and lay
leaders is necessary to offset
“widespread misconceptions
over the opinions of large seg-
ments of the American Jew-
ish community."
He said results of the poll
would be published within the
next two months.
Kaminetsky urged a direct
stand in favor of aid to paro-
chial schools, “if our day
schools are to keep pace with
the expanding public school
system, then we must do ail
we can to see to it that due
recognition is given to private
religious schools," be declared.
In New Zealand
Dormitories
To Get Aid
WELLINGTON, New Zea-
land (NC) - The N«w Zea-
land'government has approved
anew program of state sub-
sidies to aid la building uni-
versity student residence halls,
including tb6*e constructed
under the auspices of religious
groups.
Minister of Education W. B
Tranent announced details of
the program, which calls tor
the government to pay two-
thirds of the cost of approved
projects up to a maximum of
33.J00 far each study-bedroom
unit In a residence hall.
AU universities in New Zea-
land are state lasUtutioas.
However, the Catholic Church
has built residence halls far
students in the universities at
Christchurch and Dunedin and
U planning one at the state
university in Auckland.
Foreign Student
Increase Noted
WASHINGTON (NC) - The
National Catholic Educational
Association reported hers that
5.543 foreign students studied
on 210 U. S. Catholic coUegs
and university campuses in
the 196142 school year.
The NCEA said this rep-
resented an Increase of IS%
over the total far the year be-
fore. Nineteen Catholic cot-
Setae repotted an foreign eta-
dents.
Thirteen institutions each
had at least 10 foreign stu-
dents. Georgetown University,
with 538 foreign students,
ranked first.
The foreign students came
from UP countries, with most
of them 510 from Can-
ada.
People in the News
Magr. Paml Adenaeer, son of
West German Chancellor Kon-
rad Adenauer, haa been ap-
pointed director of Germany'*
Catholic Central Institute for
Marriage and Family Prob-
lems, with headquarters in
Cologne.
Rev. John J. King. O.M.L,
professor of dogmatic theology
at the seminary of the Oblate*
of Mary Immaculate in Wash-
ington, has been named an
expert of the/Second Vatican
Council
Rev. Joseph J, Lynch, 8.J.,
of the Fordham University
faculty, has been appointed
president-elect of the New
York Academy of Sciences.
Rtv. Haas Kaeng, world-
noted theologian of tha Uni-
versity of Tubingen, Germany,
*iH tour U. S. colleges this
spring.
Cmues
...
Blessed Vincent Ksdlebek,
12th century Bishop of Cra-
cow, Poland. Born Ufa, died
1223. Sacred Congregation of
Rite* reviewed cure* believed
to be miraculous in canoniza-
tion cause.
Father Dominic el the Math-
er of God, Pasaionist pnefi
who gained fame as a scholar
and who aided in the conver-
sion of Cardinal Newman. Bora
Viterbo. Italy. l?*2; died Read-
ing. England. Aug. 27, 1840.
Sacred Congregation of RJtaa
examined miracles attributed
to hi* intercession.
Plan Braille Edition
Of Papal Encyclical
LONDON (NC) - A BraiHe
edition of Pop* John's encycli-
cal, Mater et Magistra, is to
be published at the request of
the Association of Blind Cath-
olics.
The Royal National In-
stitute for the Blind said it
would probably be available
for publication and distribution
this year, with a target date
of next August.
UN Speeds Efforts
Against Intolerance
UNITED NATIONS, K. Y.
(NC) _ The United Nations
General Assembly adopted
throe resolutions mUnilfytag
work on racial prejudice and
religious intolerance.
Asa result, the UJ*„ Human
Rights Commission will pre-
pare a draft convention and a
declaration on all forms of
racial discrimination. It was
also requested to draft a
separate convention and dec-
laration dealing with “re-
ligious intolerance."
TUI SIBCOM MISSION en
the Prevention at Diecriautaa-
tkm waa naked in express iu
views before the Hssean
Rights Commission begin* Ms
work.
A third resolution adopted
by the assembly calls on gov-
rrnmrnts. specialized ageacsea
and non-governmental organi-
sations to coounoe theirefforts
to educate public opinion with
• view to ending prejudice and
manifestation of intolerance.
Governments art also re-
queued to repeal all discrim-
inatory laws and to take leg-
islative measure* to combat
prejudice end intolerance A
report on measures taken to
comply with the resolution is
to be submitted by the U N
Secretary General II Thant to
the next session of the General
Assembly.
U. S. Considers
Church Census
WASHINGTON (NC) - The
U. S. Census Bureau is stodg-
ing whether or not it should
resume Us practice of survey-
ing the membership of Ameri-
can religious bodies.
Howard E. Bransmao. chief
of the population division of
tha bureau, said that past sur-
veys were made in 1*26. ins
and IMS.
Brunsman stressed that a
proposed INS survey would be
•'quite another matter" from
asking individuals their reli-
gious affiliation, as was un-
successfully proposed for the
INO general census.
'The type of survey w* are
considering now would Involve
writing the nation's churches
and requesting that they sub-
mit membership totals," he
said.
,
Vatican Obelisk
Mystery Solved
VATICAN CITY (RNB) -
CiSn.ii'i iwnnw rvperted
that srrheoJogmt lure ftnaUy
aahed the mystery of the ort-
gfa of the celebrated obelisk of
Hterapohs that stands m the
crater of St. Peter * Square.
Archeologist* foully deciph-
ered an aor lent mscriptam at
Urn bare of the obelisk, dating
n to the first century BC.
The obelus was brought to
Rome from Egypt by the Em-
peror Caligula, who reigned
between 37 and 41 AD., fast
unlike other obelisk* carried to
Rome it did not bear Egyptian
hieroglyphic* Thu was be-
cause it was bu.ii u Egypt for
a Roman perfect, not an
Egyptian The prefect .was
Cam* Corwebus GaDus. who
was Rfa.ll m B.C.
rirTgmsljy located ea the Ro-
man Cirri** mm VbUcan Hill
where W Peter was crucified
»AD IN. the obelisk kas or
rupkd tf» present site since
lRt \
Christ Is Supreme Source
Of Revelation, Bishop Says
PITTSBURGH (NCi-Bisbop
John J. Wright of Pittsburgh
maintained hern that the su-
preme source of Christian
Revelation is “Christ, the Liv-
ing Word of God."
In reference to the "great
debate" on Revelation in the
first session of the Vatican
Council. Bishop Wright de-
clared that “Christ Is the
norm, not the Bible by it-
aetf."
He added: “Christ is the
teacher, though Tradition be
His instrument and the Church
His voice within history and
His herald."
HE SAID tha council debate
raised such questions as: "Is
the Bible Die sole source of
Revelation? Or are there two
sources, the Holy Ribia and
Sacred Tradition? Are both
these statement* of the ques-
tion perhaps oversimplified?''
He said these issues have
divided CaUsolics and Protes-
tant*. with Protestants gener-
ally regarding the Bible a*
“the only source of Cod'*
truth" and Catholics insisting
on the need for the Bible to be
interpreted and supplemented
by the Church.
BISHOP WRIGHT, in a
Christmas sermon preached in
St. Paul's Cathedral, de-
clared:
“Christina* reminds us that
behind the written word of
Scripture and the spoken word
of ‘tradition there Is one su-
preme and unique source of
Revelation to which all
others must be subordinate
aa the condition of their own
validity and efficacy. That ooe
uniquely perfect expression of
God's truth la not the Bible,
the written word of God set
down by inspired men; neither
is it anything else inde-
pendently of Christ.
"The supreme source of
Christian Revelation is the
bvtag Word of God that wat
bora at Bethlehem, the Eter-
nal Word in which God Him
self rum rood up all Hu
wisdom and which became in-
Canute by the power of the
Hotr Spfnt aad the obedience
of tha Virgin Mary ”
Bishop Wright declared that
“Christ in ids very person as
Use Son of God and in Hit m-
preme office aa the Sok Priest
of the Now Law It ultimately
th* living answer to the que».
Uon of bow sod whence ww
karn the mind and heart, the
will and plan of God."
He commented that since
the first Christmas "God has
reveakvt Himself in Christ
Jesus so uniquely and su-
premely that whatever els* in-
fallibly speak* to us of God
or reveals to us God's truth,
does so only by virtu* of its
rclatimuhip to Jesus Christ."
RLSIIOP WRIGHT said that
the widespread interest "in a
discussion to completely theo-
togical” aa Revelation "is ooe
of the happier signs of our
times." •
“Nothing it more urgent
than the need that we be keen
ty aware of God and walk *l-
- ta Hu presence; there
face no question is more lime
ly than that which asks how
and bow much we can karn
about God." be said.
Sergeant Is Host
At Refugees' Party
MIAMI (NC) -A US Army
sergeant was host to some
I.MO Cuban children at Miami
iltsbop Cokman F. Carrot) t
annual Osnstmat party
He is M Sgt Nector Morale*
of Fort Du. N. J, who had
coma to Miami to distribute
more than l.a» toy* he CoS
krted himself during the year
for refugee children.
MORALE* HU been doing
this Since 1951 when he was is
Korea sad saw children dy-
ing in their night from the
Reds
fa 1*57. he volunteered for
wore duty is Korea aad or-
gsartad a program among
American toidkr* to support
an orphanage none fasdmu. His
grodp repaired living quarters,
playgrounds and roads to the
■>rpbana*e They also arranged
P*"»* and pirate*
When he found out that the
orphan children had to travel
a Song distance to attend
church. Morale*, a Puerto Ri-
can. decided to build a chapel.
Ilk aad caber Ct s in the JTih
Engineering Detachment con-
structed tl
Thu wat the first year that
he dal nog travel, at ht* own
ripens*. u> distribute (be toys
hi Korea personal:) A heart
ailment ha* aad* it necessary
for him to curtail strenuous
physical actum**.
Morale* usd right after the
party here that the campaign
lor next year"* toys begin*
right away.
The Army has provided
Mm huh space la afore them
at Fart Dtx
• We hop* next year to have
a Christmas party la Hasan*."
he said.
MERRY CHRISTMAS-"Felices Navidad" (Merry Christmos) It the greeting from Master sgt.
Nectar Morales of Fort Dix as ho distributes toys to more than 1,000 Cuban refugee chit-
dren at Centro Hispano Catolico. diocesan Spanish center in downtown Miami. ThePuerto
Rican born soldier has collected thousands of toys annually for Korean orphans This year
he brought 1,200 toys to Miami for the Cuban children.
Price Manipulation
Warning by Jesuit
PITTSBURGH (RNS)-The
large corporation was cau-
tioned here against the temp-
tation to "seek to manipulate
the price-output situation so
that economies of new tech-
nology sre not passed on to
the general public."
Speaking before the 21st an-
nual meeting of the Catholic
Economic Association, Rev.
Richard L. Porter, S.J., of
Marquette University, ad-
mitted that this is “not im-
portant in a non-basic indus-
try." But it “has serious im-
plications in the cs*o of baric
industry," be added.
Father porter offered
an example: “If agriculture
had been able to ‘administer
prices' in the 19th and 20th
centuries and act as economic
theory says collusive oligopoly
would act in pursuing maxi-
mum profits, it could well be
that wheat today would cost
a* much as 122 per bushel
<rather than about 52), and
thus the general rise In the
standard of living would not
hav# taken place."
"In a very real sense,” he
continued, “the essence of
economic progress is thst
‘necessities' become so cheap
that people can afford to buy
luxuries. Steel, of course, i*
such s basic industry."
Dr. Arthur J. Noetiel of
John Carroll University, Cleve-
land, noted "a widening gip
between ownership and man
agement, and growing com-
plexity of business-government
relationship," but remarked
that nevertheless "business
leadership is soeldng to Im-
prove the ethical quality of its
performance."
Rev. Richard Muicahy,
S.J., of the University of Sin
Francisco, was installed as the
organization’s new president.
Information Clashes
At Newark Pariah
NEWARK A scries of In-
quiry and information classes
lo Catholic doctrine will begin
Jan. is at St. James School
auditorium and continue for k
period of 16 weeks.
Theclasses are open to Cath-
olics and non-Catholics. Msgr.
Thomas M. Reardon, pastor,
has appointed hii three assist-
ants, Rev. Charles G. Stengel,
Rev. Alfred S. Arvay and Rev.
John J, Mannion, to conduct
the courses.
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Church Membership Percentage in Decline
NEW YORK (NC)—For the
first time in a hundred years,
the percentage of church
members in the nation’s popu-
lation has registered a de-
crease, according to an annual
compilation of official church
statistics.
The decrease—two-tenths of
I%—is "significant to that it
may indicatK a halt to the
steady rise -4 throughout the
history of the U.S.-of the pro-
portion of church members in
the total population,” a news
release issued by the National
Council of Churches said.
THE STATISTICS are con-
tained in the IMS issue
of the Yearbook of American
Churches, prepared by the
NCC. The Yearbook lists mem-
bership to America's churches
and synagogues in IMI as
118,108.829 for aU faiths. This
represents 63.4% of the popu-
lation. as against 63.4% which
was recorded a year earlier.
Records of church member-
ship since 16S0 show that a de-
crease was registered only
once before, to 1670, when
church membership percent-
ages were recordedas 18%.
The Yearbook noted that
church statistics have to be
examined with the realisation
that not all churches reporting
employ the same recording
system. Some include Infants
and all family members while
others record only those re-
ceived into membership by
baptism. The 1963 Yearbook
carries statistics furnished by
258 religious bodies of aU
faiths, one leu than reported
to 1960 and three more than to
1959.
. FOR THE FIRST time since
World War 11, church mem-
bership percentage gains fell
below the estimated popula-
tion increase. Church member-
ship gains were 1.4% to 1961.
against an estimated rise of
1.6% to the nation's population.
Of all 258 bodies reporting
memberships. 228 were Prot-
estant with 64.434,986 mem-
bers, compared to 227 report-
ing 61,668,835 members a year
ago. This represents a gain of
766,131 members or 1.2%.
The bulk of Protestants are
in 23 Protestant denomination-
al groupings of “families,''
accounting for an estimated
90% of Protestant church
members.
THE ROMAN CATHOLIC
membership figure is 42,876,-
663 this year, a gain of i.9%
over last year's total. The
Catholic percentage gain of
1-9% represents a decline In
comparison with the 1960
gain of 23%.
Figures for other major
faiths reporting to the Year-
book Include: 5,365,000 persons
to Jewish congregations;
2.800.401 members of Eastern
churches; 572,897 members of
the Old Catholic Church, Pol-
ish National Catholic Church,
and the^Armenian Church, Di-
ocese of North America. The
Buddhists, who had reported
30,000 - adherents last year,
giv* a membership of 80,000 in
the new Yearbook. The NCC
attributed this to a change in
the reporting system of Bud-
dhist officials during the year.
. Protestants and Catholics
each registered u 0.2% decline
within the total population. A
table shows that Protestants
were 27% of the total popula-
tion of the VS. to 1888; 338%
in I860; 33.4% to 1880; and
332% in 1961. The Cathalic
population increased from 16%
to 1938 to 239% to 1980 and
declined slightly to 33.4% to
1961.
Raps Abortion Stand
ST. PAUL, Mtoa. (NC) -
Proposals to liberalise Minne-
sota abortion laws. were op-
C by
State Rep. D.D.
iak of St. Paul aa "ob-
jcrtionablo and controversial."
The changes are part of an
extensive revision of the
Minnesota criminal code pre-
pared by a 22-man adviaory
committee for action by the
1963 state legislature.
Woaniak called the revision’s
section on abortion "outside of
the directive and objectives
set by the legislature for said
revision.”
The revision would legalise
abortion for raped women and
mothers who fear their unborn
children will be physically or
mentally deficient. Abortion Is
currently legal in Minnesota
only to save the life of the
mother.
•
TV Proposal
SPRINGFIELD. 18. (NC) -•
The Illinois School Problems
Commission has recommended
that the 1963 General Assem-
bly allocate some 889 milllun
for constructJon of a statewide
educational television network
that would benefit private as
well as public schools.
The requested appropriation
wouW-also finance the opera-
tion of the network to 1863 and
1984.;•?.
The proposed network would
include participation by the
three existing Illinois edu-
cational stations and propose*
construction of nine new sta-
tions to achieve the gtfal of
statewide coverage.
RobertSchultz, supervisor for
Instructional television to the
office of the state superinten-
dent of (while instruction, told
the commission that the net-
work would provide education-
al TV programs for all levels
from kindergarten through col-
lege. iV,
Schulte said private aa well
aa public schools
‘
would be
able to participate. The net-
work would also schedule com-
munity telecasting for the gen-
eral public.
The only cost to the schools
would be for the purchase and
Uulaßatiou of receivers.
•
Retirement Home
PORTLAND, Ore. (NC) -
The Portland City Council hat
granted a tone change on six
acres of the University of
Portland campus clearing the
way for construction of a
proposed 24-story, 413 unit rr-
tirement home.
University Tower win offer
life time leases to retired ten-
ants and will make available
to them the academic end re-
search facilities of the uni-
versity-
HAPPY YOUNGSTERS -Members of Paulus Hook Council, K. of C., brought gifts to the
youngsters In the words of tho Jersey City Medical Center at Christmas. Standing behind
some of the happy youngsters ore, left to right, John Alescott, George Calandriello, Paul
Schnockenberg, chairman John Calandriello, Patrick Moore, Grand Knight Anthony De-
Marco and co-chairman Frank Pronti.
Committee Named to Work
For Action Against Prejudice
CHICAGO INC) - An inter-
religious follow up committee
to seek action against racial
bamera has been created by
planners of the National Con-
ference on Retigtao and Race,
to he held bant Jan. 14-17.
A spokesman suggested the
committee might concern it-
self with such matters as en-
couraging religious groups
(o write non discrimination
clauses into their construction
sad purchasing Tfmiracls. and
promoting “direct witness'' by
church groups to esses of
severe race diaertmlnatjon
The Rev. Arthur E. Walm-
itcy. executive secretary of
the Chnsitaa Cttireaship Divi-
sion of tho Protestant Episcop-
al Church's National Council,
has been named chairman of
the foUowwp committer.
THE COMMITTEE win
stuck for imp!*mentation of
recommendations of the Coo-
lerrare on Religion and Race
whose meeting hers writ bo
the first such national confer-
ence sponsored by the najw
V. 8. churrac*.
TW Satsooal CaUaolte Q»
U the secretariat to the ran-
The Rev. Walesdry said (hat
Iht newly created follow op
committee is planning “ways
by which cooperative religious
artn tty in the area of race
relations can be carried out
to local communities."
He said an effort soil be
made to develop "regional at-
lion programs" to implement
a statement of conscience
which will be adopted by the
Conference on Religion and
Race.
CATHOLIC members of the
committee ere Dennis Clark,
executive secretary. Catholic
interracial Council of New
York: John A. McDermott, ex-
ecutive director. Catholic Inter-
redal Council of Chicago;
Rev. Philip Marquard, 0.F.M.,
executive secretary. Third Or-
der of St Francis, Chicago;
Margaret Mealey, executive
director. National Council of
'atholic Women, and Martin
Work, executive director. Na-
tional Council of Catholic Men,
Washington.
Among the Protestant mem-
bers is the Rev, Martin Luth-
er King Jr., nationally known
Negro leader who is presides!
of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference. Atlan-
ta. Ga.
MAJOR ADDRESSES ,t the
cnsHerwoee will be given by
Albert Cardinal Meyer of
Chicape; Dr. King; Dr. Abra-
ham J. Hoscbet. Jewuh Tbe-
ototfcal Seminary of America;
Dr. Franklin H LitlW, Chica-
go Theological Seminary; Rab-
bi Julius Mark, president of
the Synagogue Council of
America; and J Irwin Miller,
president of the National Conn-
ed of Churches.
The convener* of the con-
ference. the first such national
mealing to be held under spoo-
narahfr of the major church
groups, are the Department of
Racial and Cultural Rotations
of the National Council ot
Churches; the Social Action
Department of the National
Catholic Welfare Conference;
and the Social Action Commis-
sion of the Synagogue Council
of America The meeting will
be held at the Edgewater
Beach Hotel.
The program committen
listed three objectives for tha
meeting:
• “To help religiousleaders,
institutions and lay people of
this nation to take a clear and
hard look at their responsibil-
ities for advancing the goals of
a segregation less, prejudice-
free society.
• "To enable them to re-
solve together to clean their
own houses.
• “To address a coramoo
witness to the conscience of
America."
Cardinal Ruffini
Was Wordiest
FRIBOURG. Switzerland
(NC) Ernesto Cardinal Ruf-
ttoi of Palermo. Italy, spoke
more often at the ecumenical
council's first setwon than
any other council Father, ac-
cording to a survey published
here by KIPA, Swiss Catholic
news agency. He spoke 10
times, the survey said.
Following him to frequency
of speeches were Augustin
Cardinal Bea. SJ., president
of the Secretariat for Promot-
ing Christian Unity, and Frau-
ds Cardinal SpeUmsa of New
York, who spoke seven timet
each.
Paul Cardinal Leger of Mon-
treal spoke six times, the sur-
vey stated.
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New School Chief
Echoes Kennedy
WASHINGTON (NC) The
new U.S Commissioner of Ed-
ucation Mid here that “across-
the-board" aid to private edu-
cation is opposed to “settled
leial issues," but that loans
•re “a separate question."
In his first press conference,
Francis-'Kcppel repeated the
Argument President Kennedy
has put forward against possi-
ble general aid to parochial
and other private schools.
HE DID NOT elaborate on
his comment about loans. How-
ever, in the 1961 session of
Congress, there was a bill to
lend parochial and other pri-
vate schools funds to help
build classrooms for specific
purposes, such as the teaching
of mathematics. It died in
committee.
Keppel, who comes to Wash-
ington after 14 years as dean
of Harvard University's grad-
uate school of education, did,
however, defend proposed aid
to all colleges as within legal
boundaries.
The difference in his mind,
he indicated, was chiefly
*
a
long history" of equal treat-
ment of private and public col-
leges and universities. He also
said tint the legal issues are
"not In the same category'-’ si
those ha thinks bear on aid to
private elementary and secon-
dary schools.
Keppel, a member of the
task force on education which
President Kennedy appointed
early in hit administrationand
which produced a proposal for
massive U.S. aid exclusively
to public grade and high
schools, said he "regretted"
the National Education Asso-
ciation's successful opposition
to a bill for federal aid to col-
leges In the past session of
Congress.
Religious Stamp
A Big Seller
AUCKLAND. New Zealand
(NC) A Christmas stamp
depicting the Blessed Virgin at
prayer proved so popular here
that stocks were sold out a
week before Christmas.
Two-and-a-half million of
the stamps, expected to last
until mid-January, were all
gone by December 18.
The stamp carried a repro-
duction of a Madonna by Gio-
vanni Battista Salvi da Sasso-
ferrato, 17th century Roman
painter.*
2,000 Church
Closings Told
NEW YORK (NC) - About
2,000 churchci, largely Rus-
sian Orthodox, have been
closed by government officials
in the Soviet Union in tb*
past two yean, a private re-
search group ha* reported.
The Institute (or the Study
of the USSR estimates that no
more than 10,000 churches are
open in the Soviet Union at
present.
This compares, it said, with
71,000 Orthodox churches alooe
in Russia in UIC.
THE INSTITUTE, with
headquarters in Munich, said
the persecution of belie vert
and clergymen Is .dramatically
illustrated in a letter of pro-
test sent to Premier NUuta
Khrushchev by worshippers of
the famous Pocbayev Monas-
tery located in the Western
Ukraine.
A copy of the letter of pro-
test was obtained by the Synod
of the Russian Orthodox
Church Outside Russia, New
York, and released to the pub-
lic.
The protest claims llut So-
viet secret police are persecut-
ing the monastery's monks,
physically assaulting pilgrims
and denying needed supplies to
the monastery. The number of
monks has been induced from
140 in I*l to M at preteat.
Scaffolding to Go
JERUSALEM. Jordan (SC)
Architects working on thr
restoration a4 the BauUcs of
the Holy Sepulcher her* hav*
uM they hop* to be »hk to
remove by ISM the «te*t *ctf-
UNITY OCTAVE-This is the poster for the 1963 observ-
ance of the Choir of Unity Octave during which Catholics
around the world offer special prayers for Christian unity.
It is printed by the Graymoor Friors of Gorrlson, N.Y.
The Unity Octave, to be held Jon. 18-25 i t one form of
the apostalate of reunion begun In 1908 by Rev. Foul
James Francis, S.A. founder of the Graymoor community.
The coming observance marks the 100th anniversory of
The birth of Father Francis, on Episcopal minister before
his conversion to Catholicism.
Sacred Bible Site Found
By Team of Archaeologists
CAMBRIDGE, Mata. (NC)
A teed) of archeologists be-
"TN it has uncovered the
»*«»< she ta the Biblical city
nf Si*hem were Abraham and
Jacob worshiped in the IKh
before Christ.
Harvard University profes-
c
- Ernest Wrtgbt said the
*“•- which is me*towed in
”*■•*** and reappear* from
H*e to Ume ia the OU Teeta-
**■*• was uncovered this past
•ummrr below the courtyard
* Schema trmple-lortrrii
*™*t*d over the site in about
)*» B.C.
No said that the existence
** ***** a site, ehcre an attar
*° the Lord and a sacred oak
located, was reported <a
** °v*l tradition kept attra by
kceelil* people far some t ew
***** before the Bible began
t* he written around the llth
tntuO before Christ.
The major atgaifleawr* of
mtcovatfan, he said, is that
it aUowa n history with dates,
worked out arrhaeoiogieeUy. to
be act back to back with an
oral tradition that predates tho
writing nf tho Biblr
Tho archaeologists who
made tho diacovery came
from Harvard, the McCormick
Thaological tmhuiT In
Chicago, Draw University in
Madiscw. NJ
.
and some other
American and foreign tnutu-
Uewa. Wright said m an inter
view bore.
The Draw-McCormick Har-
vard expedition was begun a
USA
The city of Sithem. with
its 4 000 year* of history, now
lies buried in a IV acre mound
fa** **« of Nablus tn Jordan,
Wright said.
fachem ia the firyt city men
itootd tn the Bible. When
Abraham and Jacob visited it.
tho city wag a siroogbold of
an empire ruled from Egypt.
New Consutors
Are Selected
VATICAN CITY (RNS) -
priest scholars were
MlO*d coosuhors to the Sacred
Congregation of the Council
*tth the approval of rope
John XXIII They wifi serve
18 Use councils section tor
P***oral activity and catecheti-
e*f work.
°«e of the appointees
**v Domenico Craaao. SJ
l* • professor at the Pontifical
Gregorian University, which is
• Romo.
Tho others named were
H*«v. Aldo Valentiai and Rev.
Giovanni Aridi. O P
.
both pro-
•esrora at the Pastoral Insti-
toto of tho Pontifical Lateran
Uhfveasily; and Rev. Ferdm
“*» Galea. OPM. a doctor
theology.
Press Month
Observance
In February
NEW YORK (NC) - “la
This Ecumenical Year . . .
Informed Catholics Read Their
Catholic Press" it the theme
of Catholic Press Month 1963.
which will be observed
throughout the U-K and Can-
ada durtag the month of Feb-
ruary. IM3
The Catholic Press Associa-
tion. sponsor of tho event, is
Uto trod# and professional as-
•ociation of American Catholic
newspapers, magazine* and
book and pamphlet publishers.
An official CathoUc Press
Moeth Planning Kil ia avail-
able for February Press
Month meetings, displays and
programs of pariah or dio-
cesan organisations, schools
and libraries
la addition lo the official
throecolor 11x17 tech pester
with the 1963 theme, this
planning kit contains a guide
to Catholic magasioes and
newspapers: a folder of bask
facte about the Catholic press;
a discussion outline for meet-
ings; quotations from the
Popes on the Catholic press;
and statements and editorials
•bout the Calholk press.
The kit is available from
the CathoUc Press Association,
6 East 39th St., New York.
European News
Dutch Critic of Roman Curia Defended
.•
"■V
- -WWWK
AMSTERDAM. The Nether-
lands (NC) - Dutch Catholic
newspapers, the Catholic radio
association, CathoUc student
organisations and a society of
CathoUc lnteUcctuala have ex-
pressed disappointment re-
garding a "monitum" (warn-
ing) sent by the Sacred Con-
gregation of the Holy Office to
a Dutch priest who criticized
the Roman Curia, the Church’s
centra] administrative staff.
The priest is Rev. J.C. van
Kiladonk, SJ., chaplain to
CathoUc students at the Ms-
nicipal University of Amster-
dam. . *
FATHER VAN KILSDONK
in a talk last September said
the nature of the curia ia such
that some CatboUcs tee it u
hampering the freedom of the
Pope, dominating the Bishops
and making it difficult (or
MUhops to have contacts with
the Pope.
Declaring Uut criti-
cism of the Church ia “a holy
duty, like practicing charity,"
be said the curia ia "aged,
conservative and incomprehen-
sible to young people."
In October, Bernard Cardi-
nal Aifrink of Utrecht asserted
that pessimistic public criti-
cism of Church authorities
lends to create unrest without
bringing improvement. He also
urged Dutch Catholics to have
“an open and honest attitude
toward the central authority of
lb* Church."
"Errors are of course some-
times committed by Church
autaonues, he mama. "But
It is not boocst te say that the
Roman Cuna a* such ia te er-
ror and that the attitude of the
curia ia on* *f the principal
causes of the Iact that m
many young tnteUectuaU are
leaving the Church"
Recently, Father ran Kite-
dank received a warning from
the Holy Office, headed by
Alfredo Cardinal Oueviant.
whsch said that a parson who
makea censurable critical re-
marks about the rune cannot
ha tea right person la giro
spiritual advice to university
students,
THE PBOTDE.VT of the Si
Adalbert Sorsety tees test tel-
egrams fa Cardinal Alfriak
and Bishop Jan van Dade
■sard of Haarlem, who** See
tectartes Amsterdam, express-
teg astotethmem and anxiety
at the Holy Office's action in
•ending the warning.
A broadcast by the Dutch
Citheiic radio association said
that criticism of tea Church a
mgaassatme should ha permu-
ted. Thirteen, n argued. Fa-
ther vaa
* Kiledook't rasa baa
much greater importance Uua
aunply tea fate of a single
pntft.
A delegation of tee Amster-
dam Catholic student society
laid tee priest'a removal at
tee MtUgaUou te the Holy Of-
fice would have "a serious de-
meraiixtng effact" an univer-
sity student t
The society ef CathoUc medi-
cal students at the Amster-
dam diversity alee issued a
statement praising Father van
Ktiadouh as did a students or-
gsanation at Eindhoven Uni-
versity
Tm% Catholic daily papers
also supported him.
Crash Kills Priests
RERUN (RNS) _ Three
Catholic priests were burned
to death at Furth, West Ger-
many. when the car in which
teay war* riding skidded on
ah icy road, struck an sp-
preaching truck, and caught
lira.
A lay church worker died
shortly after tec rraah, and
lh# housekeeper of aae of the
FTiaata was seriously injured
in the accident.
The group was returning
from another priest's fureral
•ken te* fatal accident oc-
curod.
n
Reds in Youth Push
RERUN (RNS) _ An in-
tensified drive to enroll young
people in communist youth
dedication ceremonies da-
Hgnad to aupplant Christian
Confirmation rites fa under
way in tee Soviet Zone.
An East German broadcast
**kl tea Central Committee
lor Youth Dedication stated
lor th* first time that “rail-
gtous ties are no obstacle to
youth taking part in the dedl-
cation ceremonial."
Gerhard Nuener, director of
the East German Central Ped-
agogical Institute, stressed that
the Communist party attaches
"very great importance" to
the dedication ceremonies.
The broadcast added that
with the present Intensifies-
lion of
propaganda programs
*90% of the 14-year-olds in
East Germany are now being
prepared for the dedication
ceremonies."
*Catholic* Party
ROME (NC) Anew party
•tyling itself the “Pdlitlcal
Movement of Italian Catho-
lics" has entered tee political
•rana hero to halt wbat it
calla "the steady drift of Hal-
ton policy toward positions
dominated by social-commu-
nism.”
Th# leader of the new party,
former Ambaiaador Ugo Sola,
said it wants to appeal "to
the natural disgust of many
Italians for the present politi-
cal parties" and the year-oid
coalition between the govern-
ing Christian Democratic Par-
ty and the Democratic Social-
tit Party of Giuseppe Snragut.
Sola’a statement said the
P*rty takes Its inspiration from
the papal social encyclicals
but is not attached to or spon-
•orad by the Church although
its membership is Catholic.
He laid the party will pre-
sent candidate* in all constitu-
encies in the next parliamen-
tary elections.
•
Priest Sentenced
SAN SEBASTIAN, Spain
(RNS) Rav. Nemesio de
Ecbantt was sentenced here to
a "nAmlnal" term of tlx
months’ imprisonment on
charges of making “offensive
comments" about the civil au-
thorities.
The prieit, a Basque, was
alleged to have made public a
titter he sent in September.
1961, to the Governor of San
Sebastian complaining about
rough police treatment of per-
sons taken into custody in con-
nection with an attempt to de-
rail a train.
- •
Pope Applauded
LONDON (NC>—The House
oi Commons applauded when
lain Macleod, the house’s Con-
servative Party leader, paid
tribute to the “simple, kindly
gentleness" shown by Pope
John.
"Few people would dispute
that they see a simple, kindly
genUenesa in Pope John and
would like to Join in the wishes
•nd prayers 0f those of his
own Faith who are hoping for
his complete recovery,” he
sftid.
•
Macleod. also a member of
Britain’! cabinet as Chancel-
lor for the Duchy of Lancas-
ter, was speaking in a debate
concerning Parliament’! reia-
Jions with the state-established
Church of England.
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Pontiff Sets Goals for Church and People in Work With Emigrants
NCWC Notes Srrvict
Following is 4 translation of on addrrts given at lb o
Vatican on Aug. 5, 1962, by Papa John XXIII.
Beloved sons and daugh-
ter*, today's meeting Is re-
splendent with radiant bril-
liance and with restrained and
stirring emotion. It is the light
that etaanates from the Holy
Family on
its journey
from Bethle-
hem to the
shores of
Egypt.
It also is
the emotion
which grips
every heart
when medi-
tating on the
gentle patience of Jesus, of
Mary, His most pure mother,
and of St. Joseph, the virginal
custodian of the two, in the hu-
miliations of sudden flight, in
the numberless discomforts
and in the solitude of a foreign
land.
From this episode of the
Holy Family in exile springs
the reason for and the nour-
ishment of the atfe«tion and
concern which the special, and—-
we hope temporary cir-
cumstances of emigrants en-
gender in the Church and
among all Christians.
How great is the tenderness
which, on this occasion, per-
vades the spirit of the Pope,
who speaks to you and— per-
mit us to say it whose life
has also been lived along the
very wide roads of the East
and West, in different coun-
tries and often in contact with
the sufferings of exiles and of
refugees.
Exsul Famitia, dedicated to
the "spiritual care of emi-
grants," summed up, as
though in a small and valuable
codex, the multiple and cen-
turies-old experiences and pro-
visions of the Holy See and of
many select minds. The docu-
ment remains the testimony of
the vigilant concern with
which the Church, following
modern social changes, wish-
es to assist in the solution of.
those problems which these
changes have created with
such -eat urgency.
IN THE FACE of increased
nomadism of populations and
e! the sew spiritual require-
ments which this has created,
our predecessor of venerable
memory, Pius XH. sought to
give a sound and complete
basis for assistance of emi-
grants, both in transit on land
nr sea and at the. places of
destination.
With great wisdom, this
work which radiates from
Rome, was placed under the
kindly direction of the Bish-
ops. Many institutions have
branched out throughout the
world. Priests have been in
contact with emigrants on
ships and at airports as well
as in the various places of
work.
For our part, from the time
of the first encyclical. Ad Pe-
tri Cathedra m. we hare turn-
ed our thoughts toward the
conditions ot emigrants and
toward the dangers to which
religious practice and moral
life are sometimes exposed,
exhorting civil authorities to
make every effort in order to
help many grave situations
and to unite the dispersed and
dismembered homes let. Dis-
courses, Messages. Talks of
the Holy Father John XXHI.
1., pp. 834-835).
ON OCT. M of last year, ad-
dressing the Supreme Council
on Emigration, and on the
2Sth of the same month, ad-
dressing the International Sec-
retariat of the Apostleship of
the Sea, we strewed the neces-
ally for the provident and lov-
ing vigilance of the Church
which, through its priests
whose numbers Increase con-
stantly but which ere still in-
adequate for such a vast un-
dertaking hastens to the as-
sistance ot these, ita sons, in
order to support and guide
them through the uncertain-
ties of the first steps fef. Dis-
courses. Messages. Talks of
the Holy Father John XXIII,
HI. pp. 488-488, 482-484).
Along the stages of the road
covered in the exercise of our
ministry, as w* have already
recalled, first in Bulgaria un-
der difficult historical circum-
stances, snd then in France
through contacts which we
had with ethnical group* ot
different origin, we noted the
decisive importance not
only from the religious point
of view —of the work done to
these most delicate fields by
so many good priests and lay-
men.
How much mttm. together •
with hope* and expectations,
find support and understand-
ing! The emigrant, particular-
ly in the early days of his
transfer can be considered aa
an expropriated person: sepa-
rated from family affections,
from hit native parish, from
his own country and from his
language. He facea difficulties
of work and of lodging, of
adapting himself to strange
way* of life, which often have
a negative influence on his edu-
cation.
He needs to rely on friendly
persons, to pray, at least at
the beginning, and receive
catechetical Instruction in a
church or chapel which cor-
responds to his particular
state of mind He needs, last-
ly. a serene meeting place
and. If possible, a borne of his
own And behold, the priest,
the living image of the father-
hood of Cod. standing at his
aide, offering him reasons for
comfort and suggesting rea-
sons for confidence;.
A GLANCE at the past
shows that what was possible
has been done in this Add of
matchless pastoral action.
Since 1*92 there ha* been an
increase fia the noinher of an-
CAlSitl fliftyfori*. ot MUraui
which provide for Urn differ-
ent farm* of assistanew and
for the gradual incorporation
of emigrants Into Hie local
communities
In the encyclical Mater et
Magistral the teaching of the
Church la stated clearly on the
various aspects af the ancient
and complex phenomenon of
migration. And we are greatly
comforted to see that an Una
vital point aa well there is ac-
corded respectful attention by
civil authorities and by the
competent and specialised un-
ion and welfare organisations,
tcf. Encyclical Letter Mater
et Magiatra. Acta Apoatolicae
Sedis. vol LVIH - I pp. 410-
♦l3 and HI pp. 4J*. 447. 449.
430).
Beloved sons, today's pit-
grita*ge-tf«cs honor tfipast ex-
periences and leads one h>
turn with most )oyfel confi-
dence toward the future.
Our words seek above all to
encourage the constantly
greater efficacious coordina-
tion of individual activities.
We face a phenomenon
which la undergoing constant
development. It presents, yes,
painful psychological aspects
which call for a great deal of
understanding. Yet it is of little
use to stress the inevitable
negative effects, whereas
many advantages can be de-
rived from a clear vision and
from wise resolutions.
Emigration Is principally •
human fact of vast propor-
tions. of which men and wom-
en ar* the protagonists, that
is, concrete human beings with
a will of their own and each
with his own problems. They
are people capable of great
sacrifices to order to attain
a more dignified economic po-
sition, ready to adapt them-
selves to every environment
and to asslmilats culturally,
according to the designs of
Providence.
Emigration is considered as
the contribution of Uving ener-
gies which should arrive at
hospitable shores fresh and
well prepared. And since emi-
grants bring a valuable con-
tribution to the economy of
different countries. It Is natu-
ral that they should become
part of them Uuxugh a har-
monious and continuous proc-
ess which does not present
painful breaks.
■ 7 v , 1,
CHRISTIAN! principles of re-
ciprocal collaboration and of
brotherhood haVe been, or are
about to be, applied success-
fully nearly everywhere. No
ont is self-sufficient, anther.
Individuals nor nations.
The great respect which it
due and which is given to the
livlpg forces of the intellect
add of manual labor has hast-
ened the costing *«id* ot an-
cient methods and is about to
cancel the painful nomencla-
ture ot toretgner. statelet*,
tolerated. Emigrants find a
second fatherland to the coun-
■ *
try which welcomes them and
they bccomo an integral part
of it on a gradual plane of
equality and respect, just as
all other clUiena.
Programs must be multi-
plied to give the emigrant ade-
quate training in religious, cul-
tural and technical fields.
This is what is required: a
constant and combined effort
to provide the desired prepa-
ration which will permit the
incorporation of the emigrant
into the life of his new place
of residence.
IN ADDITION, moreover, to
the understanding attitude of
the authorities snd of the
trade union organisations in
following Uie immigrants with
special attention —and we are
happy to give formal recogni-
tion to the provisions made in
every country the institu-
tion of a constantly greater
number of centers of apostol-
ic, of aocial assistance, educa-
tion and recreation, all oper-
ating in coßalxiratlon,
would bVHftokclqyijThua, a*
the pnkrtt-n*(imeStratton ma-
tures/ these orjtaizatiofis will
of themselves becfeiMfipart <4
(hate common to all \of the
faithful of the parish knd thy
diocese of residence. \
/ We also trust that the num-
ber ot priests to whom it given
the holy title ot missionaries
. may become adequate to the
demands of this delicate
branch of the apostotaie. and
we exhort the Bishops to wel-
nine w this rtjpert lb?
thoughtful surge limns of the
Sacred Consiitoriil Congrega-
tion And may the missionar-
ies consider themselves al-
ways at the service of the dio-
cese to which they find them-
selves, so that the mutual ef-
forts, carried out according to
coordinated directives, may
produce their fruit*, while not
being dispersed in willing ef-
fort* which are of scanty ef-
fect. :
Venerable brothers and be-
loved sons, one more word.
This is intended to deal with
the delicate problem of intern-
al miiraUon, which is assum-
ing constantly greater propor-
tions. The diversity of re-,
sources and of economic con-
ditions among the regions of a
country, and from city to city,
has given rise to s constant
flow which offers undeniable
advantages and difficulties.
THERE MUST BE estab-
lished everywhere the neces-
sary relation* between-' the
parishes of origin and those
of arrival. Timely undertak-
ings must be provided at (he
departure points which can as-
sure religious and moral prep-
aration, which cao provide
accurate information regard-
ing the various problems,
even of Van organisational na-
ture. by means of suggestions
received from the points which
are to become the new places
of -residence. And to these
places there should be an at-
mosphere of open receptivity,
ot brotherly hospitality, of un-
derstanding and of assistance.
The co-operation of the Cath-
olic laity ts useful sod valu-
•w» rnr o»e assessment and
solution of these problems, to
this way it will be possible to
develop a capillary organisa-
tion. capable of hastening the
integration of the new arrivals
into local religious life, into
the environment of the new
parish, which seeks to be re-
ceptive as.is a family to wel-
coming its new children.
The ecumenical council, on
which world attention centers,
will also offer in this field
fruitful material for study.
And this la a reason for sweet
hope.
Our thought, beloved sons,
at the end of this talk returns
to the Holy Family wandering
in a distant land, and it in-
spires a cordial and moving
with for heavenly assistance
and comfort for every emi-
grant; a beneficial and restor-
ing wish for the families who
are on their way toward new
shores, on the roads of land,
sea or sky; for the priest en-
gaged in a service which by
its nature is a missionary
one; for Jail of those people
who offer enlightened and
competent knowledge in the
solution of constantly new
problems.
OH! OCR GOOD heavenly
Father! "He is their mighty
shield and strong support, a
shelter from the heat, and a
shade from the noonday sun, a
guard against stumbling, and
a help against falling; He
buoys, up the spirits, brings a
sparkle to the eyes, gives
health and life and blessing"
(Sirach, 34, 16-17).
May our apostolic blessing,
reflecting the divine blessing,
be extended as a comfort and
good omen of every desired
favor for all of you present
here, for your families, for the
beloved priests, for the Su-
preme Council and the Episco-
pal Comii.laiion for Emigra-
tion, and for the diligent Sa-
cred Consistorial Congrega-
tion, which coordinates the
vast work for continued upir-
itual aid to emigrants.
May it be the token of con-
tinued graces and of supernat-
ural favors. Amen, Amen.
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A Prayer for Epiphany
In the 20th century, the ecumenical
character of the Church U evident in the
Second Council of the Vatican. From the
ends of the earth, men have come to the
Throne of the Vicar of Christ. Their skins
are of many colors; their native tongues
sound strangely on the Roman air; their
costumes are diverse and wonderful. The
unity of all this variety is wrought only
at the hands of our Holy Mother, the
Church of Rome.
IN THE VERY first months of Chris-
tianity, the ecumenical character of the
Faith of Christ was evident as Wise Men
from the ends of the known world came
to the spot where the Son of God lay
wrapped in swaddling clothes. Their
skins, their tongues, their robes were as
alien in that day and in that land as those
gathered for the Vatican Council. Again
their unity was wrought at the light of
the Son and Mother in Bethlehem.
Now, with the Feast of the Epiphany,
the Manifestation of Christ, following
dose upon the Feast of the Nativity, we
are reminded that in those first days Wise
Men from the East came to kneel before
the Incarnate God. The East was the point
of origin of th*M first worshipper*.
In this century it is time to pray
that once more wise men from the Eut
will come to Rome to acknowledge the
true Church of Christ. They have been
called and many have responded. Patri-
archs and Exarchs, Metropolitans end
Archimands, wise men all have heard the
Vicar of Christ. The rulers of the Church-
es of the East know that they have been
severed too long from the living body of
the Church.
IN THESE TIMES of peril, when
there is only being with Christ or against
Him, these wise msp of the Orthodox
Churches have come to find the True
Son of God and the Church which He
founded.
Like the Wise Men of old, they
have come and seen and heard. Now they
return by different ways to their own
countries.
Surely on the feast of the first
Wise Men it would not be amiss to pray
that these other wise men may return
from the council and carry the vision of
whst they have inn to lends hungry
to know once more the vision of Christ
the Son of God.
Civic Pride
In a recent address, Lehan K. Tunks,
dean of Rutgers University School of Law,
stated that “too many New Jerseyans lack
pride in their state." The attitude of
nride-Uckine New Jerseyans toward their
state, saidTunks, 'is such that they would
prefer to ignore its problems, rather than
joyously attack them. Nor do they draw
strength from its achievements such as
our judicial system. They are citizens un-
involved, unconcerned and even hostile.”
ALLOWING FOR the usual brevity
and incomplete quotations of the average
press-release, we consider Mr. Tunks*
statements with mixed reaction and ap-
pend reservations. In singling out our
judicial system this own specialty) as a
specific object of apathy and indifference,
Mr. Tunks may have cause for some com-
plaint. But to make the sweeping state-
ment that “too many Jerseyans lack pride
in their state” is taking in too much
ground and too many people. New Jer-
seyans can be and are Justly proud of the
recent material, cultural and spiritual
achievements of their state.
It has two of the finest super high-
ways in the world that have added to tba
commerce and comfort of tha state and
Us dtizana, end its many visitors. Many
of its cities ere engaged in sn extensive
and expensive program of-rehabilitation
and urban renewal. This could not be done
without the support of the citizenry ass
whole.
Such support would be non-exis-
tent if U were not preceded by enthusi-
asm for end pride in their state. Business
and industry, always a good barometer,
would not have pumped hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars into the economy of a
state with a citizenry “uninvolved, uncon-
cerned and even hostile."
Our universities, colleges, schools and
libraries are among the finest In the land.
These do not exist without public sup-
port, interest and pride. Our churches and
other religious institutions are many and
beautiful, demonstrating our belief in and
just pride in our common heritage - that
we are children of God
Mona Lisa’s Importance
A V.I.P. extraordinary is Mona Lisa,
more Important than any queen of state,
stage, or screen. The importance of this
lady, despite her 456 yean of age, is due
entirely to her smile. Whether you con-
sider her gase e mystic smile or just a
smirk, the enigma of her eyes is no more
puzzling than the behavior enigma of men
who admire her.
IN THE UGLY atmosphere of New
York’s cold commercialism. Mona
gets a very warm reception. On both sides
of the ocean, the same men of power who
deal in hard facts and cold steel, enthuse
over the puzzling picture of a woman. We
may have our international differences,
may hate and kill each other, but we al-
ways try to spare art treasures like Mona
Lisa. And perhaps she isn't even a lady.
Art has an important social responsi-
bility. Just as with music, so also painting
and sculpture can aootbe the savage in u>.
The social value of masterpieces is lim-
ited when circumscribed by geographical
boundaries. Their value is frustrated by
imprisonment In museums. A worldwide
exchange of works of art might help
soothe tensions and make humanity more
amenable to coexistence. If you like what
I like, why fight each other? Deep in
evary man's soul there is the Instinct to
create and possess beauty. Nothing can
kill human instincts. But if you smother
tba love of beauty, then men fight
Pope Pius XII aid. “There is an
affinity of ait with religion. Art provides
man with a window to the infinite for his
hungry souL" Mona Lia la not a holy pic-
ture. It is a work of art, and as such can
ftilfQl a holy purpose. Pope John XXIII
is not allowing MichaeUngelo’s “Piela"
to come to New York just to satisfy the
curious. It is to honor God.
Cultural Loss
Millions of New Yorkers and resi-
dents of the metropolitan area have be-
come aware during the put four weeks
of the tremendous debt they owe to their
dally newspaper. There is no doubt that
radio and TV are powerful rivals of the
press and some have even speculated that
these more modern mass media might
eventually replace the newspaper in im-
portance.
THE NEW YORK newspaper strike,
which has cut off the circulation of all
the city's dailies, ha. put an end to all
such absurd claims for the omnipotence
of the oral word.
Few would presume to judge the
merits of the dispute between the Pub-
lishers Association and Local 6 of the
International Typographical Union. So lit-
tle willingness to bargain on either side
has produced a corresponding lack of
willingness to arbitrate on the part of
Mayor Wagner, Governor Rockefeller,
ana federal mediator Schloesberg. Asa
result, business has been seriously hurt
during a crucial season and the public
has been greatly inconvenienced by the
strike.
Yet the major loas suffered by the
reading populace has been cultural. How-
ever valiant the attempts of the TV chan-
nels to supply an adequate news coverage,
they have utterly failed to rival the com-
prehensive presentation of current events
offered by the daily press. There has bean
no available substitute for the information
and guidance on new books, films, plays,
concerts, operas, which the trained critics
of the leading newspapers have been ac-
customed to give us.
WHILE ALL RESPONSIBLE citizens
want a settlement of the strike based on
justice for both management and union
men, it is the hope of all that tha stale-
mate may soon be ended, and that the
public at large may no longer be deprived
of the intellectual nourishment provided
by America’s most Important and valued
mass medium.
Epiphany
Third Temptation:
An Ulterior Motive?
By FRANK J. SHEED
The Devi] * third thrust at
Christ U totally different treat
Uw others: "He trek him into
a high mountain. and shewed
Mm ail tha kingdoms of the
world tn a momrat of tima “
Tha Crerk vert for tha “tak
at Ow Lord by Uta Orel
H tha »ama as when Ha
takas to Jerusalem and sot da
tha ptoaacl# at tha Temple,
tha aama ilia at -two Peter
and tha loot at Zabadae •art-
la kre by Our Lord -a tha
mountain oI Transfiguration
It pm the impression that
Our Lord and tha Devil
rlimbed together to tha nom
tam top.
But no mountain. In PaW
tina or anywhere rlae. to huh
enough to brine *U tba kang-
doma of tha world wit tun ranch
of • pair of human ayaa
donriy. it was wt-Jua Our
Lord'a Imagination that tha
kingdoms wore mada preaent
to Hun Yrt ooe to atill hrft
woodering why the Dart]
ahouM hate wanted tha high
mountain That w* cannot are
tha raaaoo (or hia action. how-
♦vor. to avtdanct of our short-
rr vision, not of ha irration-
ality.
ALL THU KINGDOMS of the
world ware ahovni to Our Lord
la • moment of timo. In a
flash of vision. How many
ktnsdoma wore there?
There was Rome, of course,
and Its tow|h Uttle Emperor
Tiberius To the East. Persia
was la the atlddto of that cen-
tury of might la which Rome
dared not Invade alter the
return to pieces of Mark An
kmy’a army; tha kingdom at
tabßshod by. Aaoka three cen-
turies earlier still flourished hi
India; the Han dynasty ruled
China. To the West, tha Mayas
bad not yet come to Mexico
There were past empires, of
course, but they were now
dead sad so would not have
**rved the Devil’s purpose in
this particular temptation.
For the DovU went on to
•ay: “To that win I give nil
this power, and the glory of
thorn; for to ma they are de-
livered, and to whom I will,
I give them. U thou therefore
wilt adore before me, all shall
be thiM”—or, as Matthew
phrases It, “All there will l
give thee, If falling down thou
wilt adore mo."
WR RAVI ALREADY no-
ticed the habit the Evangelists
have of not tolling ua things
wo tool we’d like to know.
Wbon Satan mad# this aston-
ishing offer, Our Lord knew
who Satan was, but did Satan
know that He knewT Either he
had told the carpenter who ho
was, or be had not. The Evan
geliats do not lay.
If be bad not told him. then
obviously be could not expect
any man to take his mere
word that he had tha power he
claimed and could hand tl ever
Mot like that The normal re
aettoo to talk at (Ms sort
would he to assome that the
speaker was a mrgslaunttaUc
If the IVrvii did know that
the man before him knew who
he was. thro tt it still more
astonishing that he should
have thought it possible that so
evidently psoas • Jew should
fat) prostrate before him and
dohim homage And wee t! a
manloved power to much that
be would abandon God and
call tot Devil Load to order to
get It. bow could be be insane
enough to think that the Devil
would keep bit promise*
It was in our own lifetime
that Chesterton said "The Dev-
il is a gcotleaua. and never
keeps his word", but that has
been hit reputation (ma the
tetinaiaf
Did toe Devil rtsHrnpert
the carpenter to yield to the
suggettien. or had he toms
other purpose m making it?
JanuaryIntentions
The Holy Father’s gener-
•l Intention tor January to:
That tba desire of unity
may lead Protestants to the
knowledge of the Church.
The mission intention sug-
gested tor'the Apostleshlp
of Prayer by the Pope ia:
That the ecumenic id coun-
cil mdy help the work of
the mUaionartos.
Troubled Reds
Still Gaining
By LOUIS F. BUDENZ
Our incoming year confronts
u> with a contradictory world
scent. U. S. News sad World
Report of Dec 24. reports on
"Why Communism Is Deep to
Trouble Everywhere."
The President seemed to say
the contrary to his TV confer
cnee Dec. 17. He stated that
this troubled Soviet regime
threatened America by iu
plots to e- uand Ha "power and
influence
Both assertions, contradic-
tory aa they seem are cor-
rect It ia tho truth, as U. S.
Nrwa says, that "everywhere
there ia depression within the
rmpire of nations that em-
brace communism
" There la
• great wasteland of food
shortages and other defletrn-
cies from Havana to Belgrade
and then up to Moscow and
Peking.
But it ia likewise a reality
that communism continues to
march across the world.
WHAT IS IMPORTANT ia
that the communists are pre-
paring to hide from us both
this Soviet weakness and this
source of Soviet strength. This
is to be done by a familiar
method smuggling Into our
own sources of. information the
cry of “anti-communist hys-
teria."
That la why a whole flood
of accusations to tola effect
has been poured down on the
"Bonn revenge-seekers" in the
October and November Inter-
national Affaire.
"The West German revenge-
aeeken are now vying tor the
dubious honor of being the
standard bearers .of anti-com-
munism in the capitalist
world." we are told. The
"proof’ of this is that Chan-
cellor Adenauer two years ago
declared to Pope John:
“I believe that in these tem-
pestuous times God bat en-
trusted the German people
with a special mission to
serve as a bulwark o( the West
against the powerful influence
of the East.”
ALSO, WE FIND Gua Wall,
chairman of the U. 8. Com-
munist Party, assailing the
McCarran Act againit com-
munist conspiracy la The
Worker of Dec. 16. He terms
It “a monstrous fasclat-llke
law."
Then he goes on to aay:
"The trial of the Communist
Party (for refusing to
register as an agent of Soviet
Russia) is a dangerous blow
•gainst Uw political liberties
of all American*"
And so It la that by Uu*
charge of aaticommunlst
hystana.” spread farther and
farther until it aaeakt into mo-
dally proas, ww American! are
to be benumbed to defending
cur own liberty.
THE NEW PROGRAM to
make "anti-communism" ren-
der us impotent eras laid down
at a communist conference to
May. ISO. This conference,
held at Lidice. Ctecbosiovakia,
was under the auspices of the
World Marxist Review and the
Institute of Philosophy of tha
Csechoaiovak Academy of Sci-
ences. Reds of to countries
were present, including Harry
Winston from our own.
Tha count to be adopted for
throwing dust into free world
e>ea was laid down by A.M.
Rumyantsev, editor of the
World Marxist Review. He
suggested four step*, all of
which have been punned by
the communists to the past but
are now resurrected for double
duty today.
The first was the old dodge
that anti-communism should
be represented aa an “insi-
dious means of suppressing
even the limited democracy
and freedom existing to cap-
italist societies." This argu-
ment hat been used frequent-
ly here in America, and ap-
pears right now to a number*
of our daily papers as a
charge against the House Com-
mittee on Un-American Activi-
ties.
THE SECOND thought Is
that antl-communiam must be
represented aa labeling every
reform movement as "a com-
munist conspiracy.” This is of
course ridiculous. The very
opposite hat been largely toe
truth, that communists like
Castro, Mao Tse-tung, and Ho
Chi Mlnh of North Vietnam
had baan sold ua aa "agrarian
reformtra."
The third and fourth
procedures are much akin.
The one is to represent the
“cautiotls anti-communist"
that ia, the man who realis-
tically opposes the communist
line—at just aa or even more
extretne than tha “ultra-
right." The last point is to
combat above all those efforts
at "scleatifle anticommu-
mini" or analytical aducatioa
of what communism really is.
The Question Box
Propaganda Warfare
And Virtue of Truth
Q. The Dec. 20 edition of
The.QwesUea Bex dealt with
the morality of the so-called
“cold report" issued dering
the Caban crisis. I would like
to ate Uw question takes one
step further end discussed in
terms ef propaganda warfare
to general. To what extent
may a nation use false com-
munications aa a weapon of
war?
A. Not only ia this question
topical, but ft provides us with
an opportunity to pursue our
previous ditcuesipn of this sub-
Webster defines propaganda
as “Any organized or concert-
ed group effort, or movement
to spread particular doctrines,
information, etc." Asa wva-
Kn
of war, however, U is per-
p* more appropriately de-
fined as a concerted effort to
spread false or misleading In-
formation either to raise the
morale of one's own people or
to confuse toe edemy. While
it la unquestionably ooe of the
oldest weapons of war, it re-
mained for modem man to
realize Its full potential. To-
day, psychological warfare, of
which propaganda is but a
part, stands as a science to iu
own right.
A Christian evaluation of
propaganda techniques em-
ployed from toe advent of
World War 11 to toe present
gains perspective to the light
of these words of toe late Pope
P»ua XII.
"The tendency to insincerity,
growing clearer each day at
a cause of disintegration and
decay, ia a stigma which our
time bears on iu forehead.
Lack of veracity has become
more than an occasional, trans-
itory evasion of truth tn the
face of unforeseen obstacles
and difficulties. The lie, decep-
tion. changing the sense of
words and deeds have come
to be used as habitual often
aive weapons and as a mode
of strategy by those who glory
to iheir deceptive skill. And
thus the aetue of moral values
U lost sight of as an Integral
- tag element to modern
society . . . The Church cannot
fail to denounce ton error,
and tear off the mask from the
tissues of ties."
TRUTH B ONE of the foun-
dittoes upon which the society
at man U structured Without
H, the communion ef mind
and heart that U society would
be torn asunder Rightly then
dona truth hold first place
among the foods which men
•sdsrtr’ser^
modem society, reaped for
the truth does not appear high
•c the Ust. If toe business and
advertising worlds are any
barometer, deception U fait
becoming the rule rather than
the exception. And it ia in ton
climate that propaganda war-
fare U waged
To what extent this nation
has used or Is prepared to use
“lying" as an offensive wea-
pon. we are to no pewit ion to
judge The signs of the lint,
however, are not too earour
aging. Coupled with the rather
widespread depreciation of toe
stftua of veracity mentioned
above, there It the all too
preveUnt "all’s fair to love
and war" mentality whkb
views truth, together unto
most other moral imperatives,
as irrelevant to the prosecu-
tion and conduct of war. It
Is not surprising, then, to hear
suggested from certain quart-
ers that we emulate toe
“masters of deceit"; that wa
fight communism with its own
weapon, too lie.
. WHILE PROPAGANDA war.
fare has IU place. It also bat
its motel limits When it ia
fashioned Into a science of
deception dedicated to to#
techtoique of lying. It has ex-
ceeded its moral limits. We
can compare it to any other
immoral weapon whose use
destroys U»e very values it
seeks to defend.
On the other hand, aa was
pointed out In a previous
column, we are not prepared
to condemn all false com-
munications out of hand. Thera
arc some theologians who
would permit tha use of falsa
speac-b under the principle of
legitimate self-defense, which
woyld demand the verification
of tha following conditions:
(1) Tha speaker possesses in-
formation whose revelation
would constitute grave harm
to tba common good, r third
party, or to himself; (2) tha
htartr, who bat no strict right
to justice to the information,
is knowingly oK unknowingly
seeking it; (1) silence at this
time would be to effect a rev-
elation of the information. In
this clearly delimited situation
these theologians would not
view the false speech as a lia,
thst Is, a violation of the vir-
tue of veracity.
TO THE CHARGE that per-
mitting false speech even by
way of exception opens toe
duor to wholesale violation! of
veracity, they counter that
wholesale violation! of the
Fifth Commandment did not
follow upon a similar applica-
tion of toe principle of self-de.
tense.
Nor do they see to each and
every use of false speech sa
undermining of toe foundations
of society. A scrupulous con-
cern for words themselves,
without regard for the circum-
stances to which they are ut-
tered, could well deprive the
toastmaster of his tall tales,
and the husband of any ade-
quate defense when asked to
comment on the wife’s new
hat. In these instances, of
course, neither the audience
nor the wife should be de-
ceived by what is Mid. H they
are, they can’t expect too much
sympelky. Much the same
could be said of to* enemy
who views all utterances
emulating from toe opposite
camp as -gospel true
"
But even if the circum-
stance! do not provide toe
"chs*" which should at least
warn the listener to suspend
Judgment, the resulting decep-
tion need not always be
viewed as a blow against so-
ciety. The telf dcfensc ntua-
tion. with all of Us limiting
conditions, is a unique situa-
tion Katie speech, confined tn
these rare occasions, should
not panic us into presuming
or suspecting that it ha a
or will become a normal day
to day institution among men.
ArPLYLNG THE foregoing
considerations to propaganda
warfare, we can conceive ot
certain situations where false
communications would not
violate the virtue of veracity.
This would be especially true
when directed against the en-
emy and vital to national sec-
urity
On toe other hand, to em-
ploy falsehoods as a matter of
policy to quota Pius XU.
“as habitual offensive weapons
and as a mode of strategy by
those who glory in their de-
ceptive skill" is dearly a
violation of the virtue of ver-
acity. Only a profound regard
for truth on the part of tha
leaders of this nation will pre-
sens the very delicate bal-
ance between lying and the
justifiable use of false speech.
For Vocations
Members of the Apost o-
late for Vocations can gain
a plenary indulgence under
the ordinary conditions on:
Jan. « Feast of tha
Epiphany
Jan. 13 Kaaat of tha
Holy Family
Jan. B—Commemoratioa
of the Baptism of Our Lord
Once a week, for nett-
ing daily, with pitty, any
prayer for vocations ap-
proved by the ecclesiastical
authority.
A partial indulgence of
300 days may be gamed
for each act of charity or
piety performed for the in-
tention of fostering voca-
tions to the priesthood.
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STRANG E BUT TRUELittle-Knowa Facts for Catholics
By M.J. MURRAY Miamwacaaamiam
God Love You
Gift of Faith
Denied Others
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
Have you ever thought of
what others would do if they
had your gift of faith? If
someone in Africa had your
faith, would be not he at Holy
Communion every morning?
U someone In Vietnam had
your faith, would he not take
up his cross daily to follow
the Savior?
In the parable of the royal
feast, "those/who had been in-
vited proved unworthy of it,”
and the Lord sent His servants
into the highways to invite
others. When the Jews were
unfaithful, the Gentiles were
called into the Church.
May it never be that West-
ern Christian civilization will
prove so unfaithful to the
Church as to suffer a similar
penalty!
Rather, may we. aa good
Catholics, make the Gos-
pel known to the un-
evangclued throughout the
world.
Who among you will with-
hold the Divine call? You need
sot travel far with your feet
your household duties an
four highway. You need net
leave the office, foe It circum-
scribes the universe of your
duty. You can pray for the
misaiens. You can attend daily
Mass for the missions. You
earn offer your sufferings for
the missions.
YOU MAY SAY that you are
building anew school in your
parish and cannot afford to
help the Holy Father. This is
not true.
Could you not set aside at
least a dime a week for the
Pontiffs own Society for the
Propagation of the Faith? If
you did this, at the end of a
year you would give the Holy
Father almost 20 times the
amount of the present, annual
per-capita contribution of
United States Catholics to the
Pope for all the missions of
the world.
In the name of Our Savior
and His Blessed Mother, may
you not refuse those dimes for
all who are still on the high-
way of Ihe world.
GOD LOVE YOU to R.E.G.
for $1.82: “This gift represents
part of the high school lunches
I have given up so that a hun-
gry soul in the missions may
have the ‘Angelic Bread.' " To
M.P. for 1100: "For God's
poor, in thanksgiving for re-
covery from what was feared
to be a fatal illness. May the
Holy Father use it as he sees
fit!”
To Mrs. B for $10: “I
will try to help the missions as
long as I can." To K. and C.C.
for $5: "We decided not to
have Christmas stockings this
year so Ibe poor children in
the missions could have sonfe-
thing to eat.”
Cut out this column, pin
your sacrifice to it and address
it to Bishop Fulton J. Sheen,
National Director, Society for
the Propagation of the Faith,
366 Fifth Ave., b{ew York, or
to your diocesan director:
Bishop Mtrtin W. Stanton, 31
Mulberry St, Newark, or
Msgr. William F. Louis. 24
DeGrasse St. Paterson.
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Reds, Rightists
Distort Council
By MSGR. GEORGE G. HIGGINS
OirrtHr. Social Action o*pt. SOTC
In November, lisa, the late
Cardinal Tardini. Secretary of
SUte to Pope John, ws* asked
whether there would be any
representatives of governments
prwfut at Um council at them
were in some of the earlier
councils.
He answered with • sharp
"no" and then went on to say
•This time we shall do it
alone. Times have changed.
At one time communications
also depended on princes. But
today the Church can move
more freely. The participation
of beads of states at a council
today would create a some-
what comic effect."
EVENTS have proved Uut
the Cardinal knew exactly
what be was lalkine about.
There were no representatives
of government present at the
council nor waa there any at-
tempt oo the part of any gov-
ernment to influence its delib-
eralions. It would probably be
fair to say that no council in
the history of the Church
with the exception of the first
council of Jerusalem In Apos-
tolic times has been as'free
from interference by the politi-
cs! powers-that be. •
Mhlla the council didn't be-
come involved in politics, it
was nevertheless given a cer-
tain political "twist" in the
statements and publications of
a few individuals and organ-
izations of widely divergent
political views —. the commu-
nists oo the one hand and
soma ultra-conservatives on
the other.
THE OFFICIAL Communist
Party Una with regard to tha
Second Vatican Council was
clearly reflected by Palmiro
TogUatti, Secretary General of
the IlaUan Communist Party,
In his keynote address at the
opening session of the party'*
annual Congress in Rome
Dec. 3.
TogUatti, echoing the current
line of the Kremlin, declared
that "Influential organisations
and high personages in the
Catholic Church now admit
their adhesion to socialist prin-
ciple*."
He repeated the theory, fre-
quently advanced by commu-
nist leaders throughout the
world In recent months, that
Pope John and a few of his
"progressive" supporters call-
ed the council chiefly to force
their "reactionary" coUeaguea
to accept the necessity of co-
operating with communist re-
gimes
Needless to say. TogUatti
was talking utter nonsense.
Nothing that, transpired dur-
ing the first session of toe
council lent any support what-
soever to his crudely cynical
analysis of the council's aims
and purposes.
THE VATICAN'S reply to
Togliatti in the form of two
editorials in L'OtservsUv*
Romano has already been
widely publicized in the Cath-
olic press in the US.
To the best of my knowledge,
however, the press la this coun-
try has not yet reported
that certain ultra-conservative
groups - for different but
2
cynical motives
*ecn echoing the com-
Une with regard to the
council
Aa a matter of fact, the ultra-
conservatives have gone too
communists one better. They
have published at least two
full-lenglh books oothe alleged
dangers of the council. One
of these hooka says that there
is a very real danger that th*
council will result lc a dis-
astrous "reconciliation" be-
tween Catholicism and atheis-
tic communism.
THE OTHER BOOK -a
Vicious diatribe against the
Jews goes even further. It
actually implies that there are
certain key figures in the
council who are in league with
the atheists and are deliberate-
ly plotting to undermine Chris-
tianity and to bring about a
reconciliation between Catho-
licism and communism. The
■ latter book was sent unsolicit-
ed to every Bishop at' th*
council.
Neither Togliatti'a cynical
attempt to capitalize on the
council for his own purposes
nor the two books referred to
are of world-shaking impor-
tance in themselves. But they
do serve to dramatize the im-
portance of the point mad*
by th* late Cardinal Tardlnl
in IM9 that the council la
fortunate to be completely tree
of political Interference.
It's had enough to have po-
litically inspired individuals
and organizations misrepre-
senting the purpose of the
council from the outside. The
situation would be Infinitely
worse If they were in a poai-
tlon to ply their cynical trade
within the council itself.
Supervision of Children
An Unchanging Duty
By REV. JOHN L. THOMAS, S.J.
AuiiUnt Proltnor of Sociology, Si. Loth Uutenity
What do you think of parents who do not atay home when their teenagers have
parties? The practice la growing in our community. Older boys often bring drinks,
uninvited groups sometimes “crash'’ the parties, and though the affairs may start with
dancing or games, eventually some couples go outside or into darkened rooms for
more privacy. Responsible parents are put on the spot, because it may be difficult
or embarrassing to try to find out beforehand whether a party will be properly super-
vised. How should we handle this situation?
The custom of allowing ado-
lescent boys and girls to spend
long periods together, alone
and unsupervlsed, has become
so widespread that it's high
time we ask what has caused
this flight from reason and
responsibility.
The parents you criticise
probably feel that they ara
making a reasonable adjust-
ment to changed social condi-
tions. They would doubtless
argue that since modern youth
are expected to And more en-
tertainment outside the imme-
diate family circle, mature
earlier, and are more socially
sophisticated than In the past,
they should be granted more
freedom.
The new definition of paren-
tal obligations and values in
this false outlook stem* pri-
marily from two related
sources.
FIRST, THERE is failure to
understand the essential mean-
ing of parenthood and to think
through its practical implica-
tions under modern social con-
ditions. Parenthood involves
much more than procreation
or the supplying( of food, shel-
ter. clothing, protection, and
affection. It requires the pa-
tient and prudent development
of children up to Christian ma-
turity. Granted that modem
social conditions may provide
youth with wider''and more
varied opportunities for social
participation, these parental
obligations remain essential
and unmodified.
Parents are not morally free
to permit their teenagers to
remain without adequate su-
pervision. The questionable be-
lief that modern youth mature
earlier or aro more socially
sophisticated than in the past
n not at issue here. By defini-
tion, adolescents are not
adults. Parents who fall to
provide proper supervision
are guilty of a seriously sinful
dereliction of duty.
THE SECOND mayor source
of Iho MW defutition is aa er-
roneous pieudopermissiveness
based on the belief that teen-
acers are always capable of
deciding what la beat for them-
selves and consequently can
be left to their own devices in
social life.
This irrational view la all
the more objectionable be-
cauae the very parents who
follow it never bother to leach
their children the factual In-
formation or aound moral prln-
ciplea they would need to
make prudent decisions.
Experience shows that the
parents who pretend to be In-
aulted when mm question*
their over permissiveness are
also the parents who pretend
to be too shy or “modest" to
teach their growing children
the necessary essential! con-
cerning the facts of life.
THIS LAST observation
might lead some to maintain
that what 1 have catied the
major sources of error are
merely convenient
tions. that Is, attempts to
Justify parental neglect of
duty. 1 am willing to grant
this possibility in some cases,
but whether they are rationali-
zations or real sources of con-
fused thinking, they indicate
the direction that parental in-
structions must take if we are
to remedy the current situa-
tion.
What should individual par-
ents do? It should not be diffi-
cult for responsible parents to
learn which other parents in
the community share their
views. Your children should be
told well beforehand that they
may not participate in unsu-
pervised parties, so that they
will not feel penalized when
they must reject invitations to
such affairs.
If you have doubts about the
supervision to be supplied in
a given instance, you must in-
quire. Why should your dis-
play of responsible concern for
the obligations of parenthood
and basic Christian morality
prove embarrassing*
Letters to the Editor
Tk» memo end eddrett of tio writer mutt be intituled in a tetter
intended for publication, but they will be withheld if requeued.
Testing Only
Part of Picture
Rev. Joseph T. Shea
Director of Admissions
Scion Hall University
Editor:
The editorial in The Advo-
cate of Dec. 13 on psychologi-
cal testing waa most Interest-
ing. Certainly this type of test-
ing la quite common today on
all levels of education; and
will probably continue to be so
for many years to come.
Very often the use of these
testa la not properly under-
stood. In the area of college
admissions, I know of no re-
sponsible admissions officer
who bases bis acceptance or
rejection of a student solely on
the test scores made by that
student. The scores are one
Rem In the admissions pro-
cedure, and are used in con-
junction with many other fac-
tors: high school record, prin-
cipal's recommendations, class
rank, etc.
Of all these, most will agree
that the most important is the
student's high school record,
not his le« results; toe record
of his achievement la general-
ly the best predictor of his suc-
cess in college.
The tezts can give the ad-
missions officer additional in-
formation which Mill be very
valuable in helping him reach
bia decision. But they remain
one item among the many he
has to consider.
In some cases, perhaps, the
importance and value of teats
has been exaggerated, but this
should not lead ua to condemn
testa and testing aa such. Teats
can be a valuable instrument
in the hands of educators, and
your editorial recognizes this.
When properly used, testa can
render definite service and
help both to the educator and
the student; we truat that they
will not lose their value
through misuse or misunder-
standing.
Scores Apathy
Of Catholics
Gertrude E. Unsel
East Paterson
Editor:
Why are Catholica so afraid
to stand up and be counted?
The Planned Parenthood
group in Bergen County is
opening clinic facilities for
Catholics to teach the rhythm
method of birth control. Day
after day there are news re-
leases and editorials in our
local paper to mislead unin-
formed Catholics and also non-
Catholics as to the Church'*
position. The inference la that
the Church is cooperating with
this group.
So far my letter to the paper
which relayed the Advocate
article on thesubject has been
the only one to appear. Thera
are thousands of Catholics in
Bergen County. Where are
they? Atheists swamp ihe let-
ters tothceditor columns to
present their views. Are Cath-
olics asleep, apathetic or just
too smug to enter into con-
troversy?
Last year State Health Com-
missioner Roseoe Handle la-
sued directives to local health
boards to cooperate with this
birth control group.
.
. Not
one word of protest has been
heard from any Catholic
source. Tax money is being
collected from Catholics to
promote something that ia op-
posed to Catholic doctrine.
What do we intend to do about
it?
Population Cain
ACCRA, Ghana (RNS)
Catholic* in Ghana now num-
ber 655.138 or 33,000 more
than last year —a report here
disclosed. The total population
of the country is 6 3 million.
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10 Best Films
Of the Year
By WILLIAM H. MOORING
Faced with the annual, crit-
ical game of "picking the 10
beat” you realixe how much
movies have changed. Films
like apples in a barrel, are
clean dear through, spotted
hero and there, or rotten to the
core. I figure most people pick
something they can bite into
without tasting worms!
So, with a family-type
readership in mind, 1 select
the following 10 as "best":
Family Spectacular: "Jum-
bo," MGM's colorful circus
story.
Family Adventure Drama:
“Billy Budd,- Allied Artists’
presentation of Herman Mel-
ville’s sea classic.
Family Musical: "The Music
Man,” Warner's xestful, tune-
ful tale of American rural life
in 1912. lowa “corn” but high
in good spirits.
Family ’ Comedy-Drama:
“Mr. Hobbs Takes a Vaca-
tion” (20th Century-Fox),
chosen for its honest, humor-
ous look at contemporary,
American family life.
Sophisticated Comedy-
Drama: “Period of Adjust-
ment" (MGM), with which
Tennessee Williams comes
dean with constructive com-
ment on prevalent, marital
problems facing American
youth.
“Historical Drama: “Law-
renco of Arabia" Columbia's
mesmeric story of the enig-
matic Briton who organised
Arabian revolt against the
Turks during World War I.
Social Drama: "To KiU a
Mockingbird” (Universal),
from HarperLea's novel about
racial prejudice in the South.
War Drama: "The Longest
Day,” Darryl Zanuck's grind-
ing dramatization of Cornelius
Ryan's D-Day best seller: a
documentary that defends pa-
triotism while decrying war.
Psychological Drama: "Re-
quiem for a Heavyweight.”
Columbia's terse indictment
of the prize-fight racket, with
punch and no preachment.
Religious Drama: “The Re-
luctant Saint” (Davis-Royal),
a simple comedy drama about
St Joseph of Cupertino,
that is vastly more human and
entertaining than the big-sale,
spectacular “Barabbas."
Drama Ratings
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Book Review
The Padre and the Comanche
A WALL FOR «AfiL
SEBASTIAN, by
B. Faherty, IM
pages. *3.M,
With the year-end supple-
ments and TV roundups assur-
ing us thgt 1982 is going into
the books as the Year 1 of the
Confrontation, our condition-,
inf leads us to soma obvious
associations when we come
across a scene such as the
final chapter in Father Pah-
arty’s first novel.
The ultimate showdown
takes place between Fray
Leon Alastray, a mission
priest in the Southwest at the
turn of the 19th century, and
Golden Lance, the Comsm'hf
ruler who wants the rich crops
of San Sebastian mission.
“What the Comanche wants,”
he points out. "the Comsnche
gats.”.
When Padre Leon answers,
we can almost bear a Boston-
Harvard accent along the
lines, perhaps, of Vaughn
Header: "In the past, the
Comanche has taken what he
wants because he has met
only old men and boys . . ,
Today the Comanche meets
men.”
Golden Lance narrowt his
eyes, perhaps taking time out
to pound his moccasin oo the
table. "From the Black Mess
to the Divide below the Great
River, the Comanche rules all
things.”
"All things,” the Franciscan
replies (Jabbing his fore
finger?), ‘ but ours.”
THERE IS A great deal
more to this book than the
confrontation—or, indeed, than
Padre Leon himself. Father
Faherty has managed to cram
an amazingly diverse amount
of subject matter into this
short novel, and "cram" Isn't
really the word to use. It sug-
gest! disorder. "A Wall for
San Sebastian” move* slowly
at times but never imprecisely
toward its point.
There are moving and sensi-
tive descriptions of the‘South-
west; the day-to-day story of
life in a mission settlement;
the big picture of the govern-
ing process of New Spain and
why R had lost hope of suc-
cess; the inner conflict which
gnawed at tha padre himself.
FADRE LEON came to San
Sebastian to rescue Us inhabi-
tants from spiritual and pby»i-
cal poverty, from an ennui
which they had convinced
themselves was simply non-
chalance toward the threat of
Golden lance. Any sign of ma-
terial success, they reasoned,
would bring down another raid
from the Oomanchce—and.'so
they withered.
Enlisting the aid of the
community’s oplnion-molders,
Padre Loon builds up a rec-
ord harvest and an urban re-
newal program, Old >rontler
style.
A soldier before entering the
order, Padre Leon then ad-
dresses himself to the problem
of defense against the attack
he knows will come. On an. In-
epection tour of other mis-
sions. the priest learns si] he
can about fortifications —and
about Golden Lance. He builds
a wall for San Sebastian and
readies a small but potent
army to take on the Coman-
che*.
Remaining in the back-
ground ia tha problem he has
lived with for years; Is ha still
a man of Cortes or a mu of
St. Francis?
The results of his summit
con from*(ion aren't epic-mak-
ing by tbe giddy standards of
the 1980s, but they prove some
timely—and timeless-points
to the principals involved. And
In the process, they make for
an enjoyable evening of read-
ing Jerry CarteOa
Add ‘Obscene,’
Post Office Told
WASHINGTON (NC) - The
Pott Office Department said
here more than 23,000 persons
have protested that advertise-
ments mailed them by a New
York publisher an obscene.
The publisher's direct mail
advertisements for a book, a
magazine and a' biweekly
newspaper ban prompted
more complaints In the de-
partment than aver received
agabut a sing)* publisher in
recent history.
No ooe would confirm that
legal srtioo is planned sgsmst
the publisher, but n is known
that evidence for presentation
to a grand Jury to being gath-
ered la Philadelphia
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By JOAN T. NOURSE
New Plays
The Seamy Fart Racy
coipedy spoofing America's
frenzied attempts at creative
self-expression Includes a
number of earthy, vulgar wise-
cracks.
Tiger, Tiger Tense, over
wrought drams la which an
unhappy Negro family live a
lie lo save their mother's cher-
ished illusion*. Some raw sen-
sational dialogue. ,
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New Book Published
On Eastern Rite
VATICAN - CITY fRXS) -
“The Catholic East," a volume
containing Information on the
Eastern Rite Churches, was
published here by the Sirred
Conjugation for the Oriental
Church •
The new volume bring* up
to date information published
in itn under the auspices of
Amlcto Cardinal Cicognani.
Vatican Secretary of State,
who was then a priest serv-
ing at assessor of the Congre-
gation for the Oriental Church.
It was compiled under the di-
rectioo of Rev, Michael Lacks.
S J
.
who is serving SMi a coo
suitor to the Second Vatican
Council's Commission on the
Oriental Church headed by
Cardinal Cicognani
Borglum Sculpting
Christ on Mountain
SPEARFJSH, S.D. (RNB) -
"Christ on the Mountain," a
work begun by tha lata Gut-
zoo Borglum, creator of the
Mt. Rushmora National Mem-
oriaL la being completed near
here by his son Lincoln. (Gut-
ion Borglum was the sstist of
the Lincoln statue outside
Newark's Court House.)
Before his death Borglum
fashioned a model bust of the
face and upraised right arm
of Christ. In a studio in the
Southern Black Hills, his son
is enlarging upon the bust to
include the entire body of
Christ. As proposed, the model
will stand 18 feet high.
This figure will sene as a
construction model of the
"Christ on the Mountain”
monument now visualized as
a ITS-foot status atop Spear-
fish Mountain five miles from
here.
Tha younger Borglum be-
Uevee the completed monu-
ment will be the largest statue
in the world built by men. Mt.
Rushmore vii carved, not
built, be noted. He aaid the
bead of Christ would be about
30 feet loot, half the also of
the Mt. Rushmorc ' heads of
Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln
and Theodore Roosevelt.
Inspiration came from the'
late Sen. Francis Case who
saw the similar statue at Rio
de Janeiro.
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Moslem Taboo Drew
Sisters to Pakistan
By ANNE MAE BUCKLEY
BELLEVILLE A Moslem
lsw crested a need tor the
work of the Medical Mission
Sisters in faroff Pakirtan.
population 83 million. .01%
Catholic. This need resulted in
the two genera! hospitals
where a former Belleville girl
has carried out her mission
work as a medical technician
for the past II years
Sister M. Joachim, daughter
of Mrs. Isaac Marker and the
late Mr. Harker, is visiting
her family here during a six-
month stateside furlough. She
expects to return to Pakistan
to resume her duties as med-
ical technician in Holy Fami-
ly Hospital, Karachi.
“Moslem women are not
supposed to be seen by men.
kOther than their husbands,''
Sister Joachim explained.
«Jhtr foundress perceived a
neeS here for our services."
she A*ld, pointing out that the
taboo includes even male doc-
tors. ".\’ w wa hare 33 Sister-
doctors c*n give the
Pakistani wtfimen the medical
attention the\ r *duire, but
could not accepNiSi? * m*!«
doctor.”
Even ea the streets. Siste\
Joachim observed.
•omen are required to wear
the "hurkha" -a kead-to-
foot coverall garment.
ALTHOUGH THE Medical
Mission Sisters went lo Raw-
alpindi. Pakistan, in 1326 with
the particular intention of
helping the women, their Holy
Family Hospital there has
grown Into a 230-bed general
hospital, treating men, women
and children. Sister Joachim
was stationed there for seven
years.
The hospital in Karachi,
where she has been for the
past four years, has 130 beds
and treats 100-130 out-patients
daily in its dispensary. Tuber-
culosis, malaria and typhoid
fever are common ailments in
the area.
"There are 13 Sisters at
Karachi.” Sitter Joachim said,
"one of them a doctor. Our
convent is one floor of the
hospital. We wear the whit*
habit it is very warm all
year, as high as 120 degrees.
But you get used to the heat
very quickly. . . well, not
quickly, but you get used to
it."
THE HOSPITAL is “self-sup-
porting'’ in the respect that It
gets no government aid. Sister
jjuchim said. Ptdents pay a
their amices, a fee
Stotm try to keep
' aominJi! •to** so many are
poor to that dftrloptog coun-
try. "The American people
are very generous.“ she said,
“and as a result our hospitals
are well-equipped. Perhaps
not quite to modern at the
new ones to the States, but
very adequate.”
Sister Joachim didn’t want
to discuss Pakistani attitudes
toward the U. S or even the
reaction to Mrs John P. Ken-
nedy's visit there last year.
"That's getting into politic*
"
she said. Sister Joachim, how-
ever. observed that visit ctoee-
iy; she was to the crowd at
the airport when Mrs. Ken-
nedy touched down in Karachi.
AS THE APOSTOLATK of
the Philadelphia based Med-
ical Mission Sisters seemed
tailored to the needs of Paki-
stan. so did the background
and inclination of Misa Harker
tit in. "I was working to a re-
search lab and going to Setae
Hall University College at
night." she recalled “1 was
interested la medical work and
u the missions.”
Sister Joachim la a graduate
of Belleville High School. She
Joined the Medical Mission Sis-
ters to 1848 and u> 1161. at tbs
age of 28. she was traveling
wide-eyed and excited through
Beirut, across the Red Sea and
the Arabian Sea. to Pakistan.
On her receot trip home she
flew the distance of approxi-
mately 4,000 miles to 21 hours,
to happy anticipation of seeing
her family for th* first time
» 11 years. Resides her
mother she has two sisters.
Mrs. Robert Osborne of Belle-
ville, and Mrs. Jacob
Holster of Clifton, and five
nieces and nephews, several of
whom she had never sees be-
fore this Christmas suit.
_
WOMAN TOWOMAN-The Medical Mission Sisters went
to Pakistan In 1926 to help the women, whose religion
forbids them to be treated by mole doctors. Here Sister
M. Joachim, formerly of Belleville, takes blood specimen
from woman in Karachi hospital.
TECHNCIAN-Sister Joachim hat been a medical techni-
cian In Medical Mission Sisters hospitals In Pakistan for
11 years.
100 Years Agoa Hospital Began
By ED GRANT
HOBOKEN TO this city
by th« sea, 100 years ago this
mouth, there came four Fran-
ciscan Sisters of the Poor, ac-
companied by one postulant, to
found St. Mary's Hospital at
the request of Rev. Antbouy
Cauvin. first pastor of Our
Lady of Grace Church.
There was at the time no
hospital in this community of
7,000 and St. Mary's is still
the only hospital to serve the
modern city of almost 30,000
people. It was the first Catho-
lic hospital in New Jersey,
preceding by a few years the
Franciscan Sisters’ own foun-
dations in Jersey City (St.
Francis) and Newark (St. Mi-
chael’s), as well as St.
Joseph's Hospital. Paterson,
conducted by the Sisters of
Charity.
Hoboken was. in mid-19th
century, chiefly settled by Ger-
man and Irish Catholics of the
working class. Its Elysian
Fields still served as a picnic
and pleasure ground for New
Yorkers, a sharp contrast to
a general atmosphere of pov-
erty and suffering.
IN HIS CONCERN for the
poor and neglected Father
Cauvin had founded a ladies'
benevolent society in 1838.
Realizin'* the need for profes-
atonal aw<stancc, he contacted
Mrs. Sarah Peters, a wealthy
convert from Cincinnati, who
visited Hoboken in 1862.
Mrs. Peters was closely con-
nected with the Franciscan
Sisters, who bad opened their
first U. S. hospital in Dayton
in 1658. Through Sister
Felidtas, the Dayton superior,
■be arranged for the Sisters
to come to Hoboken. Her letter
to Father Cauvin, dated Oct.
28, 1863, reads in part:
“The Sisters need only a
suitable bouse tolerably pro-
vided with plain furniture
(carpets ara not wanted) and
the rent paid for six months
or a year. They will then have
become sufficiently acquainted
with the locality to provide for
tbelr own maintenance.”
THE SISTERS were to ar-
rive around the Feast of the
Epiphany. Father Cauvin asked
hrs people for assistance. The
pioblcm of money waa acuta
in a poor parish, but Bryan
Smith, a wealthy resident, of-
fered to pay the rent for one
year on a bouse acquired by
Father Cauvin at 134 Meadow
St, (now 326 Park Ave.) It was"
the beginning of a long as-
sociation between the Smith
family and St. Mary’s.
The Siiters were greeted by
the entire parish at Maas on
Jan. 11, 1963. Sister Antonia,
8.F.P., led the amaH group
which immediately moved
into the hospital-convent and
began to accept patients. A
day nursery was also opened.
Or. Romeo Chabert, an
Englishman who bad settled in
Hoboken, seven years before,
became the hospital's first
physician in 1863 and was
president of Us staff until
IBM. Dr. David Benson joined
the staff and the two served
for years.
IN THESE EARLY years.
St. Mary's had a bed capacity
of 3S. The annals reveal that
it admitted IS patients in 1883
and cared for 30 children, fig-
ures which more than doubled
in 1804.
Through the doors of St.
Mary's now pass about 25.000
patients a year, 15,000 of them
outpatients. The percentage
of charity cases is, as it was
a century ago, very large,
though the ethnic backgrounds
have changed. Where the ear-
ly hospital rang with Irish and
German accents, the modern
corridors are alive with the
soft, quick speech of Puerto
Ricans.
It was in 1866that St. Mary's
made its first expansion, with
the dedication of a four-story
building by Jamas Roosevelt
Bayley. That was also the year
tho first postulants were in-
vested there and the first
member of the community
died, Sister Alexia, a young
novice. In 1868Mother Frances
Schervier, founder of the con-
gregation, paid her second and
last visit to tha U.S. stopping
first at St. Mary’s. In a letter
"Written, that year to Byran
Smith, the original of which
npw hangs in the hospital un-
der his portrait, she formally
decreed that hit family should
“now and for all future time"
participate in the merits, good
worka and prayers of the or-
der. ■
THE PRESSURE an R.
Mary's for IU services was so
great that to 18TO. the first
addition was completed, which
included an enlarged chapel,
erected by Bryan Smith. An-
other addition in 18040.
raised the bed capacity to 810.
to IN. a building lor con-
tagious diseases was erected
to provide far immigrant* ar-
riving at the busy Hoboken
port. As many at 30 rases
were removed to Ms isolation
ward from a single boat.
The Sisters celebrated their
first 23 years to Hoboken that
year, and the next 23 taw
even more expansion. The
present chapel waa built to
IN and a convent located on
its northeast aide was complet-
ed the next year Anew sooth
wing in IN raised the bed
capacity to 870. just to tune to
receive the sick and wounded
returning from the Spanish-
American War. In IN.a home
for nurses was erected at
Fourth and Clinton Su.
St. Mary's received iu most
famous patient to 1810 when
Mayor WdUaa J. Gaynor of
New York City was shot as
he boarded a European bound
ship to Hobokta. He was at
St. Mary's for 18 days and
later bad a plaque erected to
the hospital commemorating
the “care and tenderness be
received there.**
After a half • century
of service, the original wing
of the hospital was showing iu
years and, to ISIS. U was re-
placed by the main section as
it still stands today. The hos-
pital was then considered the
best equipped to the state and
had ample accommodation tor
430 patients.
ST. MARY'S WAS called to
the colors during World War
I. becoming Embarkation Hos-
pital No. 1 on July IMS. It
was returned to the Sisters
18 months later, newly
painted, and reopened as a
civilian hospital Jan. 13, 1320.
Up to this time, it had served
30,000 patients.
In 1921 the first applicant
entered the hospital's new
School of Nurstog.
Continual improvement of
facilities marked the years
which completed the Sisters'
third qusrter-century to Ho-
boken. The tubercular clinic
waa transferred into n mw
one-story building to 1929,
service faciliUee were im-
proved to 1330, an obatetrical
department waa added to
1831, modern oil burners and
anew operating room table
were tosUUed in 1833, the con-
vent was remodeled end given
an extra atory to 1933 and
added room for the tubercular
ward waa provided to 1838.
During the depths of the de-
pression to IN. n soup kitch-
en was opened by the Sisters
a ad, in IN. a four-story
frsm* bcOdiag at M Cttotan
St was purchased and ren-
ovated for uao as a working
man's home A residence for
interns was provided to prop-
erty purchased from the city
to IhU and. with the coming
of World War If. space was
provided for the training of
V. S. Cadet Corps Nunes tn
IN. An annex purchased that
year enlarged the accommoda-
tions for nurses to 130.
On Oct. 9. IN. the Sisters
bought the last piece of prop-
erty outstanding on "their”
block, which it bounded by
Third, Willow, Fourth and
Clinton SU. Renovations were
made m the tuberculosis build-
ing. the pharmacy, the labor-
atory and new equipment waa
installed to th* obstetrical de-
partment. Th* entire patient
area wa* remodelled and reno-
vated from 1330 to 1838.
A WIN grant from the
Hill Burton Act to 1936 helped
remodel the clink into a
diagnostic center. srhich
opened to March. IN The
same year, a SAbed pediatric
unit waa opened in the old
obstetrical department. This
provided room to th* former
pediatric ward for • 22 bed
psychiatric unit, ooe of only U
to be found to general hos
pitala in the country.
Debts for ail of this Im-
provement were piling up, but
there still remained the prob-
lem of updating equipment
and also of enlarging some
facilities. The major step wai
the modern three-story doc-
tors’ residence opened to Dec-
ember, 1961.
to September. IN. an ap-
proved School of Medical
Technology, affiliated with
Fairleigh-Dickinaon Universi-
ty, was opened at SL Mary's.
AS THE SISTERS approach
their centennial next week,
they have much cause for re-
joicing. •
But the financial problems
of private hospitals in
depressed areas are great.
On* of the Sisters' hospitals
in New York City is now clos-
ing after service of almost 100
years. Too many unpaid bills,
insufficient funds from public
or private sources were its
downfall.
No grants or funds have
come to St. Mary's to the last
three years. Sister Alphonsine,
S.F.P., Ms administrator, la
thus left with the task of
meeting her hills, sometimes
with little else than the
thought, "We take care of
God'* poor, so God will take
care of us,”
BEGINNING-In 1863 St.
Mary's Hospital, the first
Catholic hospital in New
Jersey, looked liked this. To-
day it is a multi-building
establishment treating 25,-
000 patients a year.
How to Put an
End to Strikes
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
I devoutly trust that before
very much longer there will
have been settleme«U at
strikes which halted publka-
to* of daily newspapers tn
Cleveland (where I five) and
New York (which is a me*
pUc* to visit but. etc.)*
the dailies, I will grant, are
oo* •* indispensable as police-
men. firemen, food and water.
Ail the tame. I think they
ought to be recognized as es-
sential public cervices.
I am not gotog to be con-
tent. therefore, until proce-
dures are devised to insure
toat
newspaper-iaformatioa
blackouts do not occur. Our
civilization, it seems to me.
ought to be capable of solving
that problem.
INDEED, it la high time we
put our brains to the task of
ftodtog ways of avoiding
•trikes altogether, Our society
la so complex Uut stoppages
of enterprise* ere becoming
anachronisms.
BNere, than, do we begin?
W* begin, I think, by recog-
nizing that collective bargeto-
tog, standing more or leu
alooe, has been only a stop-
gap measure, and toat good
citizenship now calls for fur-
ther progress.
We must turn. then, to
something in toe nature of toe
Industry council plan proposed
Mverel decades ago by the
Bishops of the U. S.
This, I believe, is the only
suggestion to the carefully
thought out program of the
Bishops which not only has not
bun adopted, but has never
rocelved any very serious
widespread consideration.
YET IT STRIKES me as so
obviously necessary to our
technological world that soon-
er or later something tike In-
dustry councils (call them
what you will) must be
brought into operationT
srst, though, w* must all
manage somehow to ae* the
fallacy to attitudes which we
have inherited.
W* all tend automatically to
assume that capitalising Is ooe
thing,' managing Soother
thing, and working a third
thing, and that never tha trio
shall meet.
WK HAVE NEVER kerned
to look at th* world as one
household, and the human race
as ooe family. We have never
even clearly seen to* nation
or th* community to toat light.
But Uut Is the correct light.
For illustrsUoo. let's Invent
something that w* shall call
toe Whatnot Corp. which does
a billion dollars of business
yearly.
Whatnot Corp. —no doubt
about it —was originally some-
body's brainchild. Somebody
thought it up, recognized the
need for it.
Somebody financed it, too.
And certain persons with
special skills tn organization
developed it.
THAT'S ALL TRUE. But
Whatnot Corp. has grown so
big, *o important, so useful to
everybody, that now it affects
greatly the common good of
vast numbers of people.
Competitors have been cre-
ated. too. Other similar serv-
ices have sprung into being.
Our philosophy thus far is
largely on* of letting competi-
tion reign supreme—competi-
tion among enterprises, and
competition between capital
and management and workers
within companies.
We just' haven't seen the
vision of what could be
achieved, and what harmony
could prevail, if consultation
and cooperation were given
their proper place along with
competition.
■
-*
WE HAVE NOT established
a system whkh would do for
oar economy—our enterprises
and services—what our work-
ing together has accomplished
to other fields.
To put It shortly, there are
no parliaments in industry.
There are town councils, but
no industry councils. There
•re state legislatures, but no
Industry legislatures. There
are national congresses, but no
real economic congresses rep-
resenting all segments of the
economy.
There . ought to be such
things. Eventually there will
be such things. And when
there ere. we will work out
our economic balances without
•topping industries from pro-
ducing, services from serv-
icing, and newspapers from
informing.
She Greeted the Cuban Prisoners
By ANGELA AIELLO
As told to Jane Dwyer
(Angsts Alslls of .Mwrf-
clair is a graduate of Imma-
i ula/e Conception High School
atul Caldwell Collage. She is
oneof two supervisors of Pori
Receptionists for the U. S,
Immigration Service at Idle-
wild Airport, Sew York.)
Hus Cuban exchange
can bt summed up to tore*
words: joy, hope and love. The
joy of the families being re-
united; the hope that all of the
prisoner* brought with them
of freeing their fatherland,
and the exchange ttaelf which
was brought about by a projoct
of love. v
As ono of tho chief mem-
bers of the Cuban FamUlee
Committee told me: “The cue-
cess of this project rested In
tho fact that It wee a work
ot love. No oo* waa doing it
for personal gain. With God's
help our dream was realised.'*
On Sunday, Dee. a, we ar-
rived at Homestead Air Force
Base. Florida, at 7 a.m. ex-
pecting the first plan* to ar-
rive at 8:18 a.m. The 18 Pott
Receptionifts went to their
stations the deplaning area,
the hangar where the various
agencies would process th*
Bay of Pigs prisoners, or the
mess hall where the men
would receive their first meal
to a free country.
I WAS ASSIGNED to th* de-
planing area. As we watched
the sun rise, the long line of
red ambulances filed on to the
field. There were about 20 of
them. This was the first time
that th* human emotion of this
project struck me. A chill ran
through my body. Everyone
stood to silence and watched.
Krrr>oo* wondered whet it
would be like when they would
fill thoee ambulance*. Th* si-
lence was broken by the roar-
tog engines of some 80 buses
thst would transport the able-
bodied.
Then the long wait began.
By th* time the sun *u bright
to the blue Miami skies, th*
*» people on our field bad be-
come friends. Everyone chat-
ted to an atmosphere of hop*
aod expectancy the prea*.
U. S. Immigration personnel.
Red Cross workers. Cuban
Famihea Committee members,
ambulance drivers, but drtv-
•re. and members of the Bay
ol Pigs Brigade who had ar-
rived last year when Castro re-
leased to wounded prisoner*.
A* tha hours passed many
of us began to wonder if Cas-
tro was really going in com*
through. Finally a plan* ap-
peared ta th* distance and
toe group began to burs with
excitement A Port Reception
Ist boarded the aircraft with
th* public health tn specter
when it had landed. The re
cepttonlst spoke to Bpaaith
welcoming th* men on behalf
of the American people and
wishing each of them God’s
blessing.
THE MEN CHEERED and
then began filing out of toe
aircraft. To everyone’s amaze-
ment, they were to reasonably
good physics! condition,
though many were thin and
stared from glassy-eyes.
As w* shook their hands
and led them to the buses they
smiled and said: “Muchas
grades, senorita. A few kissed
the ground. One said ha was
happy to be back to his sec-
ond father land Many em-
braced their former brigade
members of the Families Com-
mittee —with tears to their
eyre
As they passed the Port
Receptionists they heard over
sad over “Bienvenidos" (wel-
come) end “Fells Navidad”
(Merry Christmas).
Many of the priaooera wore
around their necks rotaries
which they had made out of
beans, match sticks tnd other
pieces of wood. A few of them
gave their rosaries their
only posseattoos to th* Port
Receptionists
On* man earned a little
shrine of Our Lady that be had
made The strong religious
devotion of these men was ap-
parent.
THERE WAS NO sloppy tro-
ll mentality about these men;
they were courageous people.
They acted tike soldiers
.
.
.
they came out like an army
and not to defeat cither.
They said Castro had or-
dered them fed during the
tost three weeks and put out
to the sun. given haircuts and
nr* clothes.
But they didn't have any
love for Castro. On* Cuban
who was a stretcher case had
swollen feet so his shoes were
lying beside him on the plane.
When one of our men went to
pick them up the prisoner
aakl: “No, no. 1 don't want
them, Castro gave them to
me."
During the delay Sunday,
Castro had the prisoners on
lines or to buses just to annoy
them. Some were on buses for
five hours within sight of the
waiting planes. Guards would
board the buses and say:
“You aren't going. All
toe planes have already gone.”
THERE WERE only a few
stretcher eases and most of
them were only boys who
looked to be about 11 or 20.
But there were also a few old-
er, tn their SOs.
TV leaders came in on th*
last plan*. W* heard them say
that if they had to leave ooe
oi their group behind none of
them would have com* Thai
was bo* close they were.
THET HAD TWO priests
with them. Another priest had
been released earlier with the
wounded men. There were
stories at the field that during
their imprisenoem someone
had smuggled wine ta sad
Mas* was reirbnfed last
Christmas ta the prison.
W* were surprised to hear
that some of the prinoorrs had
been marred while they were
ra prison. When they were al-
lowed Visitor* their fiances
came with a priest.
Wo had arrived to Miami
Wednesday, Dec. 18 and wait-
ed until the organizational
mootings began. From Friday
on-w* didn’t stop meeting,
planning and changing plans.
We had a dry run for the
whole program one day with
two Air Force men acting as
the prisoners.
We only had four planes
come to Sunday though the
whole project was planned for
a 24-hour period. By 1:30 we
decided to give up and some
buses took us back to our
motel for two hours sleep.
Some of the other girls to
other vst*Uo« didn’t do ss
well. They slept on chairs and
tables, and three of them even
climbed into ambulances.
Our problem was not only to
be on the job, we had to look
fresh and American and smil-
ing, That night many of the
girls hung up their skirts,
wrapped themselves in blan-
kets' and took out fresh blous-
es. There were no accomo-
dations at the base at all.
WHEN THE PROJECT was
oyer Christmas Eve, Mario
Note, associate commissioner
of immigration, who handled
our end of the program made
a little speech: “Even though
oer Christmas is not being
spent with our loved ones,
there is • great satisfaction
that is ours tonight. . .”
It had been reported that the
prisoners would be bitter. Our
role was to show them the
welcome and warmth of Amer-
iea to soften the blow
. .
.
there was a great personal
satisfaction to greeting these
men; for once, you were smil-
ing at people who wanted to
smile back and to shake your
hand.
Many Americans hsve
•sked. should we have bowed
down to Castro and paid him
ransom? I wondered the same
thing. The answer can be best
found to another question:
what would Christ have done if
He had been living to the Unit-
ed Stales to 1962?
ACTING AMERICAN-Angela Aiello it shown in her
role as official receptionist for the Immigration Depart-
ment welcoming a Cuban woman to the U. S. earlier lost
year. Miss Aiello was on the airfield in the tame capacity
when the Boy of figs Invasion prisoners arrived Dec. 24.
Clean Joke
Wakayama, japan
Among the pagans here th*
word “Amen," has been the
source of many jokea.
Recently, Rev. Brendan
Fahey. S.S.C., sent his cas-
sock to be cleaned and
pressed. The man to charge
of th* cleaning establiab-
meat wondered bow to la-
bel the garment.
Urn Columhan missionary
bad a good laugh for him-
self when he received th*
cassock back labeled.
"Amen —one piece.”
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No, IWon’tDo That
By JUNE DWYER
Today I'm going to bo n good girl — it’s n nfcw year. I’m
going to eat my supper, do my homework, clean my room, get
eight hours of sleep a night and smite all of the time. At least
that’s what my list of resolutions says.
How about you? What are you going to do? I saw one list
that said a boy was going to make the eighth grade baseball
team, save $2$, make tho honor roll and build a doghouse. A
girl promised to be pretty in 1963, go to Mass once a week ex-
tra and grow flowers for sick people.
Though our resolutions are now three days old, they are
still new enough to have the shine of new shoes that makes
them fun to wear. We’re asking you to do us a 'little favor
with those new shoes. Take out the old ones so you don’t wear
out the new ones in the same places.
IT’S A WONDERFUL thing to make resolutions based on
our dreams and our high ambitions — but it’s something else
to buikl on our mistakes and to grow on our own abilities. We
can’t do this unless we take a look at the past, remember the
tough times, underline the temptations, see where we find our
weaknesses.
You might not like to get up early in the morning. Don’t say
you will get up early each day in 1963 — get a loud alarm clock
to make sure you do. Remember how easy it is to give in when
you are half asleep.
YOU MIGHT DECIDE to go to Mass one day extra a week
— but you know that last winter when the time came you gave up
because you were too cold to walk. Try it this year the day dad
leaves early for work,‘and ride with him.
Let’s not dream; let’s do. Let’s not make resolutions for
the ideal boy or girl; let’s make them for ourselves in our own
weakness and strength. In 1963 let us be better in the image and
with the talent that God has given each of us.
Pope John Comforts Children
ROME (NC) Youngsters at
the children's Hospital of the
Infant Jesus here responded
enthusiastically to a Christmas
visit by Pope John XXIU. He
first visited the hospital on
, Christmas, MSB, shortly after
Ui election to the paptcj
The Pope spent Christmas
morning at the hospital, visit-
ing all the wards and then
sitting with the children while
presents were distributed.
THE PONTIFF was greeted
at the hospital by Us presi-
dent. Giuiio PacelH. a nephew
of Pope Plus XII. As he toured
the wards. Pope John asked
the children their names and
ages. Sending frequently, be
of gifts, be again spoke.
After recovering from an In-
itial awe at the Pope's pres-
ence. the youngsters behaved
like children the world over
when they are suddenly given
toys. When Pope John asked
nine-year-oid Roroolo Natoß
how he left. the boy echoed
the world's interest by reply-
inf: "Fairly well, how do you
fed?”
Another child asked the
Pope what his name was. The
Pope answered "Before I was
railed Joseph, but now every-
one calls me John ”
BRIEFLY ADDRESSING
the children, the Pope toll
them that ho was in "perfect
health " But ha added. "I'm
■h* ready to ns t race or
tahe pert la a rimtut"
Referring to (he fact that he
had celebrated Mass the night
before and two other Christ-
mas Masses (hat morning, the
Pontiff said that Oils ««•
roough to make people "be-
lieve the doctors when Uiey
say that the Pope bas had a
few ailments but that now he
U well and does not lack any-
thing. neither in eye*, tongue
nor ears, nof where the heart
is concerned. which is
the most beautiful and pre-
cious gift."
Missionary Sister-Doctor
Saves Indian Girl’s Foot
JACALTENANGO. Guatema-
la (NO A little Indian girl
whose foot was almost severed
win walk again because a
Sister-doctor to a remote
Mary knoll hospital here re-
joined it to her leg successful-
ly.
“Not Wrjf ago the press in
the U. S. played up an op-
eration in Boston in wtuch a
boy’s severed arm was sewed
back successfullyßev Ar-
thur G. Mel*tile. M M . of
Newton Highlands. Man.
said "We had a similar
operation here, but under
more difficult and primi-
tive madmans. On a wooden
table, with a minimum of in-
strumenU. bister Rose Cordis.
M D , repaired a child* foot
which was almost completely
severed aceideotally by ... a
huge machete. ’’
TUI’. BIG knife caught the
baby just above the ankle, go-
ing through muscle, blood ses-
tets. nerves, and bone, with
only a piece of flesh attach-
ing the foot to the leg In a
long, difficult operation, the
htstrr doctor sutured the loot
to the leg and then waited
two nr three weeks, wcoher-
ing whether she would haw In
amputate.
The lawn, sate amt back of
tho fees turned black, and tho
wound became infected In des-
peration. she gave lajectKxu
of anew drug. Wydaae. with
the hope that it might possibly
work.
,
f
Gradually circulation re-
turned. and today the child
can walk with a high shoe
serving at an ankle support
She can move her toes and
has feeling in them.
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Rahway Reader Gets Facts
On St. Bernadette Book
NEWARK - Mrs. William
Fee of Rahway followed up an
NCWC newa release which ap-
peared in The Advocate early
last year and found it to be
partly inaccurate.
We reported that a collection
of St. Bernadette's letter* and
personal writings had been
published In English under the
UU* "St Bernadette and Her
Spiritual Way.” *
The book has not yet
been translated into the Eng-
lish language.
MBS. FEE made this dis-
covery by searching American
book stores and book lists with
no success.
When Mrs. Fee contact-
ed us we referred her tot
the convent of St. CUdsrd;
Never*, France, where the
worka were said to have been
collected.
Included In her letter to ua
regarding the error la the fol-
lowing recommendation from
the Never* convent: "Sister,
however, recommended an-
other book by Father Ravier,
"gt Bernadette and Her
Rosary;” it la about her spirt-
tuaUly based on her devotion
to the Rosary. This book U
available through the Convent
at Never* or from St. John’*
Catholic Lending Library and
Gift Shop (New York
City). . .»
Benedictines
Accept Girl
From Essex
ATCHISON, Kan. - Ellen
Richardton, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James Richardson of
Newark, received the habit of
the Benedictine Sisterhood at
Mt. St. Scholastic* Chapel
her* Dec. 27. Rt. Rev. Thomas
Hartman, 0.5.8., coadjutor
abbot of St. Benedict's Abbey
here, celebrated the Haas and
received the 18 postulant* aa
novice*.
Miss Richardson also re-
ceived her name in religion
and will be known as Sister
Jonathan, 0.5.8.
A former member of Im-
maculate Heart of Mary par-
ish. Maplewood. Sister
Jonathan attended St. Rose of
Lima School, Newark, and was
graduated from Benedictine
Academy. Elisabeth.
Sister Jonathan attended Mt.
St. Scholastics College before
her enhance. -
Annunciation
Brings Cheer
To Hospital
PARAMUS - The eighth
grad* member* of the An-
nunciation Civics Club closed
out 1982 with projects for Holy
Nama Hospital, Taaneck.
In November they made
scrapbooks for the children at
Holy Name. In Dactraber they
cancelled their own holiday
party and used the money to
buy materials for tray favors
and scrapbooks.
The favor* were pine cones
sprayed erith gold paint and
glitter, or Christmas balls with
decorations. Old Christmas
card* filled the scrapbooks.
This week they will start on
traffic poster* (Or the national
traffic safety contest.
U. S. Sisters Open
Korean Hospital
FUSAN. Korea (NC> -
American Maters have moved
anout-patient clinic from tem-
porary quarters Into anew
three story hospital building
here.
Maryknoll Sister* moved a
clinic which they opened her*
in IM* Into the ground floor
of a hospital building built
with help from American For-
ces Aid to Korea (AfAK). a
program which has glvrn
medical supplies to Catholic
hospitals in Seoul and
Bupyoog.
Only the ground floor of
the building, which was
Started in IBM, is used now.
Open House Set
In Lincroft
UNCROFT - An open
bouse for prospective fresh-
men will be held at Christian
Brother* Academy hare Jan.
|7 at 2 pm. An exam for
prospective students will be
held Feb. 3 at 2 p.m. at the
academy.
HONORED-Theresa Cleary
(second left) is the volunteer
of the year for Holy Name
Hospital, Teaneck. with 438
hours of service given during
1962 At the celebration for
the 1,199 volunteers who
gave 29,118½ hours were
Willy Nelson and Gerry
Pinkus, entertainers, and Sis-
ter M. Evelyn. C.S-J, volun-
teers' moderator.
Oil Strike
Will Soothe
Sick Hospital
HAYS. Kan. INC) - Hero *
a story with • story-book end-
ing that's almost too perfect.
St. Anthony Hospital her*
was facing financial problems
because of mounting costs, and
*>*rd for improvement*.
The Sister* of ft. Agnes who
staff the hneptul turned to
prayer with a pre-Thankagiv-
inf novena, little thtnkiag of a
tract of land left them bark
in 1943 by Rev. Henry Baum-
slimier, patter of Sacred
Haart, PUmvtUe, Kan.
Then on Nov. 28 the newt
(•me: « free flowing ail well
bad barn struck on (he proper-
ty sad wag mlunng at ike
rat* ef ft barrels per hour
Mrs, Barkhorn
Is Reappointed
WASHINGTON - Mra
Hennr Harhbern ef Newark
has been reappointed to the
13-member executive commit-
tee of the National Catholic
Community Sorrier, a USO
member agency. There are
two clergyman an the com-
mittee
NCCS la the official agency
jMk Catholic Church in the
U*o program. It conducts ac-
tivities hi this country and
overseas to serve the spiritual,
educational, recreational, so-
cial and welfare needs of men
and women in the armed
forces. It also carries on an
extensive program for patients
Veteran* Administration
Hospitals.
An NCCS statement said the
lay represent*two eg the tots-
mittee gate "special cm-
Pbaria" to "lay participation
in administrative affairs of the
Catholic Church in the United
State*."
’Happy Holiday’
In 3 Languages
BAYONNE When the
seventh gred* civic* ctob of
Assumption visited St. Ami's
Home far the Aged, Jersey
City, they spread the Christ-
mas message in three lan-
guages
The "Leaders ef Tensor
roe." sang carols ft English.
Latin sod Italian. with sir-
ratten* to all throe language*.
The children gave each pstTaol
* Ifff The women also re-
ceived • corsage
During Tha Advocate sub
Mripttm drive, this same ctuh
had mr. tn subecrtptteu. Jm
cfcdteg two seat to the Hudson
County inti and one to tha
Sooth American mitateo* of
the ReUgteus Teacher*
Filippim
Mass Will Honor
Mother Seton
F.LIABETH - A Mass in
how rtf Mother Elisabeth
Sotoq will bo crfrbrsird Job.
< ot • a in. at St. Ebuhrth
Hospital Chapel her*. Arcing*-
roents for the Mats wet*
mad* by the New J.my
Alumna* of St Joseph Col-
let*. Emmltahury. 114.
Alumnae throughout the
country unite at a Matt on the
Sunday closest to the aoei-
versary of the death of Mother
Setnn who it foundress of St
Joseph's and of the parochial
school system In the UJ.
North Jersey Date Book
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FRIDAY, JAN, 8
facred Heart Mother's Guild, Hudson Height*
- Meeting, |:M, parish hall; Mrs. WaPar
Okolita, chairman.
SUNDAY, JAN. 8
«• Pelrtek'a Rosary, Jaraay City Fashion
show, 3i|o, Memorial Center; Mrs. John Me-
Shane, Mrs. Angelo DiPerna, chairmen
It Mary’s Orphanage Gelid, Newark - Christ-
mas dinner for children, 9 p.m.; play by
children. Mrs. John Farley, Newark, Mrs.
Lawrence Ventura, Union, chairmen.
It. There**’* Rosary, Paterson Meeting fol-
lowing 2:30 services.
Oer Lady Help of Christians Romo. East Or-'
ange Meeting following I a.m. Mata; break-
fast. Rev. Sylvester Seeley, C.M.R., Guayamo.
Puerto Rico, speaker.
Immacelale Conception Rosary, Montclair -
Tea, 3:30, Madonna Hall; Mrs. James Wal-
dron, Mrs. Richard Jones, chairmen. Film
''The Mirada of tha Hands"; songs directed
by Mr*. Henry I. Smith.
MONDAY. JAN. 7
St. Vincent's Hospital Auxiliary, Montclair
Membership meeting and luncheon, noon
Miidonna Hall, Montclair (Immaculate Concep-
tion); Mr*. Edward DeCastro. chairman.
Si. Joseph's Altar and Scapular Confraternity,
Bogota - Meeting, 8:30, cafeteria.
Mt. Carmel Rosary, Ridgewood - Covered
diah luncheon, l p.m., auditorium, John R.
Kelly, attorney, speaker. Mr*. Edmund Nagt*
Mra. Robert Skefflngton, chairmen.
St. Aliys'ns Rosary, Jersey City Menth*,
8 p.m., auditorium: "Easy Do Parties" jy
Bc'ty Davilt of Public Service. Mrs. Alb.rt
Roomer, chairman.
Clrial Ik* King Rossry, Hillside - Meeting.
• ». enfotena; party, Mrs. James lntrabar-
tolo. chairman.
ft. Raphael's Rosary, Livingston Meeting.
* : *o> Kof C Hall, Livingston; Edward DePa-
oia, speaker.
Sacred Heart Rosary, VaUaburg. Newark
Meeting. 8:30 cafeteria,
ft. Theresa's Rosary, Kenilworth - Meeting,
• p m., auditorium; Rev. Paul V, Collia, as
•ociate director of Family Life Apostolate
speaker.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. I
South Hudson District Council ef Catholic
Wemea - Benediction, 8 p.m., St. Aedan’s.
Jersey City; meeting following. Book fair by
Pauliat Press, Mrs. Bickant Murphy, chair-
man.
noly Name Hospital Central Auxiliary. Taaneck
''-
E
«
eC
w
Uv# Jn??Jln*' 1 i Sfßtral meeting.
1:45. Mrs. Ralph J, Nori installing officers.
St, Venaaltos Alter Society, Orange - Meeting,
8 p.m., auditorium; Rev. Paul A. Wickena,
moderator, speaking on indecent literature.
THURSDAY, JAN. 18
Essex Montclair District Cornell of Catholic
~ Meeting, 8:30 p.m. Sacred Heart,
Bloomfield.
Seton HaU College of Medicine and Dentistry
Woman's Guild - Meeting, Seton HaU Dorm-
itory Building, South Orange. 12:30.
FRIDAY, JAN. 11
Caldwell College Alumnae Alumnae-Varsity
basketball game, 7 p.m, campus court; bual-
nesa meeting following. Marjorie Lee, Orange,
alumnae captain.
TUESDAY, JAN. IS
Crthrl’c Woman’s Club of Elisabeth Meeting,
Hotel Winfield Scott, Elisabeth, 2 p.m.: Ralph
W. Jones, district manager of Social Security
Agency, speaker.
PRESENTED-The young ladies who were presented to
Archbishop Boland In ceremonies Dec. 29 are pictured
above in a formal picture. The debutantes, left to right,
are: seated Gail Bochenek of Paterson; Kathryn Hubach
of Bloomfield; Kathleen Dunn, Hosbrouck Heights; Anna
Mario Ciceone, Bloomfield; Andrea Metzler, Pompous,
and Selma Samelsberger. Clifton,-standing. Alice Cum-
mings. North Arlmgton; Patricia Romano, Plainfield; Mar-
go Roome. Pompton lakes; Goil Serafin, South River,
Sharon Walsh, Elizabeth;
Suzanne Heurich, Chat-
ham; Andree Cassidy,
Hillsdale; Daun Stapleton,
Jersey City, and Patricia
Newman, Westwood.
Missing was Marcella
Lyncyak, Ridgewood.
Savio Club Has
Drama Unit
NEW ROCHELLE. N Y. -
Rev AnQtony a. Spans.
S D B, director of the science
department at Doit Bosco Col-
lege in Newton, has been
named supervisor of the newly
formed dramslie activity of
the St. Dominic Savio Chib.
Ha aim, according to
Brother Michael, moderator
genera), "is to provide Calho
!c dramatic and entertain-
neut material Mutable to
: songsters in our parochial
school."
Barry College
Opens Buildings
MIASM. Fla. (NC) Two
new dormitories and a student
rnion building built at a cost
of some ?! million were dedi-
cated at Barry College bere.
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Thousands Agree,Why Pay More?
Id SHOP-RITE ’63
i£-M@2
CAULIFLOWER
G QM. TOP QUALITY YOUNG STUB SUFI
CALIFORNIA
SNOW WHITE 29
ULROI HUD
mu i9*
CARROTS 2 £.25*
APPLES 3U9
NAVEL ORANGES
CALIFORNIA SUNKIST
5 29‘
SHOP-RITI
55
WIU
77
UH
AKS
Chuck Sl««ki
AmCm
Rib Steaks
T
Round SVoaks
WfU
lb.
CQ M TOP QUALITY
ROAST
SALE!
BOTTOM
ROUND OR
CROSS RIB
Appl. PI. 49*
Franks MM I 49<
Melon Bolls 4£79*
A»srCawn.llfcWWM.
Brood 2i
T<nk>a4T««, o>m.NlmU
Top Round Roast k 99" Top Sirloin Roast «.
Eye Round Roast *•!*• Boneless Chuck b 79*
•IRDS
SHRIMP s^*3”LAVE WITHLARCnQUAMTmW
Slut/*-Hite Puta Tlte Satingi On Groceries In lour Pttcketbook!
MAYONNAISE
SHOP-RITE
WHY PAY MORt’
3RD BIG WHKI
MNNIS MITCHELL TV
SNACK TABLES
4 pint $ aJARS |
mwmmmmmmmrn
'ZXZtI*
*—•-*c-
SKiTr-n,-:
MjHt.'CS
•A
(
COFFEE 'K"99€
TOILET TISSUEw I Or79*
WHITE TUNA S: :* 3 , ■
COFFEE
LOG CABIN is u,;49-
FACIAL TISSUES If6rs* I
There* a Shop-Rite I^Z^ZuZssTs'.TsoT
PLANNERS - Father O'Dwyer and Msgr. Stevenson
discuss project.
Leadership
Training Set
in Baltimore
BALTIMORE (NC>-An ex-
pcrimcntal leadership training
program for CathoUc youth
will be tested In Baltimore
Jan. lt-13 by the NCWC
Youth Department.
Selected Catholic boya will
spend those days living to*
gether and undergoing inten-
sive training. The idea la that
the boys will then pass on the
training to other youths.
THE COURSE mil 'be an
adaptation of a program used
by the National Council of
Catholic Men. If successful, it
will be adopted by the NCWC
Youth Department and recom-
mended for national use.
Participants in the pilot
project will be selected by
Baltimore ares Catholic
Youth Organisation modera-
tors from parish CYO groups.
It will be held at St. Peter
Claver parish.
Faculty for the training
program will consist of Msgr.
Frederick J. Stevenson, di-
rector of the NCWC Youth De-
partment, and two laymen,
one from the Youth Depart-
ment and the other from the
NCCM.
Queen Crowned
By Nutley CYO
NUTLEY— CIaire TOrlorello
wa* crooned Snow Quern ot
the Holy K»mUy CYO at Ita
annua) Snow Queen Dance last
»eek She will compete in the
Eases County coolest at the
Snow Ball Dance Jan. 28 at
Seton Hall Uniwnty.
news of
Catholic
Youth
Vocation Notes
Don't Misdirect
Your Advice
By MSGB. WILLIAM F. FURLONG
Christmas customs differ in different parts of the world.
In America when children think of Christmas, they always
think of Santa Claus. In Russia when children think of Christ-
mas. they always think of Babushka. Instead of being a lol-
ly fellow like Santa, Babushka is a little sorrowful bid wom-
an.
Nor is she a saint like Santa Claus, who is really St.
Nicboiaa; the is a repentant old womin who once did some-
thing very bad. Like Santa Claus, howe'er, she is believed
lo go about on Christmas Eve. leaving gifts for children
• • •
ACCORDING TO AN OLD LEGEND, Babushka lived In
Palestine at the time that the magi came from the East m
search of "The newly born King of the Jews" As you know,
they were guided by a star to Jerusalem, and then the star
disappeared. That it why they went to King Herod who. after
talking with the chief priests and lcrrbcs, tokt the magi to go
to Bethlehem.
• • •
BEING STRANGERS AND NOT KNOWING the way. they
had to ask directions According to the old legend, they ‘came
to a fork in the road and were at a tost as to which way
they should go. Nearby was a little old woman Babushka
They told her they were looking for Bethlehem and the Christ
Child, and asked her which road they should take.
She is said to have deliberately misdirected them, if they
had followed her directum*, they would never have found
Christ Affording to the story. Babushka has hem trying for
more than UW> yeara to make up for her evil deed by leav-
ing gifts for children on Christmas Eve.
• • •
THE STAR WHICH LED THE MAGI from the East to
Bethlehem has often been compared to a vocation to the
priesthood or religious life Just at the Wise Mm were *«■
traded by the brilliant, miraculous star; followed «, and
found Christ, so too God sends special graces to many young
folk* and they feel themselves attracted to the altar to s
monastery, or to a convent.
If they follow the attraction by cooperating with Gad s
grace, they too will find Chroi and pours* Him more than
la aay other place this side of heaven Too often however
they meet with "Babushkas ' people who misdirect them!
• • •
THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WIIO ADVISE prospective
priests and Brother* and nuns to go to parties, to dances
•ad to go out ca dates "You are too young to think shout
being a prvest. a Brother, or a Sister. Forget about it until
after you are out of high school or even graduate from col-
lege." they are taJd
Then there are those who think convents are tomb*
'Don't bury yourself alive tn a convent." they say •'There
are too many wonderful careers open to girts today "
• •
•
THEY ARE ALL LIKE THE OU> LAST ta the legend,
who misdirected the magi. They ut directing s«uU sway
from Christ For 1 years she has been trying to right the
wrong the did. A hundred etenutie* would be insufficient to
■d» the damage done by being responsible fur one boy or
girl net Mlamtag a Codgiven vocation. Kerb tost vocation
could easily result ta thousands of loots in help
Apostolate tor Vocations
Newark Archdiocese Msgr. William K. Furlong St
Mary's. Kkubrtb. N.J. Telephone: EL ISIM
Paterson Diocese Rev John P. McHugh. DePaul High
School. Wayne. N J Telephone OX 4^710.
Plan Trip
JERSEY ClTY—Permnuoan
slips have been distributed
for a trip planned by the Hud-
son County CYO to Madison
Square Garden Jan 1* for the
ice show.
Youth of Year
Credits Parents
NOTRE DAME. Ind (NCI-
The “Outstanding Catholic
Yovth of the Year" said here
that the honor bestowed on
him is more a tribute to his
P*rents than to himself
”s'* sot the boy of the year
—l‘m the son of the year.'*
commented l»year-old Peter
Robert Keating, a freshman at
the University of Notre Dame.
The Seattle. Wash, youth
was named Outstanding Cath-
olic Youth of the Year by a
committee made up of the na-
tional presidents of the CYO.
National Newman Federation
and National Federation of
Catholic College Students.
TOURING DIRECTOR-Ned Partition, New Jersey Director of Motor Vehicles, watches at
Eileen Diou of Nework (left) and Vicky Katena of South Orange, students at Mary lawn
of the Granges, start o driver education clast. Sister Mary Cecilia, principal, is on bond for
the inspection, one of several mode recently by Parsekian of facilities around the state.
Youth Corner
Resolutions
Arein Order
By ED WOODWARD
Everybody teems to he
msUng—or at least claims to
be making—resofutwos as
begin i
Among some of those ex-
pressed recently by students
of St. Anthony's High School
are
"TO TRY my best to con-
trol my mad and fiendish de-
sire* while in the chemistry
lah." Raymond Keljroont.
"To have a good new year
no matter what, even U « c
keep on getting those tests,"
Christine Czaehatukt
"To step talking about unin-
teresting subjects," AJ M!>!>•
arski
"To heir twice *s much as 1
say in class.
" John Fatkm
II YOU HAVE say doubt
that opinion* ol teenage;*
vary. juH h»k over these re-
sprmset to a queiuca about the
use cd a list of required and
optional books in English
eiaswes at Ml. St. Dominic
Academy
“I prefer the optional hooka
because you can read the
books you like A great many
of the required books are un
interesting." Kathleen Cot tin v
“I tike the reading program
I've enjoyed ail the books I've
read so far. atsd l think It)
like the other*, too." Suianoe
Smith
“l don’t like the program a:
all because I don't feel that
you can enjoy a book if you
hate to take a test on it.”
Jeanne Marmara
"I like the required books
best because they are easier
to read. You can discuss them
with your friends and don't
have to fight a mob to get to
the optional book list." Kath-
leen ftegoli
• • •
THINGS HIM. swing, jump,
rock or what have you at St.
Dominic Academy because the
girls there want it that way
and they have proven it The
student council recently con-
cluded a successful drive to
raise funds to pay for anew
juke box ... East Orange
Catholic is playing host to a
20ycsrol«i Cuban girl. Dora
Martinet, who is brushing up
on typing, literature and Eng-
lish while starting her college
studies in the evening at Mont-
clair State. Dora, who grad-
uated from a Cuban high
school, came to this country
last May.
• • •
SCIENCE FAIRS will be
breaking into the headlines be-
fore long and students at many
North Jersey schools are al-
ready priming themselves wiih
background.
Emphasis on science is iUus-
Dated by reports of talks and
assemblies along these lines.
Among the more recent of
these was a visit to East Or-
ange Catholic by Captain WU-
Uam Anderson of the first nu-
clear submarine, the NauUius.
At St. Domtnic Academy,
they heard a talk on outer
•pace; at Holy Rosary Acad-
emy. the topic was Project
Apollo, our man on the moon
program, and St. Vincent's
Academy featured a discus-
sion of "The Modern World of
Sound."
• • • •
CIIKSiiJS the latest addition
to the activities program at St.
Anthony'* and Harold Smith,
who originated the ides, i* the
first president of the club
also at St. Anthony's. Csrol
Wegrtynowint h»* been ap-
pointed leader of the Fight-
ing 89th," a spiritual organisa-
tion.
Abbey Orchestra
EtNSIEDEI-N, Switzerland
(NC) A chamber music or-
chestra hat been set up in this
town's Benedictine abbey.
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Joseph E. Waldron & Son
(Original Church Accountants)
REVEREND PASTORS and
ADMINISTRATORS
Let us prepare your 1962 Chancery
Statement and Government Tax Forms
• 3 . .... - .
-
WILLIAM A. WALDRON, THOMAS F. CRAFT
Manager Auociate
Write or call collect
Joseph E. Waldron & Son
13 RICHELIEU Ft, NEWARK 6, N.J.
Area Code 201 - EStex 34007
WAREHOUSE
CLEARANCE!
Mfci
Lul_!
n
There never was a better time to have a:
EAST COAST FINISHED
BASEMENT ROOM
To clear out our warehouse of overstock mo-
terials we are offering Finished Basements at
fantastic tow Prices! Imagine! pre-finished wall
paneling, acoustical ceiling tiles, colorful floor
tiles, recessed lighting -and every Finished
Basement INCLUDES a BUILT-IN BARI It's all
yours ond the price will be much less than
you dreamed possiblel
NO MONEY DOWN
UP TO 7 YRS. TO PAY
£ $7BO
A. /L «
* wn
PER
WEEK
16x24' BASEMENT
niruiD rot
FINISHING
I Coon. wotli il»4jij
I oc<OMfi»e K flnidi no.
| twleh dmtlttd. •min-
\\v . >7* 1
WxU ATTIC
ROOM
>2BB
o.lc
IndodoU Sl—. •
wollbooid
(woH*
t mb llooilne- * *'Pta*
l,|, «t,I*
1
I »wltd»-
Ingo hjirod.
Iw> A Control N J.
la Merri* County
In Union County
SW 7-6620
II 3-6474
JE 9-3606
EL 3-4545
HI 2-0808
Gl 2-3760
EAST C
Attic and Basement Cos. Inc
SHOWROOM: 34-17 BROADWAY (Route 4)
FAIR LAWN, N. J.
located One Mile Wost of Bamberger's - Open Daily From 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
WEEK-ENO RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
vim * mum witm goo
For; MEN, WOMEN.
HUSBAND and WIFE
fey *•
Writ* <«« lullf tt« M
oiatcto* of nraiAit
It- Nrfl AAA it, Niilh, N J
Start the New Year Right With A MODERN HATI
•vy from our Tremendous Selection of
Booutiful Winter Hof» for tho antiro family.
At Lowest Factory Pricos.
•
W
IWI r« wnwti riNMOn 9DOW
Or Hat Sale For Yoor Charch Or Charity Call
313 3rd St.
1huh-rn llnitt-rs
A.B.C. HAT CENTERS
lonoy City
01 9-9300
STONY LODGE
Ostitiiiig-oii-Hiiclson, Now York
A Private Psychiatric Hospital, completely equipped for
Diagnosis and Treatment of Mental and Nervous Conditions
InsulinComa Electroshock Psychotherapy
Masses and Sacraments Available
IKO J. PALMER, M.D.
Medical Director
Charles A. IriBht, M.D. Maurice J. OXonno,, MD.
Aesociate Director Associate Director
Telephona 914 Wl 1-7400
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Hrw Study Mr!bod by
CHhefic Educator*
HOW TO PREPARE FOR
HIGH SCHOOL ENTRANCE
& SCHOLARSHIP EXAMS
murßim
0-*r* ha j
A liririM W«y (.«#<**•«*/ 1C Y
ACADEMY OF
SAINT ELIZABETH
UC9NDAIT SCHOOL fO» 01*1.1
IwiHH IMO Full* Arrodtt**
tltTllt Of CHAIITV
( ofl'tnL. H»» J«rary
JEfferson 9-1600
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR WOMEN 16-35
S«m Gri terr-x Otkm
Si*»er* of teporafion
of lH« Congregation of Mary
. »>•.>!.*» Hm t»r PM. an<
»!»•■ IM <,, M )t>
■Mr l, mpafat. pivul
* !* •” •*
?**?»*• ▼••• Atn.
• Cygyg-e *»■>»■■«.. •«* Ware-
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CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CAIDWEU NEW JERSEY
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST DOMINIC
Fully Accredited - Ottenng A B ond B S Degree*
BENEDICTINES
4 aw* rtadmi re'ereete* ta i
*» C 2 tk* rtNJYMI u
o*Ni M **«♦» AMti. M. J. i ttfivt us mm
T#l
IUH
Founded in 1899 by the Sitter* of Chority
College ofSaint Elizabeth
Convent Station, New Jersey
The Christian invite you to devote yourtelf to the
Brothers
**rvicB ot Chris! In the classroom.
11l ,
Brother* are educators and leaders of
0* Ireland
youth throughout North America.
For details, write: Rev. Br. E. C. O'Connor,
21 Fryer Terrace, New Rochelle, N.Y.
GEORGIAN COURT COLLEGE
A fvlly accredited Liberal Art* College
Conducted by the Sister* of Mercy
Appiy ; Director of Admissions, Lakewood, N.J.
BROTHERS OF CHARITY
Teachers - Social Workers * Craftsmen
CONTACT]
OROTHIR STfPHfN ARMSTRONG. t.C
CARDINAL CUSHING ACADEMY
OW. I WIST NfWSURT. MASSACHUSETTS
JESUIT BROTHERS
SRI till tsNMn RM LMW « SMS Nw twS IS. N. V.
PLEASE SEND MX rXEX BOOKLET ON TtSUIT BROTHER LOTS.
*•» km
am .
Address
•
CM*
toes SUts
Vm an tnvitod is Reroll younrif or a loved om
Laattwrotn bound cerUficete mailed inmsdiataf]
CUSTOMART OfTWINS;
PERPETUAL INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP
FRANCISCAN MISSIONARY ONIOI
13S WEef 31st STREET, NEW YORK I, NEW TORI
LOncacra 3-0077. U (0 aigwtr, caU PE MZM
Collegiate Fives
To Resume Action
SOUTH ORANGE When
Seton Hall University's quin-
tet visit* St Joeeph's at the
Palestra Jan. 5, it will mark
the end of a two-week period
during which the Pirates have
been anxiously awaltioj an
opportunity to atone for their
only defeat
But the locals have drawn
a mighty tough foe against
which to break back into tho
victory column. The Hawks
won the Quaker City Tourna-
ment, which included a very
strong Bald, during the holi-
days.
ST. PETER’B CoUege. which
bowed to Oglethorpe, 69-58,
Dec. 30, will also start the new
year Jan. 3 with a game
against Acadia at Jersey City
Armory. Paterson Seton Hall,
which is riding a four-game
winning streak, will entertain
Marist CoUege of Poughkeep-
sie the same evening.
After topping three teams at
6outh Orange, Seton Hall took
to the road and lost to Wagner
in its last pre-hoiiday game.
Now the Pirates —with Nick
Werkman leading the way
would Ukc to begin anew
winning streak and in the pro-
cess build themselves some
possible national ranking.
A triumph against St. Jo-
seph’s would boost the Pi-
rates' stock considerably. The
national spotlight already
shines on Seton Hall some-
what since Werkman is lead-
ing the country in indi dual
scoring with a 36-point aver-
age. He has 144 points in four
games.
'
RICHIE DEC, one of the
Pirates’ two sophomore start-
ers, may be ready to give
Werkman a little more scor-
ing help. After a slow start.
Dec found the range to move
into second on the team scor-
ing list with t 123 average.
He is also second to Work-
man in rebounding, 56-40.
In 19 games between Seton
Hall and St. Joseph's, the Pi-
rates have won 10. In the
most-recent meetings of the
teams, they split two games
in the 1960-61 season The
Pirates won, 91-83, and lost,’
72-71.
In another outing this week,
Seton Hall will entertain Rid-
er Jan. 9 in the opening game
of the Garden State Confer-
ence season for the Pirates,
the defending champions.
EVEN THOUGH II lon U>
Oglethorpe. St. Peter’s will go
into this portion of its sched-
ule with a 5-2 record, much
better than anticipated before
the campaign began.
Newcomers primarily
sophomore Tim Kohoo and
junior Lou Trlverio have
sparked the Peacocks to a fine
start. Kehoe leads the team
with a 17.0 average for seven
games.'
St. Peter’s wiU travel to
Washington Jan. 7 to play
Catholic University in its only
other contest next week.
WHILE. ITS record Is just
5-3, Paterson Seton Hill is
driving toward perhaps its
best season. The Pirates,
whose three losses were aU
by close margins, picked up
momentum when Hal “Butch"
Carnathan returned to the
lineup after an injury and
they swept their last four op-
ponents before the vacation.
Carnathan, the squad's play-
maker, has been averaging
14.2 points per game in five
contests.. Ed Leuther, the
team's big man at 6-3, and
John Hackott have paced the
gttack with 18.1 and 18.0 aver
ages, respectively.
Bees Capture
Four Firsts,
SH Wins One
St. Benedict's Prep took
third place and Seton HaU
tied for fourth in separate
wrestling tournaments during
the holidays.
The Gray Bees, who captur-
ed four of the 12 individual
titles, finished behind Union
and Cranford in the Union
Christmas Invitational Tourna-
ment. Seton HaU shared
fourth with Hackettstown in
the Washington High School
Invitational Tournament.
Mike Caruso scoricci a pin in
the 115 pound class to lead St.
Benedict’s quartet of winners.
JTbe other Gray Bee victors
were John Baker, 90 pounds;
Kii Kcinoso. 137 pounds, and
Brian Freelick, 169 pounds.
The Pony Pirate champion
Ir-Greg Smith, who pinned hit
opponent in the heavyweight
class.
Hoya Frosh
Elect Brown
WASHINGTON - Jimmy
Brown, the 59 harkcourt ace
who starred fiar. Don Botro
High School last season, has
been named captain of the
Georgetown University (mb-
man basketball team.
Tournaments Take Toll, Leave One Unbeaten Five
NEWARK
- The toll of the
tournaments Ifcft Roselle Cath-
olic (6-0) as the only unde-
feated team among North Jer-
sey CBtholic high school has-
ketbaU teams. But the tourna-
ments did provide four teams
with championships and pro-
duce some surprises.
Roselle Catholic picked up
one of tho crowns as it best
Marist, the defending cham-
plon, in tha semi-finals and
went on to capture the Marial
Brothers Invitation honors In
New York.
PROBABLY THE biggest
aurpriM was Bergen Catholic,
a team which went into the
Bergen County Holiday Fes-
tival with an 0-3 record and
cam* <out with the title, jta
second straight. .
Tha other champions are
Archbishop Walsh, which re-
peated as Don Bo*co Tech
Holiday Tournament kingpin,
and St. Cecilia's, which won
the top prise in the Jersey
City Christmas Tournament.
St. Cecilia's had won the St.
Mary's (R) Tournament title
in 1961.
INDIVIDUALLY, Joe Camit-
lery of St. Mary's (JC) stole
the show even though his
team was beaten to the semi-
final. Camlttcry scored 83
points to three games. His
closest competition came from
Rich Corsetto, who had 64
points in three games for St.
800a verdure. Corsetto took
one-game honors with 33
points.
Some of the other top tour-
nament scorera were Roger
Radecki (69) of Roselle Cath-
olic. Sieve Sullivan (59) aod
George Simtoski (57), both of
Essex Catholic; Dave Glea-
son (57), DePaul; John Me-
Dermott (57). Walsh; Mike
Sullivan (50), Bergen Catholic,
and Bill Connell (49). St
Cecilia'*.
A rundown of the tourna-
ments follows
Bergen Festival For the
second straight year, Bergen
Catholic and Don Bosco ousted
the top public school teams to
the county to ga.n the finals
against each ocher. And for
the second straight year the
Crusaders woo a nip and tuck
battle. 36 36. Mike Sullivan
who also helped engineer up
set victories against pro
viously unbeaten Hackensack
and once-defeated Englewood,
sparkplugged Bergen Catholic
along with Ted Burt and
Norm Derroody. Don Bosco
had tumbled Northern Valley
and Ridgewood before meet-
ing the Crusaders. It was the
Dons second loos to six games.
Bt. Fetor’s Invitation St.
Poler's Prep couldn't cope
with Power Memorial's 7-1
center Lou Alcinder and the
Pctrcani’ six-game winning
streak died, 58-40, in the final.
But the Jersey City five hoist-
ed Itself to the top of The
Advocate's top ten along the
way by sending St. Mary s <K)
to iU first loss. 55-51, to dou-
Me overtime and beating St.
Aloytius for the second time,
71 59 St Michael's (UC). the
other local Catholic entry,
bowed in the tourney’s opening
round.
Essex County Tournament—
Easex Catholic almost pulled
off the Mg upset as It handed
Immaculate Conception (53-47)
and St. Benedict's Prep (47-45)
their first losses on the way
to the final. But South Side
stopped the Ncwarkers' bid,
64-Si, to the finale. Sullivan
and Simtoski paced the
Eagles, who will be Improving
steadily as they adjust
more and more to the system
employed by their new coach,
Joe Garvey. Another team
under anew coach, Our Lady
of the Valley, showed very
well in this tournament.
Coach BHI Hogan was un-
doubtedly pleased with the
performance of hia club,
which lost only to South Side,
69-60, to the semi-final. The
Orange team beat two seeded
teams, Livingston and St.
Benedict’s, the (alter to the
consolation final.
Don Bosco Tech Tourna-
ment Walsh drew Uie top
seed and proceeded to live up
to the rating, finishing with a
50-36 triumph against host Don
Bosco Tech. The Bishops beat
Eastern Christian and DePau)
en route to the fUial. Don
Bosco Tech made its way into
the final round with wins
against St. Anthony's and St.
Bonaventure. Walsh was led
by McDermott and Paul Bau-
mans, who did most of the
scoring.
Jersey City Tournament
St. Cecilia's took the title
away from the home team*
as it nipped Lincoln, 63-62, in
the last game. Bill Connell,
who had 23 points in the first
and final games, led the way
despite a bad night in the
semi final. He was limited to
three points, but the
Saints beat St. Michael's (JC)
in that game with the other
players taking up the scoring
slack. St. Cecilia's boosted its
record to 5-1.
Marist Invitation Roselle
Catholic won its first basket-
ball championship as it
trimmed St. Agnes. 64 31. to
the wtod-up. Radecki and Bob
Costello led the scoring for the
Lions.
Boon ton Tournament Del-
barton couldn't cut Mt.
lakes' long winning streak
and bowed. 64-43, after best-
ing Morris Catholic, 62-53, to
the semi-finals.
For Schoolboy Fives
Attraetive Contests Are on Tap
NEWARK As illustrated
above by A1 Salerno, the spirit
of Christmas tournaments
past has tucked these annual
events away until 1163 and the
schoolboy eager* will now
busy themselves with their
regular season business
Many attractive contests are
on Up with the schedule book
bulging from now until late
February. The first feature
will come Jan 3 at the Pn-
svic-Bergen Catholic Confer-
ence begina the heavy in fight-
inf.
ST. LUKES will make Us
1962-63 league dehut as St. Jo-
seph's and DePaul and Don
Botco Tech, two possible title
candidates, will vie in a P-BCC
inaugural for each at the lat-
ter's court
The other parochial laague,
the Tri-County Catholic Con-
ference, will open during the
coming week Pope Pius is
slated to visit Bergen Catholic
Jan. 6. Both rate in the cham-
pionship picture, especially
Bergen Catholic after its fine
showing in the Bergen County
Holiday Festival.
Another P-BCC batUe with
great importance will be St
Bonaventure's visit in DePaul
Jan 6. The Indians, currently
is front with a
were routed by DePauT'sa the
consolation of the Dan Bbtco
Tech Holiday Toureampt
That means the Bonnies Lull
probably be bard-prveacdl lo
retain their league champion
ship.
THE INDEFENDKVWhave
several attractive games on
the agenda also, starting Jan
4 with Our Lady of thri Valley
at SL Aktysius. Reaelle Catho-
lic at Linden. St MaW'i (El
at Immaculate Conception and
South Side at
Prep.
Vatiry. which has proven
that it will be a factor in the
Parochial B race this season,
will be running up against a
strong St. Aloysius tram which
is a prime contender in toe
same group. St. Al't has a de-
ceiving, 3-3 record. That in-
cludes losses to a couple of the
strongest teams In the stale-
two to St. Peter’a Prep and
one to Trenton Cathedral.
Roselle Catholic will be
bidding to strengthen its claim
as one of the lop teems to
Union County while St. Mary s
<E) will be looking to avenge
its lots to Immaculate Concep-
tion ut toe North Jersey final
of the stale tournament Last
season The Lions, however,
won't be an easy team to stop.
They have a 3-1 record, cm
*to better than the 41 St
Mary's standard
IMMACULATE Conception
•ill have its chance to avenge
that lone defeat when it en-
tertains Essex Catholic Jan. C
The Eagles, coached by for-
mer Immaculate coach Joe
Garvey, ousted the Montclair
chib in the opening round of
the Essex County Coaches As-
sociation Tournament
Bergen Catholic will have a
severe test of its recent up
swing when it plays host to
Cathedral Jan 6 in another top
independent struggle. St. Bene-
dict's Prep and Our Lady of
the Valley will tangle in a re-
match of their ECCA consola-
tion game Jan « to sthich
Our Lady of the Valley upset
the Gray Bees.
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In Scoring; Race
Averages Dip During Holiday
NEWARK - Scoring aver
ages took a trimming during
the holiday tournament period
as Just five North Jersey
schoolboy cagers are hitting
a! a 20 plus figure There
were twice that number last
season at this time
Joe CamilWry of St. Mary’s
(JC) continued to head the
list as he hat done since rock-
ing up 81 points to his opening
game Camdlery slipped
stightly, but still holds a solid
edge ever runoerup Tom
Brooks of SC Joeeph's (WXY).
CAMILLERY Is averaging
90 3 points per game with 212
to Seven games. Brooks, who
was kfie durtag the holidays
as the Blue Jays didn't enter
any tournament, hat a 88 7
pace
Two players who are close
behind Brooks are Bob Car-
setto of St fkmeventurr, who
has a X I standard and the
area's second highest scoring
total with 183 points, and Tom !
Grveley of Holy Family, who
has a 23 3 average
Daw Gleason of DePaul
rounds out the top five with a
21.2 mark.
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The Top Ten
(Includes games Dee. 39)
St. Peter’s ~.n 6-1
Roselle Catholic ..... 6 0
St. Mary's (E)
...
4-1
Seton Hail 3-1
Bergen Catholic 3-3
Don Bosco 4-2
St. Cecilia's 5-1
Essex Cathottic ~. 2-3
Marist 3-1
Immaculate 5-1
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Pope Praises Contemplative Life
NCWC News Service 'll Mg . ; .
Following is * translation of the letter sent by Pope John
XXIII to Fernando Cardinal Cento, Peps! tagate to Avilafor
tke fourth century of the Carmelite reform, in August, 1962,
in which the Pope praised the contemplative life and reviewed
the history of the reforms brought about by St. Teresa of Jesus.
Our beloved son, greetings
•nd Apostolic Benediction:
A noble cause, full of piety
and of devotion, urges us, O
our beloved ton, to send you
this letter by which we en-
trust to you
a distinguish-
ed mission
and we invite
you to share
in a great
spiritual joy.
Four centu-
ries are about
to be com-
plied since
the day when
St. Teres* of Jesus, the
remarkable nun and special
glory of the Church, began at
Avila In Spain, the reform of
the Carmelite Order, under*
taking an extraordinary enter-
prise, most fruitful in holy ef-
fects. And behold: the 24th of
August, 1362, the saint founded
the first small convent outside
the walls of Avila and dedicat-
ed it to St Joseph, the spouse
of the most Blessed Virgin, w
order that the Carmelite nuns
might consecrate themselves
there to a life of greater au-
sterity.
We have been informed that,
on the occasion of the centen-
ary, there will be solemn cele-
brations at Avila with the par-
ticipation of Bishops, civil au-
thorities and Carmelite reli-
gious, sweetly rejoicing in the
triumph of their mother re-
former,
WISHING TO participate
also in some way in these
solemnities, we willingly wel-
come the request of the master
general of the Discalced Car-
melite Order to send a most
eminent Cardinal, almost as
if w* ourself were there. With
this letter we choose and
designate you. therefore, our
beloved son - the protector
of this order —as our legate,
that you may preside over
these religious solemnities in
our name.
The announced celebrations
recall tenderly to our mind a
memorable event of our life.
On the 23th of July, 1934, we
visited at Avila the convent if
the Incarnation, where the no-
ble disciple of Christ im-
mersed herself in the practice
of virtue; at Alba d* Tomes
we paused before her tomb to
express to the great saint the
senUmeeU of oyr devotion.
Teresian Reform
Ibe work of St Teresa de-
serves to be given due em-
phasis and to be com-
memorated with special solem-
nity. The reform of the reli-
gious life which through the
efforts of the saint sprang
from the ancient and dis-
tinguished tree of the Car-
melite Order was truly for the
Church a kind of spring, rich
in flowers and sweet fra-
grance. a spring which came
about in a period when the
Council of Trent enriched
Catholicism with new vigor.
THE SAINT, fired with di-
vine love greatly praised by
many of our predecessors and
particularly by Gregory XV
and by St Plus X proposed
to observe and to have ob-
served the lofty and noble
Ideals of her order in a more
saintly way and with greater
diligence and, having gathered
together a few women reli-
gious, and moved by divine in-
spiration, she began in those
days such a great work.
She wished that, far from
the futile hustle and fleeting
interests of the world, God
should be served in retirement
and recollection so that prin-
ciple importance be given to
contemplation, particularly
through mystical prayer, to-
gether with a more austere
life, with poverty aod with
mortification. Together with
her daughters she set out thus
along a hard and difficult
road, yet one which waa
cheered by great joys.
Without allowing herself to
be discouraged by any dif-
ficulty, St. Teresa founded 17
convents in which the nuns fol-
lowed that road, under the pro-
tection of the most Blessed
Virgin, Queen and pride' of
Carmel. But the flame which
burned in her. thanks to the
efficacious collaboration of St.
John of the Cross, touched also
the friar* of her order and
even during the life of the
fearless foundress, 13 monas-
teries for men following the
new rule were founded.
THE CHARITY which fired
her did not remain within the
boundaries of her religious
family but eras extended to the
whole Church, since God had
given her a "largeness of heart
as the sand that is on the sea
shore" (Third Book of Kings,
4, 29). She desired ardently in
fact the salvation of souls sod
constantly deplored the errors
of pagans and of heretics,
sslung God constantly for their
conversion.
For this purpose she offered
to God the sacrifice of fasting,
the disciplines and the other
willing forms of penance. The
brilliance of priestly sanctity,
the depth of the knowledge of
theologians, the diligent activi-
ty of missionaries, these were
her preoccupations, these she
tried to obtain from God
through intense prayer and
she wanted her nuns, con-
secrated to a life of greater
Intimacy with the Lord, to do
Hkeeke.
Convinced, therefore, that
habitus] prayer and the spirit
of sacrifice are of the greatest
importance for the salvation of
souls and that they constitute
indeed an excellent form of the
apostolate. St. Teresa or-
ganired her whole life on Uus
basic principle end she wished
that this also be door by all
of those who would have her
as a mother. How trua and
salutary was this basic mark
of her spirituality has been
proved by the vitality of the
Carmelite Order during these
past four centuries.
Contemplative Life
We have spoken several
times about the spiritual
fruitfulness of contemplative
life and now, contemplating St.
Trresa of Jesus, we are
pleased to confirm the fart
that the Church, while ap-
preciating considerably the ex-
ternal apostolate, which Is so
necessary in our times, at-
tributes nevertheless the
greatest Impirtsnce to the life
dedicated to contemplation and
this, precisely in these days of
accentuated activity.
THE REAL apostolate con-
sists in fact of participating in
the work of salvation of Christ
which cannot come about with-
out an Intense spirit of prayer
and of sacrifice. The Savior
redeemed the world, which
was the slave of sin, mainly
by raising His prayers to the
Father and sacrificing Him-
self. Whoever seeks to relive
this intimate aspect of the mis-
sion of Christ, although not
dedicated to any form of ex-
terior action, performs the
apostolate nevertheless in a
most excellent manner.
We consider with paternal
affection the daughters of St.
Teresa scattered all over the
world. Let us address to them
the words of St. Cyprian, the
vindicator of holy virginity:
"The most illustrious part of
the flock of Christ:" "they
are reasons of joy for ;he
Church and in them blossom
abundantly its ’ glorious
maternal fruitfulness" (Do
hahitu virg. 3; P.L. 4, 443).
We are grateful to them for
the humble and hidden life
they lead and by which they
bring so much benefit to Chris-
tians and to the whole human
soclrty. And we exhort you to
preserve with steadfastness
and love that form of life trans-
mitted to you by such a great
mistress.
MAY YOU RECALL and
bear in mind her words: /‘My
heart breaks because of the
loss, of many souls ...I
should like that at least the
number of reprobates did not
increase. My Sisters in Christ,
join me in asking this grace
of God. This la why He gath-
ered you here; this it your
vocation, this is your duty aod
your desire, this is the reason
for your team and prayers . ..
“The day on which your
prayers, disciplines, desires
and fasting* are not used tor
this purpose which I have men-
tioned. then you will not
may you know it achieve
the purpose for which the Lord
gathered you together" (The
Road of Perfection 1, 44,3,10).
And we do not doubt that the
sons of St Teresa will derive
from these solemnities an in-
vitation to preserve aod per-
form with diligent effort, with
vigilant coautaney and greater
diligence that which the
mother reformer, full of piety
and wisdom, set herself in re-
calling the Carmelite Order ut
its anginal Ideal.,
Though they devote them-
selves alto to works of the ex-
ternal apostolate. tt is neces-
sary that there should flourish
always within them, without
ever fading, the 'precious
marguerite" which the left to
them at a heritage
No Oh*tar!r
Examining the matter from
a higher point of slew, one
seea that the Ida consecrated
to cootempiataou it ant an ob-
stacle to the external apos-
tate performed out of toeo of
God. Since, if on* is united in-
Umatety with God aod seek*
only Him in everything, the
flame of apostolic chanty
must necessarily spread.
. Then there is full harmony
and concord between the ex-
ternal apostolate and the con-
templative life, since both
spring' from and draw nourish-
ment from charity, as from a
single source. Using, there-
fore, an expression of St. Ber-
nard: “Embrace (> brothers,
the most precious marguerite;
embrace the sanctity of the
life Which makes you like to
God and members of His fam-
ily" (Sermo de dlv. 37: P.L.
183, 641).
THIS ARDOR of rharity
will, moreover, make the
whole Teresian family take
God and the progress of the
Church to heart and it will
seek, therefore, to obtain
through special prayers and
penance, the abundance of
Divine Grace, in order that the
forthcoming Second Vatican
Ecumenical Council may be
for the Church anew spring, a
presage of complete spiritual
beauty.
These are our feelings as
we recall the work begun suc-
cessfully by St. Teresa four
centuries ago. WhS» we Im-
plore God with entreating
prayers that the forthcoming
celebrations may produce
abundant spiritual fruits, we
gladly impart to you. a* a tok-
en of heavenly graces and ss
a sign of our benevolence, be-
loved sons, to the prelates,
civil authorities, the clergy
and religious of the Order of
St. Teresa and to all those
people sharing in the afore-
mentioned celebration*, the
apostolic blessing.
Given in Rome, at St Pe-
ter's on the lath of July. 1*62,
on the Feast of Our Lady of
Ml. Carmel, in the fourth
year of our pontificate.
THE FIRST ecumenical
council, held in Ntcsea in
303, formulated the Nnrne
Creed.
Korean class
Is Buptized
SEOUL, Korea (NO—Seven
prominent Korean leaders
have been baptised in a group
here by Archbishop Paul Roof
Seoul.
They are Paul Ro Jinsul.
former judge of the Korea*
Supreme Court and chief of
the government audit-
ing commission: Andrew Pak
Moonbuk, professor of agricul-
tural science at Seoul Nation-
al University; Matthew Jung
Kong mo. former chief of staff
c( the Korean Navy; Thomas
Han Toogsuk, former Minister
of Communications; John Hy-
un Sukbo. former Minister of
Defense; John Hong Yoonsun.
a former provincial governor,
and Mark Lee Kwanghee.
principal of a Seoul public
high schooi.
All took instruction together
for nine months. An eighth
member of the class—Peter
Kang Intaik, former Minister
of Communication* died 10
days before the ceremony. He
was baptised .before his death.
A ninth member of the class
was unable to attend the cere-
mony and was scheduled to be
baptised separately.
American Contributions toMissions
Averaged Only 27 Cents a Person
An average of only 27 cents
each for the Holy Father's So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith was contributed last
year by Catholics of the U. S.
Where Is our faith? Ima-
gine! The price of a package
of cigarettes a year to the
Vicar of Christ for 200,000 mis-
sionaries, 80,000 schools, 400
leper colonies.
It is not the UN that will
bring peace to the world. It la
you. "This is the victory that
overcomes the world your
faith."
Of the millions of Catholics
in the U.S. there are few who
could not contribute 81 to the
Holy Father's mission society.
There art many who could
contribute 810. and some who
could afford 81,000.
With seal, care, charily, we
must fulfill our missionary
duty lest through our fault and
neglect “tht arm of the ..Lord
be shortened and His hour de-
layed."
School Spending
Disparity Great
In l-alia America there are
80 million persons who can
neither read nor write, and
the number of ''functionally U-
literate" is even greater. In
tb* U. S. tha average expendi-
ture on education in 1931 was
870. In Latin American coun-
tries it ranged 10 years ago
from 82 in Haiti, Peru and
Paraguay to 8U in Argentina
and Chile.
A priest in Paraguay writrs
that his school needs “essen-
tial items and eventually a de-
cent buiidieg. At present we
are boused in an old butcher's
hut, which is much, too snut!
and bas no windows There
are no benches or desks and
we lack all requisites for in-
struction. We are forced to
turn away innumerable chil-
dren because of our lack of
room."Mission Appeal
In Garfield
Bishop Stanton wilt make
an appeal on behalf of the
Society far the Propagation
of the Faith on Jan 6 at
Our Lady of Mt. Virgin,
Garfield, Rev. Charles P.
Casserty, pastor.
Bishop Stanton thanks Fa-
ther Casserly and other
pastors of the srrbdsores*
for making these appeals
Society tor the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, B.T.D.
Very Rev. Msgr, John F. Davis
81 Mntberry 84., Newark 2. N. J. Phone MArket 2-2883
Heart: Dally, • a.m. to 8 p m.; Satarday, 8 a.m. to U.
Diocese of Paterson:
RL Rev. Msgr. William F. Leals
34 DeGrasse 81., Patonen 1. N. J. Phone ARmory 4-8408
Hours: Dally, • a.m. to i p.p.: Satarday. f a.m. to 12.
Donations to the Society for the Propagation of the
Faith are income tax deductible.
Typhoon in Guam
Destroyed Crops
Although his mission missed
a typhoon forecast for that
area of the Mariannas Islands,
Rev. Alvin Lafeir, OFM. of
Guam, relates that much dam-
age was door to crops. “God
wss good to us." be writes.
'Tim typhoon headed in our
direction did not strike us,
personally.
“We had half a dozen
’blows* in the past few
months, but this was a real
big one. It packed winds of
over 200 miles in its center
and was headed direct for
Guam. We had two days to
make our preparations, but
there is not much one can do
when typhoons come that big.
I could see our quonset school
and the new wing under con-
struction being leveled to the
ground
“As the typhoon approached
our island some 330 people
were evacuated and put in my
auditorium, church and cafe-
teria. They are si) solid ce-
ment buildings.
“Fortunately, as it neared
Guam the typhoon veered
away and we got winds only
up to SO and SO miles an hour.
It destroyed ail banana trees
and crops, but the homes and
buildings were intact and no
one was injured. Japan was
no* so lucky: as the typhoon
neared Japan it crashed into
several of the islands killing
hundreds and destroying thou-
sands of homes and causing
millions of dollars in damage.
"Please remember us in
your prayers and alms. We
have many needs here and
there is so much more work
to be done."
Natives Helping
To Build Church
The church at Kyere, Ugan-
da. East Africa, "is a true
Stable of Bethlehem," writes
Rev. Harry van Dijk, Mill
Father, who established the
mission in February, 1961.
“Last year 403 adults were
baptized as well as 409 infants
and we hsve more than 10,000
Communions. In addition 37
marriages were * contracted
and blessed. With help from
benefactors from my native
Holland 1 was able to build a
permanent priests’ house for
two priests, to which I moved
in February, i962. It was built
by free labor of the natives.
“The foundations for a per-
manent church to hold 1,000
people has been started by
free labor. Now the people are
making cement blocks for the
waits. Cost should be 813,000.
I shall dedicate this edifice to
Our Lady of the Children, as
so many of the little ones are
doing all rouble toward its
erection.
“I am the architect, the con-
tractor and the builder. The
com of the church is more
than my people can provide.
So I must go abroad for help,
and I shall have to depend on
your generosity to build an-
other home on the dark conti-
nent tor Our Lord in the Holy
Eucharist *’
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SOCIETY OF
THE DIVINE WORD
OntAKO. PA
FOR MY INVESTMENT
From now 0n... an Annuity called
MISSION CONTRACT
because
1. It pays me high interest as long as I live.
2. Interestcontinues to my wife or a relative after my death.
3. Many spiritual benefits now and later.
4* My money educates boys to the Priesthood.
5. Gives me peace of mind and no stock worries.
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REV. FATHER RALPH, Nafl. Dir.
S.V.D. Catholic Universitioo, 311 N. Michigan, Chicago t, 111.
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Eritrea: A Church ofEarth Collapses
NUU MOSL4 STKCTCHED MIS HANDtin IM UO «n.
• "»Uni sad horning «i»d. bl.ola, all Um night, ImA tl mr.
~
aad hm»4 l» tala dry (rauA u<
/-V- «//.■ Um »»VrT »*• ttPfM.' Than Um
,
bmillH wi< mlpli . . . Bat la
modem Umrs. this Biblical b*tf; of
■ *ICC baa Ml hem M bla4 M Umm
Ihriac alcai Ita bank*. fto people a(
Crtuca. bat A mat tba BUI St.V,
rtracita hard far a lit in, la ibla bar*
Tie Atom*/W
faitOnmJOmd
Mtthed plains . . . tba Catholic* at
At HNL. «a Eritrean tillage. belli a
cbartb of cartb bat Um otads aad
seua&sl tala* nat la Mrap IL Ta
baild a firmer Umrta/r. they beta
BatbtM la after bat their Übar
.
. .
12*00 to aredrd far UM
rbarrb lUrlf and aaalbcr $1.4*4 wtU pratldr a plate far tba
Brtral la tire. A MaaU irwp af Catholic* la a tat aaa af
Moslems. Um people af AIHM fear thetr cklldrra atli drill
away fr*m tba faith aalraa they bate a cbartb u
Mam. ... Hill yea beta them? Aay tanaat atil be
titled.
HLIJ’I.NG THE HOLY FATIItK
' Our Association UUm financial am of |»op* Jobs XXIH la
assisting Uta millionaire* af the Near Cul. You can tuengtbea
Uut arm >t!£sUiy by firing ui a STRINGLESS GIFT. Then
at shall ba tbit to help him arbtra tba nerd la grealrri.
OVERRATING LITTLE CHRISTMAS
IN ITALY. children kata Ibrlr Marking* ataffrd aad racalva
Ibrlr gifla at Rplpbaay. Tba etonlag btfarr they llatra for tba
kaafbrata af the Mad ...IN SOUTH AMF.BICA. chart are left
• artadaatlUa aad leltera are written ta tba Ring* ...IN
GEBMANY. the rfaUdrra imp Ilka thrm . . . Tea aaa beta*
tba spirit af kingly firing la tba PALESTINE BEFCGEES.
Tbty realbad Ba af tba Maly FamUyhaablt la dad a plart la
tba lan. <l4 trill purchase a faad pacha,* taaa«b la kelp
tbaia far a month. If yaa with. atH aaad yaa a Rotary af
Ottea Beads from Um Holy Laad as a takes af thanks.
FEAST OF THE HOLY FAMILY
January 10 U tyit Frastday. Why not have a Mat, raid for
Tour family by ona of our missions rice?
...Or you can enroll
them In our aorlety and they will participate In the graces of
the Holy Father'* Mau and 18.000 other Masses each year. In*
dividual membership: fl p year; Perpetual membership; $2O.
Family membership: $3 a year; Perpetual: $lOO.
SPONSORING NOVICES AND SEMINARIANS
$1 a week, ar SIM a year coyer* Um two year training of n
sister-to-be. $2 a week ar $144 a year far ala years pays the way
fbr a seminarian. We hare many names af these walling U ba
kalped . . . Would yon like to sponsor one? Or. If yon wish.
Join onr MARY'S BANE or CHRYSOSTOM CLUB and tend
Jnat a dollar-a-month.
Dear Monsignor:
Enclosed find for
Name
Street
CNF Zone ....State
jGmI
<Rear East (Oissionstmi
F2ANCIS CARDINAL SPEUMAN, Pres Wont
M«r. Joeepk T. Ryan. Naff Se*>
cathouc ASSOCIATION
490 Lexington Ave. of 44th ft. New Yoric 17, N. V.’
InTime of Seed
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
M hose carefuland understandingservice is in accord u ith
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
| BBBBHBgBBBBBB
BERGEN COUNTY
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS. N. J.
ATIos 1-1342
TRMKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOO • BOGOTA
umE FEEIY
HUbbord 7-3050
VOLK FUNOAL HOMES
TEANECK. TE 6-0202
BOGOTA; HU 9-2202
JOHN J. FEENEY t SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD, N. J.
Gilbert 4-7650
GORMLfY FUNERAL HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK. NJ.
I HUbbord 7-1010
CLIFFORD H. KJNECKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD. N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY,
Mo noger
TE 7-2332
THOMAS J. DIFFUY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD. N. J.
WEbtter 9-0098
ESSEX COUNTY
MURPHY MEMORIAL HOME
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N J.
MArket 3-0514
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
ESeex 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
OORNY « GORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE.
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Mono Ave.
Eott Orange, N. J.
ORonge 4-4445
MArkel 2-2530
CODEY’S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE. N. J.
ORonge 4-7554
HUEISENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J.
Korl W. Hueltenbeck
Director
ESmx 2-1600
CODEY’S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK (STREET
MONTCIAjR, N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
DECAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-3333
OEOROE AHR 8 SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
ESmx 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
ESmx 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrth 7-3131 -
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE. N. J.
ORonge 7 0348
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE. N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICE
MICHAEL J. MURRAY.
206 BEILEVIUE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. NJ.
PI 3-2527
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
DIRECTORS
GRACE MURPHY
WILLIAM T. NEELY
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 3 2600
OORNY 8 OORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE. N. J.
ORonge 2-2414 '
L V. MUHIN 8 SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK. N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
HUDSON COUNTY
BUNNEU FUNERAL HOME
41 Highland Ave.
Jersey City, N. J.
Charles A. Stevens,
Manager
DElaware 3-6446
LAWRENCE O. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 ACADEMY ST.
(at Bergen Square)
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
SW 8-8114
NECKER-SHARPC
FUNERAL HOME
525 45th STREET
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-0820
UN lon 7-0120
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY. N. J.
UNIon 7-6767
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th ST. 8 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 3-1100
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WtST NEW YORK. N. J.
UNion 7-0373
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
2200 HUDSON BIVD.
UNION CITY. N. J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM.
MANAGER
UNion 7-1000
james a. McLaughlin
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Oldfield 3-2266
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY.
MANAGER
HEnderson 4-0411
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN. N. J.
Oldfield 9-1455
Oldfield 9-1456
MORRIS COUNTY
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOMES
781 Nework Pompton Tpk.
Pompton Plains, N. J.
TE 5-4156
SH 2 6433
BIRMINGHAM
FUNERAL HOME
249 SOUTH MAIN STREET
• WHARTON, N. J.
FOxcroft 6-0520
PASSAIC COUNTY
GORNY 8 GORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON, N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRescott 9-3183
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PRescott 7-3002
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRescott 7-0141
UNION COUNTY
GORNY 8 OORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUI
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elisabeth 2-1415
MILLER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-6664
For listing In this section call The Advocate, MArket 4-0700
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In College Who’s-Who
SOUTH ORANGE - Rev.
Robert Fennell, director of
itudent attain at Setoa Hall
University, thla week an-
nounced the names of SI sen-
iors who have been selected
for Who’s Who in American
Universities and Colleges.
The awards are based'upon
scholarship, participation in
extracurricular activities and
leadership: Selected were:
Ronald Severe, Fred
Petrosino, James Dattoli, John
Kelly and Robert Gacdone, all
of Belleville; Edward Wyrach,
Bloomfield; James Meyer,
East Orange; Joseph O’Toole,
Irvington; John Patton, Mill-
burn; Louis lorio, Short Hills;
Drew Belfus, South Orange,
George Domareki of Mountain-
side;
Also Manfred Dalbousser,
Union; Donato Lsßosia, Plain-
field; Lawrence Twill, Sum-
mit; Eugene Caffrey, West-
field; Nicholas /Scalers and
John Golden, Newark; George
Laudato. Midland Park;
Charles A. Tuplnikl, Para-
mu*; James Hillock, Pater-
son; William J, Walsh. Car-
teret; Donald Fltislmmona,
South Amboy; Thomas Gaa-
que, Deal; Robert Sldliano,
Neptune;
Also, William Ragola and
Vincent Lupo, Trenton; Wil-
liam DeCinque, Penns Grove;
Charles Lisa, Glastboro; R.
Joseph Bevacqua, Phillips-
burg, Robert Murphy, Staten
Island.
THE DEVOTION OF the
Stations of tho Croat originated
during the Cruaade*.
Pray for Them
Sr. M. Bernadine
NEWBURGH- Sister Msry
Bernadine, 0.P., who wai to
celebrate her golden jubilee in
April, died suddenly on Christ-
ine* Day at the motherhouae
of the Dominican Bistcra of
Newburgh here. A Solemn Re-
quiem Maas was offered Dec.
28 at the chapel.
Bom In Peterson, Sister Ber-
nadine entered the Dominican
Order in 1912 and wai pro-
tested in April. 1915. Her last
teaching assignment was at St.
Anthony’s School, Hawthorne.
Survivors include her slater,
Mrs. Emilie Neumann of Pa-
terson, and four niece*.
OtherDeatka...
Mr*. Asm C. Reilly, 87,
mother of Bishop Thomas F.
Reilly, c ss.lt., of the Domi-
nican Republic, died Dec. 20
in Boston.
Timothy Miaihan, 90, father
of Auxiliary Bishop Jeremiah
F. Miniham of Boston, died at
Haverhill, Mass.
Albert A. Cereghlao, 88. of
Jersey City, brother of Slater
Mary Concilia, 0.5.F., died
Dec. 20 at home.
William Mechler of Newark,
brother of the late Mtgr. Mi-
chael A. Mechler, died Dec.
25.
Mr*. Ludovico DeSanUt of
Verona, mother of Slater Inex,
M.P.F., and Sister Rachel.
M.PJF.. both of Villa Wslsb,
Morristown, died Dec. 23.
James P. McGrasery, 87.
former attorney general of
the United Statea and a Knight
Commander of tbe Order of St.
Gregory the Great, Private
Chamberlain criLth* Cape and
Sword and Knight Commander
of the Order of the Holy
Sepulchre, died Dsc. 23 at
Palm Beach, Fla.
In yottr prtyrrs tlso rtmtm-
btr ibrst, your dtcmrd
prints i
Netvark
...
Most Rev. Winand M. Wigger,
Jan. 5, 1901
Rev. Gerard Funcke, Jan. 5.
1908
Rt. Rev. Magr.' Joseph M.
Flynn. Jan. 8,1910
Rev. Umberto Donatl, Jan. TANARUS,
1945
Rev. Joseph Zablocbi, Jan. 8,
1922
Rev. William F. Burke, Jan.
9, 1954
Rt. Rev. Msgr. George H.
Doan*. Jan. 9. 1908
Rev. John A. Banks, Jan. f,
1951
Rev. James A. Kcough, Jan.
10, 1932
Rev. Perry G. De Witt, Jan.
10. 1957
Pateraon...
Rev. Joseph J. Spielman. Jen.
9. 1943
Rt. Rev. Msgr. John J. Dauen-
hauer. Jan. 9.1954
Rev. John J, Duggan. Jan. 10,
1945
Doctrine Course
At St. Joseph's
EAST RUTHERFORD - A
Catholic Information Course
for aduh* will begin Jan 8 at
St- Joseph’s parish u l »
p m and continue for 20
weeks.
Tbe course will be conduct-
ed by the Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine of the par-
iah under direction of Rev
Garvate Watters, OF M-. of
St Anthony * Guild. Pateraon
Tbe clasacs are designed tor
non-Catholics, as **u as for
Catholics who wish to review
the teaching* of their Faith
Alt adult* who intend to re-
ceive Confirmation in the near
future were requested to at-
tend by Rev Edward Mc-
Guire. O P M . pastor.
Serrano Plan
Bishop's Night
PATERSON - Bishop Mr
Nutty will be guest of honor at
the annual Bishop * Night of
the Serve Club of Paterson
Jaa. U at the Hamilton Osh.
The Bishop will shaxw the
data at the formal dinner with
Joseph B. Reilly of East Or-
ange. Serra district governor.
Tbe chib wtO present a bur**
to the Bishop from Ms activi-
ties during tbe pait year.
J. Joarph SimoneOi of
Wayne has been appointed
chairman of tbe dinner by Ed-
ward J Foster of Clifton, club
president Dr Thomas F
Reilly of Clifton ia to,
chairman.
Classes for Parents
PASSAIC - Si Mary’s tins-
pita I Ha* scheduled a series of
classes for
which will begin Jaa. a in
Marta lfall at 7:50 p m. and
continue for five consecutive
Tuesday evening! Sitter Ann
Matthew i* in charge of regia-
nation.
BROTHERS’ CONCLAVE r-The annual educational conference of the Christion Brothers of
Ireland was held Dec. 27 of Essex Catholic High School. Msgr. Joseph P. Tuite, archdio-
cesan superintendent of schools, greets Brother E. R. Kayser, F.S.C.H., of lona College,
who gove the keynote addrets. Alto pictured are Brother J. H. Vooghon, F.S.C.H., of the
congregation’s Council on Education] Brother F. I. Offer, F.S.C.H., principal of Essex Cath-
olic, and Brother W. C Penny, F.S.C.H., provincial.
News From Latin America
Civic Cooperation Stressed
CUADALUPE. Mexico (NC)
A priest ands lay leader
told 300.000 Catholics gathered
here for the feast of the na-
tional patroness that the coun-
try’s citizen! should unite with
government authorities and
strive for "a better Mexico.”
The calls to unity came
shortly after recent crilirum
of the government’s handling
of proposed constitutional re-
form dealing with education.
Rev. Angel Maria Ganbay
of the Basilica of Our Ladv of
Guadalupe here told the thou-
sand* gathered in front of the
basilica that Mary "ask* us to
lime in behalf of ihe nation,
to feel ourselves citizens of the
tind , tstsd) to work with
the authorities . for the good
of Ihe country.”
Fernando Barbara, head of
the Mexico City Federation of
Associations of Parent* of
High School Children, said:
•'Everyone, people and gov.
ernment. should unite and
strive for the same goal: a
butler Mexico for all
Mexican!."
The 200.000 gathered hero
for one of several rallies show-
ing support for the Second
Vatican Council on tbe Feast
of Our Lady of Guadalupe, a
holy day of obligation in this
country. In Monterrey, a simi-
lar demonstration drew
150.000. Another 150.000 took
part in a rally in Guadala-
jara, About 50.000 gathered for
a demonstration in San Luis
Potosi.
•
Moral Instruction
BUENOS AIRES (NC)-The
Knights of St. Martin of Tours
and 18 civic and cultural or-
ganisations have asked the Ar-
gentine Ministry rrf Education
to include instruction in moral-
ity tn the public school cu-
nrulum.
Seventy year* ago Argentina
suppressed religious teaching
tn public school*. Religion
courses ara still banned in
schools supported by the cen
tral government, although they
have been restored in some
schools under the control of
provincial governments.
•
Crurnde Thronged
RIO DE JANEIRO (RNJV-
Mar* than oee null wo persona
participated in a mass rally
her* ending a threw-month
Family Rotary Cruaada in
Brazil roodacted by Rev. Pat-
rick Peyton. CSC . of Albany,
N Y.
Father Peytoo said the rally
wa* on* of the three largest
in the 30 year* of his crusade.
The only other ones to match
the Rio demonstration, he
said, were in Manila In IW9
and in Bogota. Colombia, last
March.
Tbe crusade In Brazil was
aimed principally at giving a
spiritual uplift to tium dwell-
ers in large cities. The cam-
paign will be continued with
family visitations by volun-
teer* tn ail parishes.
Father Peyton now plans to
take his Family Rosary Cru-
sade to southern Brail], Bo-
livia and Argentina.
Fr. Franklin
In 1st Mass
WOODRIDGE Rev Ed-
ward Franklin celebrated hit
first Solemn Mats Dec. 30 at
Assumption Church following
hit ordination Dec 22 at St.
Mary’* Cathedral, Ogden*
burg. N. Y
Father Franklin ii the was
of Mrs Edward Franklin of
this community He wa*
raised in New York City and
also reversed hi* early cduca-
turn there He studied for the
priesthood at Sacred Heart
Seminary. Melrose Park, til,
and St Charles Seminary.
Staten Island He completed
his studies at Christ the King
Seminary. St. Honaventure.
N. V.
Assisting Father Franklin at
ha first Mass were Rev. Wil-
liam J. Haye*. OFM , pas-
tor of Assumption, archpriest;
Rev. Gino Dal Pias. PS S C.,
of Immaculate Conception
Novitiate. Cornwall. N. Y.,
deacon, and Rev. Eugene Carr,
of tho Diocese of Ogdensburg,
lubdtMCA, Tb* W||
preached hy- Rer. Louii Gig-
anti of St. James, New York
City.
FATHER FRANKLIN
North Jersey
Calendar
SUNDAY, JAN. 8
Third Order of ML Carmel.
81. Joseph’s, Bogota Renew-
al of profession for all mem-
bers, 3 p.m.
MONDAY, JAN. T
Star of the Sea Council, K.
of C., Bayonne Moving pic-
ture* of Second Vatican Coun-
cil, 8:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 8
Greenville Council, K. of C.,
Jersey City Special meeting
of all elected and appointed
personnel of council, Colum-
bian Club, boy* club and Col-
umbiettes, 8:30 p.m.
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Catholic Historians
Honor Priest’s Book
CHICAGO Rev. Francia
Dvormk. a professor of Byzan-
tine history at Harvard Uni-
versity. was awarded the John
Ctlmary She* Prize for 1962
at the 41rd annual meeting
here of the American Catholic
Historical Association.
The priest was honored for
hit book "The Slavs in Euro-
pean History and Qvilitatioo."
The association’* prize is nam-
ed in honor of a 19th century
American Catholic historian.
The award ia given by the
association each year to an
American Catholic author who
has msde "the most original
and distinguished contribution
to historical knowledge during
the previous year in the form
of a published work.”
Honorable mention also was
given at the meeting to Rev.
Georga’Hl Duißs, s!I., for his
book “Generation of Giant*:
The Story of the Jesuit* in
China in the Last Decades of
tho Ming Dynaaty.”
THE CONVENTION was
treated to a sample of record-
ed Catholic history in the
United States. .
Known as the American
Catholic Heritage recordings,
they will be mad# available to
schools, libraries and other in-
stitutions throughout the coun-
try by Our Sunday Viaitor of
Huntington. led.
Gerhart B. Ladner, history
profeasor at the University of
California at Los Angelei. was
installed as tha new president
of the association. He suc-
ceeded Manoel Cardozo. his-
tory department chairman
at the Catholic University of
America, Washington. D. C.
Vincent P. DeSantis of No-
tre Dam* University took
Ladner s place as the organi-
zation’s first vice president
with automatic succession te
tha group's presidency in the
following year.
Camden Jury
OKs Paving
CAMDEN - A Camden
County grand jury last week
lound that there was nothing
wrong with the use of county
highway equipment for work
on semi public project*, but
recommended that the prac-
tice be abandoned.
Tho case had arisen after a
county freeholder complained
that equipment had been used
to level a parking lot at
Gloucester Catholic High
School. Payment of (295.92 had
been made to the county for
tbe loan of men and materials
by Msgr. Edward B Lueitt,
pastor of St. Mary's, Glouces-
ter.
Freeholder N. Leonard
Smith, oo* of two Republican
members of a Democratic-
controlled board, had vnsde
the complaint, which had soma
political undertones. Free-
holder Joseph M. Saodooe told
tho Camden Star Herald, tha
diocesan paper, that county
highway equipment has been
used for over SO years on
similar projects, usually with
no payment involved.
Men of Wayne
Plan Dinner
WAYNE—The Catholic Men
of Wayn* will hold their an-
nual dinner Jan. 29 at Dono-
hue's Restaurant with the
Nocturnal .Adoration So-
ciety as sponsor.
Laymen from the three par-
ish** in tbe township. Holy
Ora**, Immaculate Heart of
Mary and Our Lady of tha
Valley, will take part. Chair-
man it Edward Mulligan; tic-
ket chairman it John Couball.
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By Legion of Decency
Good Reading Put on Wheels
NEWARK - The Legion of
Decency of the Archdiocese of
Newark is putting Rood read-
ing on wheels next week in the
form of a traveling book fair
which will bring 1,600 paper-
back books to parishes and
schools.
Msgr. Aloysius J. Carney,
archdiocesan director of the
legion, got the idea from a
similar vehicle employed by a
book distributor in Pennsyl-
vania. It is, as 1 far as is
known, the first time the proj-
ect bajL been sponsored by a
diocesan legion office.
The program will be direct-
ed by Rev. James A. McKenna
of St. Paul of the Cross, Jer-
sey City. The bookmobile will
visit St. Rose of Lima, New-
ark, which is Msgr. Carney's
parish, first and then go to
Hudson County for the rest of
January and February.
The books are of both Catho-
lic and general interest and
are for all a|es. They range In
price from 33 cents to tt.ZS.
The bookmobile will visit
schools during the week and
wit) be available for general
parish use on weekends.
Rev. Paul J. Hayes, aasist-
ant director of the legion for
the archdiocese, said that any
parishes, schools or Catholic
organizations wishing to be
visited by the book fnbile
should call his office in New-
ark. - -'-
BOOKMOBILE -In a positive effort to encourage good reading, tho legion of Decency
of the Archdiocese of Newark hos borrowed this trailer and outfitted it as a traveling
book fair of 1,600 paperbacks to tour the archdiocese. It will begin at St. Rose
parish, Newark, next week and will then go to Hudson County for the rest of January
and February.
Archbishop's
Appointments
SATURDAY, JAN. S
IS a.m.. Laying of corner-
stone and dedication of new
church, laving of corner-
stone and blessing of new
convent, blessing of new
rectory, followed by Solemn
Pontifical Mass. St. Mar
garet’s. Little Ferry.
THURSDAY, JAN. It
It:M a.m.. Solemn Pont-
ifical Mass. St. Mary's Hos-
pital Chapel. Hoboken, com-
memorating the loath an-
niversary of the coming of
tho Franciscan Sisters of
the Poor to the hotpita).
SUNDAY, JAN. U
3 p.m.. Confirmation for
adults. Sacred Heart Cathe-
dral.
To Dedicate Church
In Little Ferry
LITTLE FERRY - Arch-
bishop Boland will celebrate a
Solemn Pontifical Mass to
mark the dedication of the new
St. Margaret's Church here
Jan. 5 at 10 a m.
The” ceremony will alio in-
clude the blessing of the new
convent and rectory buildings.
Alt three buildings church,
content and rectory were
completed in less thao a year,
with groundbreaking cere-
monies having been held Jan.
7. I*3.
ASSISTING Arthhisbop Bo-
land at the Mass will be Msgr.
James A. Hughes, vicar gen-
eral, archpriest; Rev. Henry
F. Macktn. pastor of St.
John’s, Bergenfiekt. and for-
mer paitor of St. Margaret’s,
deacon, awl Rev. Thomas 0.
Grant, pastor of Immaculate
Conception. Hackensack,
mother church of St. Mar-
garet’s. tubdeaccm
The sermonwtll be preached
by Bishop Martin W Stanton.
Deacons of bonne to the Arch-
bishop wtl be Msgr Robert G
Fitzpatrick, pastor of Corpus
Christi, Hasbrouck Heights,
and dean of Bergen County
clergy, and Msgr Thomas F.
Curry, pastor of St. Joseph’s.
Oradetl.
THE NEW f ill RCII is of
contemporary design and ac-
commodates *OO people. It is
dominated by a large belt tow-
er of California redwood,
which makes St. Margaret’s a
landmark in the little Ferry-
Moeeachie area The original
bell from the old church has
been relocated in the tower
and the old organ, with ex-
panded facilities necessary for
the target church area, hss
also been moved
The convent looted on
Washington Ave, Is a two-
story structure and it much
closer to the school than was
the old convent. The new rec-
tory, a two-story ranch design
building, is atlacbed to ibe
church and has bring,quarters
for the pastor and two assis-
tants. as well as a room for
a visiting priest. There is also
a community work room for
parish societies and three of-
fices for private conferences
PRISON VISIT-Richard Cardinal Cushing of Boston
visits with a convict in the isolation block of tho Massa-
chusetts Stole Prison at Walpole. Earlier, ho addressed
some 300 inmates in the prison’s auditorium to bring
them cheer and hope during a Christmas season behind
bars. It was the prelate's fifth visit at the maximum
security prison in six years.
Recollection Day
The monthly day of recol-
lection for priests will be
held Jan. 16 at Immaculate
Conception Seminary with
Rev. Harold X. Folser, SJ„
conducting the conferences.
This Holy Name Unit Ranges
From Repairs to Encyclicals
‘
CINCINNATI(NC)—lmagine
• group of men who support
discussions of papal encycli-
cals, raise the level of con-
tributions to the parish Sunday
collection, sing hymns at their
meetings, cajl their pastor
weekly to see if any repairs
ere needed, organize family
discussion groups, stage suc-
cessful campaigns to enlist
and hold competent leathers
lor their children, and ~.
That enough?
NO NEED TO imagine
th?ra. They are the Holy Name
Society of Our Lady of Victory
parish in suburban Delhi Hills.
The Cincinnati Archdiocesan
Council of Catholic Men has
given them the St. Thomas
More Award, citing the society
•s the "most outstanding" in
(he archdiocese.
The society has, in addition
to n full complement of offi-
cers, 13 regular committees,
each with at least one chair-
man, and three “committee
whips” who act as administra-
tive assistants to the president.
Active committees include
education, decent literature,
social action, family life, legis-
lation, youth, dances, pro»
grams, raffle, religious activi-
ties, organization and develop-
ment, and hammer and nail.
HAMMER ANDnail? This is
a relatively new committee
charged with Ihe Job of main-
tcnance and minor repairs
around the parish buildings. In
the past summer, for example,
committee memberi painted
the entire third floor o( the
new parish school
Typical of the committee
work is that of the religious
activities committee, accord-
ing to Norman A. Murdock,
president. Here are some of its
programs: appointment of a
man to attend and promote at-
tendance at each Mass offered
in the parish church through
tlrf week; promotion of the en-
thronement of the Sacred
Heart in parish homes; and
preparing commentators for
the dialogue Mass.
New members are in-
troduced one by one and for-
mally inducted Into the so-
ciety. They sign the guest reg-
ister at their first meeting,
too, and are treated as guests.
"They are quickly placed on
committees," said Murdock,
“and they come back."
One of the chief elements in
the society’s success has been
the quality ot its programs. In
the past year, tor example,
members heard talks on mar-
riage and family life, the lay
apostolate, communism, alco-
holism, the missions and juve-
nile delinquency.
At one meeting, there was a
debate between two lawyers
on the subject of enforcement
of laws against obscenity.
SOME OTHER receot activ-
ities of the Our Lady of Vic*
tory Holy Name Society in-
cluded:
• Awarding of trophies to
the eighth trade boy and girl
cited by the school for im-
proved achievement.
• Supplying transportation
for a teacher who otherwise
wouldn't have been able to
teach at the paiith school.
• Sponsoring a parish con-
ference on federal aid to edu-
cation.
•Making personal contact
with eight local colleges in a
teacher recruitment drive.
• Establishment of a lay
advisory council on education
to consult with the pastor and
principal. -
• Sponsoring a physical fit-
ness program for thei school,
with 750 out of some 900 pupils
taking pad.
•Efforts to promote sub-
scriptions to the Catholic Tele-
graph, archdiocesan neyrspa-
P«r.
• Sponsoring Cana confer-
ences and Mr. and Mrs. dis-
cussion clubs.
And that's not all: The so-
ciety is working for safer road
conditions in Delhi Hills, it Is
using modern data processing
methods to tabulate the Sun-
day collection returns and it
works up a
' calendar of
event! to avoid conflicts among
parish groups.
Family Life Head Backs
U. S. Fertility Research
WASHINGTON - The Na-
tional Institute of Health, re-
search arm of the Public
Health Service, this year ear-
marked more than $2.7 million
for "research in reproduction
related to birth and popula-
tion control."
This was revealed In a con-
troversial survey released by
the Nil! here. The survey
catalogs 383 research projects
costing 96.094.393, of which 170
projects are being supported
by 92.787,161 in NTH grants.
ON RELEASE of the re-
port, the NIH was commended
by Rev. John C. Knott, direc-
tor of the NCWC Family Life
Bureau, for supporting re-
search in human reproduction.
The Nil! report, describing
the NIH position, says “it
neither advocates! nor con-
demns birth control or any of
the methods described." It
said the development of new
birth control techniques is not
a specific Nil! objective. It
added that the government
agency is concerned Instead
with "basic research on re-
production and with disease
rather than with birth control
a> such."
The study became a subject
of controversy last Septefniicr
when it was announced that
the government had decided
to shelve it without making it
public. However, Secretary of
Health. Education and Wel-
fare Anthony J. Cclebrezze
said the report would be made
public after a House subcom-
mittee said it would in-
vestigate the shelving.
FATHER KNOTT in his
statement said "information
gained from such research in
time would benefit thousands
of presently sterile couples
and possibly prevent the mal-
formation, crippling and re-
tardation of hundreds of thous-
ands of innocent babies.”
He added: “Much good
could come from such basic
research. Tlte fact that such
information could be used for
what we, as Catholics, would
consider Immoral purposes
should not prevent us from
supporting those who are seek-
ing (he truth.
“Rather we, aa Catholics,
should positively encourage all
efforts which have as their
goal the unlocking of nature’a
secrets. Ignorance is more to
be feared than truth
. .
Secret Masses
In Cuban Prison
HOMESTEAD AIR FORCE
BASE, Fla. (RNS) - Maas
waa celebrated twice clandes-
tinely at the Cuban invaders'
prison after a woman smug-
glcd in sacramental wine and
wafers in a large religious
medallion worn around her
neck, a priest said here.
Rev, Ismael de Lugo, 46. a
chaplain with invading troops
in the Bay of Pigs Invasion
of April 1961, disclosed this
upon his arrival here from
Havana.
Mass had been forbidden in
the prison.
HE SAID the woman
whom he refuted to identify
smuggled in the wine and
wafers during visits to a
relative. The wine waa in a
small vial contained in her
medallion and the wafers
were wrapped In paper.
Some 300 captives attended
the first Mass on Christmas
Eve of 1961. It was celebrated
by Father de Lugo on a
rickety table with one candle.
Wearing dingy khakis. Fa-
ther de Lugo whispered the
prayers. The prisoners prayed
silently in fear the guards
would overhear.
The priest said he offered
another Mass at the prison last
Easter.
“We
wet;e not allowed to
pray. . ,wc were not allowed
to road religious books," he
said. "But on those two days
Christmas and Easter
we had our Mass."
"Thank God. it will be dif-
ferent this Christmas,” Father
do Lugo cxlaimed.
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HAFNIA SLICED BACON
FOOD FAIR
APPROVED
.
* 39*
Vss*
A 49C
*ss'
£69e
DSC »-*M Teg Qv.lrty b U S Cko.ce
BONELESS TOP
SIRLOIN ROAST
or Rump
Roast 99'
With Purchase of 2 of Req. Price
ALL 3 ft Qc Reg.
ONLY 70 49c each
MMOMigKBienMMiHUHNunMBUMaBaaguaa
FIRST OF THE Yt4M SPECIAL!
GIANT 44 QUART
POLYETHYLENE
WASTE BASKET
99‘~
Choice of
Six Colors "ow
Comp. 1.98 Value
MARGARINE
RED SALMON STEAK
| MIRACLE
WHIP
45‘
ftne spred 2
Selected
i ib
p»9»
29
89
L
quart
jar
BOILED
HAM
DOMESTIC Ib.
SLICED pkg.
STORE HOURS:
Mon., Wed., Sot. to 6 P.M. TUNA FISH <£££, 4 »l" KLEENEX
DEL MONTE CORN «**%.
BEEFSTEAKS “KraST*
C (LesserQuantities
Priced
Higher)
Friday to 10 P.M.
suauums&az
Tiiiuei bom
89cAB Coion of 400
7 s|oo17 or
cans
3 897 orpigs
LOCATION OF
FOOD FAIR STORES
FANCY SNO-WHITE
MUSHROOMS 39
SEEDLESS
GRAPEFRUIT
3'~29*
lUb
lUiie Kim
m
BAYONNE
Hudcen Iwlinit A W. Uid St.
(Mute 440—City Um|
BERCENFIELD
Walkingten A Central A«e.
’
BEUEVIIIE
SS4 Woihingten Ave.
CLIFTON
SAkhfleU VrOuge Shagging Center1344 Clit ten Avenue
SJ7 Piaget Avenue (Reute 44)
DOVER
Oevor Sf)oppios Coetov Galoot
Highway 4 Dewey Ave.
ELIZABETH
EMERSON
Pntcatfc Vetter S. C ,
Kmdarkamack te#4
FAIRLAWN
3*lo Braaetway
FORT UEE
ISO liawaael Plata
HACKENSACK
' in three Street
(Oggatito P. S. But Terminal
HAIEDON
Heleden Ave. A Hetcey Ave.
IRVINGTON
*lO Springfield Ave.
1001
Wright Village Shagging Center
101.105 Tethune Ave...
JERSEY CITY
B
. .
' Watt Side Aee. A Culver Ave. 7lh Ave. - Between Clifton A
NqwMrti Ave,
jgy | tfg <n Avonwo
*—*Ju
. a.i m. v
T,v7nTst'oV
3* W. Nerthfield Ave.,
m e eiti .
U. S. Reute # I and (ott Jertey St
I*o Ihnera Avenue
INGLEWOOD
'
44 Nerth Van Brunt Street (Bet. Cellini Ter. 4 Uving.l.n Ave.) Oggetite Valhburg Peril
Wo Reserve the Right to Limit Quontitios -N |
.»■! r.: , ■ ■■
NEW MILFORD
Ireeh(heeler Shagging Center
570 River Ited
NORTH BERGEN
, *l-33 Hud. an Beulevord
NORTH ARLINGTON
Beileviße Twmgike A Schuyler Ave.
NUTLEY
537 Franklin Avenue
PACKANACK LAKE
Wayne Hwy. J. C.. At. 33
PARAMUS
Bergen Mall S. C., Bt. 4
* Fareel Ave.
Oartide (agg. Colennode Pk.)
,»*r*D«nkJ
430 Clintaa Avenue
PATERSON
Marfin, n Am a q.K b..
337 0,..,. Street Market AlakeSewAve.
*** Or*»ga Ave. BratUntawa S. C, Watt Braadwoy
.MONTCLAIR
700 Oleeatfield Ave.
MORRISTOWN
t*t South Struet
NEWARK
Baymend Blvd. B Mulberry tl.
(Irenbeund Settian)
B Chamberlain Ave.
RIDGEWOOD
Village S. C. Franklin A
W. Magte Ave.
ROSELLE
IdieHe Shopping Ccntif
SSO Raritan Read
ROXBURY TOWNSHIP
ledgeweed Circle S. C,
Rt. 4B A Ml. Arlington td.
SOUTH PLAINFIELD
Freni Street A S. Momfield Ave.
TEANECK
540 Cedar laae
Teaneck Read and State Street
UNION
SluyvaMnl Ave. A Vaux Had Rd.
VERONA
gplng CenteF, Rt. 33
WEST NEW YORKn .'tr.T.j
mm
140 ■ 40th Street
PRICES EFFECTIVE THROUGH JAN. stl
